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ABSTRACT 
Ubiquitous positioning and people mobility tracking has become one of the critical parts of our 
daily life. As a core element of the Location Based Services (LBS), the ubiquitous positioning 
capability necessitates seamless positioning across both indoor and outdoor environments. Nowadays, 
tracking outdoor with a relatively high accuracy and reliability can be achieved using matured 
technologies such as Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS). However, it is still challenging 
for tracking in indoor environments such as airports, shopping malls and museums. The demand for 
indoor tracking has driven the fast development of indoor positioning and tracking technologies, 
especially Wi-Fi, RFID and smartphone etc. All these technologies have significantly enhanced the 
convenience of people’s daily life and the competitiveness of business firms. With the rapidly increased 
ubiquity of Wi-Fi enabled mobile phones and tablets, developing a robust location and mobility 
tracking system utilising such technologies will have a great potential for industry innovation and 
applications. 
This research is part of an Australian Research Council (ARC) project that involves two 
universities and one industry partner who is a large global shopping mall management company located 
in Australia. The project aims to develop a smart system for robust modelling and analysing the 
shopping behaviours of customers so that value-added services can be effectively provided.  A number 
of field tests have been conducted and a large amount of data has been acquired both in the shopping 
mall of interest and the RMIT Indoor Positioning Laboratory. A large cohort of real users in the 
shopping mall were recorded where only one Wi-Fi access point (AP) connection at a time for each 
mobile device user was provided for our research. This makes most of the conventional tracking and 
positioning methods inapplicable. To overcome this constraint, a new hybrid system for positioning 
and mobility tracking — called single AP-connection location tracking system (SCLTS) was 
developed, which utilised Wi-Fi, RFID and mobile device technologies and took advantage of both the 
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cell of origin (CoO) and fingerprinting positioning methods. Three new algorithms for Wi-Fi based 
indoor positioning were developed during this research. They are the common handover point 
determination (CHOPD) algorithm for determining the boundary of the cell; the algorithm for 
positioning with the case of same-line-dual-connection (SLDC) in a long narrow space (e.g., a long 
corridor) and the algorithm for positioning with the case of perpendicular-dual-connection of APs in a 
T-shape corridor for improving the positioning accuracy. The architecture of the SCLTS system was 
also developed as part of the implementation of the SCLTS system. Various experiments were 
conducted in a simulated large shopping-mall-like environment (i.e., the RMIT Indoor Positioning Lab) 
and the results showed that the performance of the SCLTS developed was very promising and the 
original goal of the project has been achieved. In addition, the two most popular indoor positioning 
methods — trilateration and fingerprinting were also optimised and implemented in a real industrial 
product and promising results have been achieved. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background  
Ubiquitous positioning and people mobility tracking have experienced rapid growth and become 
more and more important to modern society nowadays. Their applications have covered many areas 
such as defence, emergency services, asset management, intelligent logistics and transportation, sales, 
marketing, navigation and guidance according to the characteristics of their applications (Liu et al. 
2009). Ubiquitous positioning systems can be broadly categorized into outdoor (or open space) 
positioning and indoor (or indoor-like) positioning as shown in Figure 1.1. Technologies of tracking 
and positioning in an outdoor free space have been relatively mature because of the utilisation of the 
global navigation satellite system (GNSS) (e.g., the global positioning system ‒ GPS), while the 
industry need for innovative technologies for indoor tracking and positioning is unprecedented (Zhang 
et al. 2008). One such popular application is location based services (LBS), which has been widely 
applied for people’s location and mobility tracking (LMT) in many industrial fields. With the wide 
spread radio-based positioning technologies such as global Wi-Fi, radio frequency identification (RFID) 
and smartphone technologies, LBS has been used more and more in our daily lives (Retscher et al. 
2012). Intensive research and development in the areas of location and mobility tracking have been 
conducted all over the world. However, LBS is still facing a major challenge in robust location tracking 
and precise positioning in an indoor environment that is much more complex than it is in an open free 
space. For example, a large shopping mall usually has an irregular layout of shops with different goods 
and facilities, the mall may have different storeys and be built with concrete walls, wooden partitions 
and/or other building materials. These factors can seriously affect the radio signal propagation and 
detection.  
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Figure 1.1 Category of ubiquitous positioning 
Although current LMT systems can hardly meet comprehensive industrial requirements in 
reliability, accuracy, availability and integrity, the huge potential commercial applications have driven 
a fast LMT technology development in recent years. According to the research of Tsirulnik (2010), 
location-based information services have been used by nearly 1.5 billion mobile users and the total 
global mobile LBS revenues reached 12.7 billion US dollars by the end of 2014. In China, the number 
of Internet users reached 618 million by the end of 2013, with an annual growth rate of 19.1%; among 
the Chinese Internet users, the proportion of mobile Internet users rose from 74.5% at the end of 2012 
to 81.0% (CNNIC 2014). Smartphones are the major driving force for the unprecedented growth of the 
Internet users.  
Along with the fast growth of the Internet users, online sales are experiencing a rapid development. 
For example, sales for online and mobile retailers surged significantly according to IBM Digital 
Analytics Benchmark data for the 2014 holiday period (1 November ― 31 Decmber). The online sales 
were up 13.9% compared with the same period in 2013. Mobile traffic accounted for 45% of all online 
traffic for the 2014 holiday season, an increase of 25.5% year-over-year. Mobile sales accounted for 
22.6% of all online sales for the 2014 holiday season, an increase of 27.2% year-over-year (Armonk 
2015). Such phenomenon can also be seen in China, the one-day (11 November) online sales in China 
for Alibaba Pty Ltd were RMB19.1 billion in 2012, RMB35 billion in 2013 and RMB57.1 billion in 
2014 respectively (Chen 2014). The online sales of another company called Guomei increased more 
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than 80% from 2013 to 2014 (Li 2015). The rapid increase of online sales is obviously a challenge to 
the conventional business style. LBS is becoming such a popular value-added technique for the 
shopping malls to transform their business style and improve their customer services. 
LMT is also an important part of the Internet of Everything (IoE). IoE is one of the most exciting 
waves of innovation the world has witnessed, and more importantly, its potential has only just emerged. 
LMT indicated the transformation in how our daily lives is being influenced by Wi-Fi and other 
tracking technologies as more and more devices and objects are enabled with Wi-Fi, RFID and other 
technologies to connect one to another over larger networks. The economic potential of the IoE is 
tremendous as well as presenting a vast range of opportunities across a variety of sectors of the 
economy. For example, consumers will use smart home and automotive applications to monitor, 
protect, and control their home environments, to maintain their health, and to stay connected to home 
and work when necessary. Enterprises and small businesses alike will drive new efficiencies into their 
operations and develop entirely new business models enabled by the IoE applications. Governments 
can collect revenue and monitor mission critical transit, public safety, and sanitation systems. Industrial 
and commercial facilities improve their efficiency through IoE applications, benefitting consumers 
worldwide through lower prices and better services. In the developing world, IoE applications have a 
great potential to raise standards of living by improving healthcare delivery and sanitation, enabling 
quick disaster response, and much more. 
The aim of this research is to develop a passive remote LMT system mainly using Wi-Fi, RFID, 
smartphone and other technologies. Wi-Fi, RFID and smartphone technologies are ready today to 
connect billions of IoE devices to each other, to the internet, and to the billions of 
consumer electronics and computing devices already in use. Wi-Fi and RFID’s security, 
interoperability, and longstanding commitment to legacy interoperability make it an ideal platform for 
innovation – unlocking the limitless potential of the IoE. 
1.2 Research Aims and Objectives 
Along with the vast potential market, an ARC project — TRacking Indoor Information BEhaviour 
(TRIIBE) was funded in 2012 by the Australian government, in which leading researchers from two 
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universities (RMIT University and University of Melbourne) are involved and the major research tasks 
are related to information retrieval, radio-based location tracking, and spatial information behaviour. 
The aim of the TRIIBE project is to develop a customer behaviour retrieval engine for the industry 
partner—WF Shopping Mall, which includes the following three models:  
1.  A passive indoor location and people mobility tracking model using generic mobile computing 
devices; 
2.  A behaviourally grounded probabilistic model of goal oriented way-finding; 
3. An associating spatio-temporal behaviour model in an indoor space with the need for common 
information; 
As part of the TRIIBE project, the aim of this research is to develop a passive indoor location and 
people mobility tracking system using Wi-Fi and mobile devices carried by the end-users (e.g., the 
customers, security patrol guards and other staff) and investigate other relevant technologies to enhance 
the capability of positioning and meet the positioning requirements of the TRIIBE project 
The system development is based on a set of log data from a commercial CISCO Wi-Fi network 
system in a WF shopping mall. The research work begins with a study of the data from a large cohort 
of real users in an operational indoor space at the WF shopping mall and the project output will be 
tested in the same commercial or similar environment. According to the specific requirements, 
surrounding environment, popularity and cost estimation of the technology, Wi-Fi, RFID and 
smartphone technologies are selected for this research. In addition, a number of other positioning 
technologies have also been investigated during the research including ZigBee, Ultra Wide Band 
(UWB), Bluetooth, Inertial Navigation System (INS), Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and multi-
sensor-based systems, Infrared, ultrasonic, geomagnetic, assisted-GPS and universal software radio 
peripheral (USRP) etc.  
The provision of personalised services to customers can increase profits and improve the 
performance of business firms, however, it still remains a challenge. Information directly relevant to a 
customer’s interests relies on precise and reliable positioning data of their location and the environment 
context for this location. This level of information is currently not accessible in a robust and reliable 
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manner, primarily due to the difficulties associated with location determination in indoor environments 
where GPS does not work properly. Moreover, according to the log data from the industrial partner 
there is only one single Wi-Fi access point (AP) connection for each user at a time, which is a critical 
problem of this research. Based on these conditions, the main research question for this research is 
defined as: what proper technologies and methodologies are required for developing a LMT 
system with only one AP connection available? 
The limitation of only one AP connection for an end-user at a certain time stamp was a historical 
problem for most of world-wide shopping malls, and it is not easy for them to upgrade the hardware 
of the network infrastructure substantially in a short time because of a huge amount of investment 
required and also very difficult for the update as most of the shopping malls are operating 7-24. A 
number of research objectives were then formulated according to the above research question and the 
real condition of the shopping malls: 
1) To identify major problems/obstacles and techniques/algorithms that can be used for 
the development of the LMT system. 
2) To develop innovative methodologies and algorithms in order to solve the above 
problems from this research. 
3) To develop a system/solution to achieve the main goal of this research using the above 
algorithms and techniques selected. 
4) To investigate system implementation related issues and architecture design of the 
SCLTS system. 
In order to achieve the above objectives, a detailed research roadmap was designed as is shown in 
Figure 1.2. 
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Figure 1.2 Roadmap of the research project 
1.3 Main Achievements 
The major achievements of this research are summarised below:  
1. A new customer tracking system — the single AP-connection location tracking system 
(SCLTS) system was developed for the case where only one single AP connection is 
available for each user at a time. Results showed that the SCLTS system was capable of 
achieving the designated objectives. 
2. Three new positioning algorithms — the common hand-over point determination 
(CHOPD), same-line-dual-connection (SLDC) and perpendicular-dual-connection (PDC) 
algorithms were developed, tested and evaluated with promising results obtained. A 
differential scenario was used for all the three algorithms for error mitigation.  
3. An integration of the cell of origin (CoO) and fingerprinting methods was integrated to 
take the advantage of both approaches for more accurate customer tracking. 
4. A back-tracing method was utilised for identifying a user’s current situation by analysing 
his/her previous position in the case of multiple possibilities on the current location appear. 
5. A passive RFID system was integrated into the SCLTS system to further improve the 
tracking performance. A room-level tracking accuracy was achieved after the integration. 
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6. An optimised trilateration via least squares (LS) estimation was developed and an average 
accuracy of 2 m was obtained through various on-site tests in a real working environment. 
A fingerprinting method was also implemented with an improved mathematical model for 
dispatching a weight coefficient to each selected neibour when performing a weighted K 
nearest neighbor algorithm. A range of other relevant positioning technologies (e.g., signal 
propagation using RFID and Wi-Fi; indoor tracking using UWB) were also evaluated 
comprehensively.   
7. The architecture of the system was developed as part of the system implementation. It 
mainly includes the design of a conceptual model, technical structure of the system as well 
as a relational database model with the state of the art methodologies such as the service-
oriented architecture (SOA) and user centered design (UCD). 
8. Most of the research findings have been disseminated via both conference and journal 
publications. There have been 11 conference/journal papers published during this research. 
One of them was awarded the excellent paper and scholarship (student group) at the 
International Symposium on GNSS 2015, Kyoto, Japan; and another award obtained was 
the best postgraduate presentation at the 12th Australian Space Science Conference 
(ASSC, 2012). 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 1 provides the background and motivation for location and mobility tracking, especially 
indoor people/moving object mobility tracking as well as the specific requirements and objectives for 
this research. The main achievements of the research are also outlined. 
Chapter 2 provides an overview of Wi-Fi technologies for tracking and positioning. 
Chapter 3 provides an overview of RFID, smartphone and other selected technologies that are 
commonly used for indoor positioning and mobility tracking, and hybrid techniques are also discussed. 
Chapter 4 provides an overview of measurement and estimation algorithms commonly used for 
positioning and tracking. 
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Chapter 5 presents an evaluation of typical positioning and tracking techniques through a number 
of experimental tests and analyses; also presents an optimised implementation of the trilateration via 
the LS method and an implementation of fingerprinting for an industrial project as case studies. 
Chapter 6 presents three new algorithms for determining the boundaries of a tracking cell, tracking 
mobile users in a long narrow space, and improving the positioning accuracy of nearest neighbours 
(NN) algorithm respectively. 
Chapter 7 presents a customised system of positioning and people mobility tracking based on a 
single Wi-Fi connection. Apart from Wi-Fi and Wi-Fi-enabled mobile devices, a passive RFID system 
is also integrated into the SCLTS system as for the refinement and enhancement of the system. A back 
tracing method is also adopted for the system. 
Chapter 8 outlines an architecture design as core part of the implementation of the SCLTS system, 
which mainly includes conceptual and functional design, design of the system structure, database (DB) 
design as well as a 3D laser scanning survey for data acquisition from the surrounding environment. 
Chapter 9 provides the conclusion of the thesis and recommendations for future work in relation 
to this research. 
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CHAPTER 2 WI-FI TECHNOLOGY 
2.1 Introduction 
Wi-Fi, stands for “wireless fidelity”, is a technology that allows an electronic device to exchange 
data or connect to the Internet wirelessly using microwave signals in 2.4 GHz and 5.0 GHz bands. It 
has been widely used for communications and entertainments for more than 10 years and has facilitated 
the rapid growth of modern social media services (Jaswante and Bartere 2014). Wi-Fi provides services 
in private homes, businesses, as well as in public spaces. Organisations wishing to provide advanced 
services or for advertising purposes, such as at airports, hotels and shopping malls, often provide free 
use of Wi-Fi access to attract and provide a service to customers. In this case, Wi-Fi based passive 
tracking systems are used for tracking customers and collecting their information (e.g., location and 
shopping behavior information). In fact, research in this area is of highest significance as characterised 
by the advent of the Internet of Things (Ruiz-de-Garibay et al. 2011). Passive tracking technologies 
such as radio frequency (RF) based and vision-based tracking technologies have the advantage of user 
device independence. Vision-based technology uses cameras to track movement of people and is truly 
passive as target users do not need to carry any equipment (Li et al. 2011). However, it requires a line-
of-sight between the cameras and the users, and still poses significant challenges due to complex 
background environments and multiple dynamic targets. RF-based technology is not limited by the 
line-of-sight condition since radio signals can penetrate walls and diffract around objects. Users can be 
passively identified by information that is unique to the user, such as the MAC address of the user’s 
smartphone. 
In recent years, Wi-Fi has become a default feature of all smartphones. Consequently, society has 
become increasingly dependent on their phones as the main source of telecommunication, 
entertainment and LBS. Various sensors, such as GPS receivers, accelerometers, gyroscopes, digital 
compasses, cameras, Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth, have been typically embedded in smartphones for these 
purposes. Driven by the rapidly increasing demand from the smartphone industry, wireless local area 
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network (WLAN) technologies have experienced significant development. According to 
Machowinski’s report, Wi-Fi market revenues are forecasted to reach US $12 billion by 2017, a 57% 
increase over the 2012 revenues (2013). Around 60 million passengers pass through a typical large hub 
airport each year and there are over 250 such hubs in the world (Hyer 2013). Other records show that 
annual visitor traffic for a large shopping mall can reach 28−75 million (Parramatta-City-Council 2013, 
TDC-HK 2014). An efficient management and provision of personalised customer services through an 
airport or a shopping mall offers a great potential to increase customers’ satisfaction and consequently 
generate more revenues.  
The main focus of this research is developing a people’s location and mobility tracking system, 
where Wi-Fi is used as one of the main technologies. It is therefore important to have a significant 
review and thorough understanding of Wi-Fi technology. 
2.2 History of Wi-Fi Technology 
The Wi-Fi Alliance defines Wi-Fi as any WLAN products that are based on the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers' (IEEE) 802.11 standards". The Wi-Fi Alliance, formed in 1999, 
is to establish and enforce standards for interoperability and backward compatibility, and to promote 
WLAN technology. However, since most modern WLANs are based on these standards, the term "Wi-
Fi" is used in general English as a synonym for "WLAN" (RocketNetworks 2014). As of 2010, 10 
years after Wi-Fi was originated, the Wi-Fi Alliance consisted of more than 375 companies from 
around the world (Mebingm 2014). The Wi-Fi Alliance enforces the use of the Wi-Fi brand to 
technologies based on the IEEE 802.11 standards from the IEEE. This includes WLAN connections, 
device to device connectivity (such as Wi-Fi Peer to Peer aka Wi-Fi Direct), personal area network 
(PAN), local area network (LAN) and even some limited wide area network (WAN) connections. 
Today, about 600 Wi-Fi Alliance member companies from dozens of countries take part in the Wi-Fi 
Alliance and Wi-Fi is used in 25 percent of homes around the world, and about two billion Wi-Fi 
devices were sold in 2013 (Wi-Fi-Alliance 2014).  
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2.3 Wi-Fi Fundamentals 
2.3.1 Main components of a Wi-Fi network 
Wi-Fi is one of the biggest revolutions to the way we use computers since the PC was 
introduced.  It not only frees people to work on a laptop while remaining connected, but also provides 
an alternative to broadband services at locations that are too remote to justify cables. Furthermore, this 
technology offers a new way of tracking people/moving objects wirelessly. Before knowing all these 
significant functions from Wi-Fi, it is necessary to introduce the basic principle of a Wi-Fi network. 
The structure of a Wi-Fi system is not complex and it normally contains the following components: 
1. An AP is a wireless LAN transceiver or base-station that can connect a group of wireless 
devices to an adjacent wired LAN. It resembles a network hub, relaying data between 
connected wireless devices in addition to a usually single connected wired device, most 
often an Ethernet hub or switch, allowing many wireless devices to communicate with 
other wired devices through the Internet. 
2. Wireless network interface card (WNIC) or adapter. The WNIC allows devices to connect 
to a wireless network and accept the wireless signal and relay information. It connects to 
a device using various external or internal interconnections such as the Personal Computer 
Memory Card International Association (PCMCIA) Card for laptop, the Peripheral 
Component Interconnect (PCI) Card for Desktop PC, miniPCI, USB, ExpressCard, 
Cardbus and PC Card. As of 2010, most newer laptop computers and smartphones had 
been equipped with built-in internal adapters. 
3. Ethernet cable. Ethernet cable is used for physically connecting a wired LAN router and 
an AP. 
4. Other components such as Wireless LAN controller, firewall and anti-virus software are 
also required in practice for protecting the network from unstable operating, uninvited 
users and keep information secure.  
To connect to a Wi-Fi LAN, a computer or another device has to be equipped with a wireless 
network interface controller. The combination of the device and interface controller is called a station. 
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All stations share a single radio frequency communication channel. Transmissions on this channel are 
received by all stations within the range. The hardware does not signal the user that the transmission 
has been delivered and is therefore called a best-effort delivery mechanism. A carrier wave is used to 
transmit the data in packets, referred to as "Ethernet frames". Each station is constantly tuned in on the 
radio frequency communication channel to pick up available transmissions. Fig 2.1 descripts the 
working principles of a typical Wi-Fi network. 
 
Figure 2.1 The principle of Wi-Fi network technology 
2.3.2 Wi-Fi standard 
Although there were early attempts at wireless networking, the 802.11 standard is the family of 
wireless networking devices based on and is thrashed out by the IEEE. The IEEE 802.11 standard is 
not a single specification but an evolving set of specifications with names such as 802.11a, 802.11b, 
802.11g, 802.16 and 802.11n. A summary of the Wi-Fi standards is shown in Table 2.1 (Fairhead 
2015). The version of 802.11b/g/a are the most popular three standards widely accepted by industries.  
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TABLE 2.1 SUMMARY OF WI-FI STANDARDS 
Standard 
(date) 
Main contents 
802.11 The original specification that defined two transmission rates 1 or 2Mbps working 
on the 2.4GHz band. It achieves its data rate by using frequency hopping or direct 
spread spectrum. (1997) 
802.11a A relatively recent addition to the standards, it defines a 54Mbps data rate using the 
5GHz band by using an advanced transmission technique called 
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). 
(1999) 
802.11b Currently the most popular and the one most often referred to as Wi-Fi. It operates 
at 11Mbps but can fall back to lower speeds if conditions are poor. It uses direct 
spread spectrum transmission in the 2.4GHz band. 
(1999) 
802.11g An upgrade to 802.11a. It uses the same advanced OFDM techniques but in the 
2.4GHz band to achieve data rates of 54Mbps. 
(2003) 
802.16 Also known as WiMax because of its ability to work over much larger distances. It 
uses the 10 ― 66GHz band to achieve data rates of 70Mbps and greater. 
(2001) 
802.11n Currently the fastest standard capable of using double the bandwidth (40MHz) using 
multiple streams - still an OFDM coding scheme however. 
(2009) 
 
2.3.3 Wi-Fi security 
The main issue with wireless network security is its simplified access to the network compared to 
traditional wired networks such as Ethernet, with wired networking one must either gain access to a 
building (physically connecting into the internal network) or break through an external firewall. To 
enable Wi-Fi, one needs to be within the wireless range of the Wi-Fi network. Most business networks 
protect sensitive data and systems by attempting to disallow external access. Enabling wireless 
connectivity reduces security if the network uses inadequate or no encryption (Higgs 2013). 
A common measure to deter unauthorised users involves hiding the access point's name by 
disabling the SSID broadcast. While effective against the users, it is ineffective as a security method 
because the SSID is broadcast in the clear response to a client SSID query. Another method is to only 
allow computers with known MAC addresses to join the network, but determined eavesdroppers may 
be able to join the network by spoofing an authorised address. 
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Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) encryption was designed to protect against casual snooping but 
it is no longer considered secure. Tools such as AirSnort or Aircracking can quickly recover WEP 
encryption keys. Because of WEP's weakness the Wi-Fi Alliance approved Wi-Fi Protected Access 
(WPA) which uses Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP). WPA was specifically designed to work 
with older equipment usually through a firmware upgrade. Although more secure than WEP, WPA has 
known vulnerabilities. A typical vulnerability is that WPA exposed itself to a Denial of Service (DOS) 
within its protocol (Cosand 2006). A more secured protocol — Wireless Protected Access 2 (WPA2) 
was then introduced in 2004 which is using the Advanced Encryption Standard and is supported by 
most new Wi-Fi devices. WPA2 is fully compatible with WPA (Choi et al. 2008). A flaw in a feature 
added to Wi-Fi in 2007, called Wi-Fi protected setup (WPS), which allowed an attacker to recover the 
router's password and allowed WPA and WPA2 security to be bypassed and effectively broken in many 
situations. The only remedy as of late 2011 is to turn off Wi-Fi Protected Setup, which is not always 
possible. 
Generally, WEP security is ubiquitous, but it is not that safe and should be the last choice unless 
for older devices that only can use WEP. WPA is better, but it has at least one demonstrated 
vulnerability. WPA2 is the current standard and the best choice, especially when combined with a 
really strong password and AES-128 encryption. WPS aims to ease setting up small networks, but it 
requires two compatible devices and this currently may mean that both devices must be from the same 
manufacturer (Stonecypher 2009). 
2.3.4 Wi-Fi coverage 
A Wi-Fi-enabled device can connect to the Internet when it is within the range of a wireless 
network. The radio signals from a single AP can be transmitted up to 100 m in outdoor free space. The 
coverage of one or more interconnected APs can extend from an area as small as a few rooms to as 
large as many square miles. Wi-Fi also connects places that normally don't have network access, such 
as lifts and storage warehouse. Coverage in the larger area may require a group of access points with 
overlapping coverage. Outdoor municipal public Wi-Fi technology has been used successfully in 
wireless mesh networks in many countries, such as London, UK (Jaswante and Bartere 2014). The City 
of London had 95% public Wi-Fi coverage by 2012 (BBC 2012). A citywide wireless infrastructure 
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can augment the existing business of service providers and help them compete in the rapidly changing 
telecom business. Municipal wireless networks can be a mobility play for fixed-line service providers 
or a way to leverage both licensed and unlicensed spectrum to meet the needs of an increasingly 
bandwidth-hungry user base (CISCO 2006). 
Wi-Fi networks have limited range. A typical wireless access point using 802.11b or 802.11g with 
a stock antenna might have a range of 35 m indoors and 100 m outdoors. IEEE 802.11n, however, can 
be more than double the range. Range also varies with frequency band. Wi-Fi in the 2.4 GHz frequency 
block has slightly better range than Wi-Fi in the 5 GHz frequency block which is used by 802.11a and 
optionally by 802.11n. For wireless routers with detachable antennas, it is possible to improve range 
by fitting upgraded antennas which have higher gain in particular directions. Outdoor ranges can be 
improved to many kilometers through the use of high gain directional antennas at the router and remote 
device(s). In general, the maximum amount of power that a Wi-Fi device can transmit is limited by 
local regulations, such as FCC Part 15 in the US. The relationship among the frequency, speed and 
reading range for Wi-Fi is displayed in Table 2.2. 
TABLE 2.2 RELATIONSHIP AMONG FREQUENCY, SPEED AND READING RANGE FOR DIFFERENT WI-FI PROTOCOLS 
Protocol Frequency Speed Indoor Operating Range Max (approx.) 
802.11b 2.4 GHz 11Mbps 50-100 m 
802.11g 2.4 GHz 54Mbps 30-70 m (due to the 54 Mbps rate) 
802.11a 5.0 GHz 54Mbps 30-40 m 
 
2.3.5 Spread spectrum technology 
Spread spectrum refers to the manner in which data signals travel through a radio frequency. With 
spread spectrum, data does not travel straight through a single RF band; this type of transmission is 
known as narrowband transmission. Spread spectrum, on the other hand, requires that data signals 
either alternate between carrier frequencies or constantly change their data pattern. Although the 
shortest distance between two points is a straight line (narrowband), spread spectrum is designed to 
trade bandwidth efficiency for reliability, integrity, and security. Spread-spectrum signal strategies use 
more bandwidths than in the case of narrowband transmission, but the trade-off is a data signal that is 
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clearer and easier to detect. The two types of spread-spectrum radio are frequency hopping and direct 
sequence. 
1. Frequency-Hopping Spread-Spectrum (FHSS) Technology 
FHSS requires the use of narrowband signals that change frequencies in a predictable pattern. The 
term frequency hopping refers to data signals hopping between narrow channels. For example, 
consider the 2.4GHz frequency band used by 802.11b/g. This range is divided into 70 narrow channels 
of 1MHz each. Somewhere between 20 and several hundred milliseconds, the signal hops to a new 
channel following a predetermined cyclical pattern. 
Because data signals using FHSS switch between RF bands, they have a strong resistance to 
interference and environmental factors. The FHSS signal strategy makes it well suited for installations 
designed to cover a large geographic area and where using directional antennas to minimise the 
influence of environmental factors is not possible. 
FHSS is not the preferred spread-spectrum technology for today’s wireless standards. However, 
FHSS is used for some lesser-used standards and for cellular deployments for fixed broadband wireless 
access (BWA), where the use of Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum (DSSS, discussed next) is virtually 
impossible because of its limitations. 
2. Direct-Sequence Spread-Spectrum (DSSS) technology 
With DSSS transmissions, the signal is spread over a full transmission frequency spectrum. For 
every bit of data that is sent, a redundant bit pattern is also sent. This 32-bit pattern is called a chip. 
These redundant bits of data provide both security and delivery assurance. The reason transmissions 
are so safe and reliable is simply because the system sends so many redundant copies of the data, and 
only a single copy is required to have complete transmission of the data or information. DSSS can 
minimise the effects of interference and background noise. 
As for a comparison between the two, DSSS has the advantage of providing better security and 
signal delivery than FHSS, but it is a sensitive technology, affected by many environmental factors. 
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3. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) 
OFDM is a transmission technique that transfers large amounts of data over 52 separate, evenly 
spaced frequencies. OFDM splits the radio signal into these separate frequencies and simultaneously 
transmits them to the receiver. Splitting the signal and transferring over different frequencies reduces 
the amount of crosstalk interference. OFDM is associated with 802.11a, 802.11g amendments, and 
802.11n wireless standards. 
4. Beacon management frame 
Within wireless networking is a frame type known as the beacon management frame (beacon). 
Beacons are an important part of the wireless network because it is their job to advertise the presence 
of the access point so that systems can locate it. Wireless clients automatically detect the beacons and 
attempt to establish a wireless connection to the access point. 
The beacon frame is sent by the access point in an infrastructure network design. Client stations 
send beacons only if connected in an ad hoc network design. The beacon frame has several parts, all 
of which the client system uses to learn about the AP before attempting to join the network: 
 Channel information: channel the AP uses. 
 Supported data rates: data transfer rates identified by the AP configuration. 
 Service Set Identifier (SSID): name of the wireless network. 
 Time stamp: synchronization information. The client system uses the time stamp to 
synchronize its clock with the AP. 
These beacons are transmitted from the AP about every 10 seconds. The beacon frames add 
overhead to the network. Therefore, some APs let you reduce the number of beacons that are sent. 
Constant beacon information is unnecessary for a home network but necessary for a large wireless 
network. 
5. Passive and active scanning 
Before a client system can attempt to connect to an access point, it must be able to locate it. The 
two methods of AP discovery are as follows: 
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 Passive scanning: The client system listens for the beacon frames to discover the AP. After 
it is detected, the beacon frame provides the information necessary for the system to access 
the AP. 
 Active scanning: The client station transmits another type of management frame known 
as a probe request. The probe request goes out from the client system, looking for a 
specific SSID or any SSID within its area. After the probe request is sent, all APs in the 
area with the same SSID reply with another frame, the probe response. The information 
contained in the probe response is the same information included with the beacon frame. 
This information enables the client to access the system. 
6. Spectrum assignments 
Spectrum assignments and operational limitations are not consistent worldwide: Australia and 
Europe allow for an additional two channels beyond those permitted in the US for the 2.4 GHz band 
(1–13 vs. 1–11), while Japan has one more on top of that (1–14). 
Wi-Fi signal occupies five channels in the 2.4 GHz band. Any two channel numbers that differ by 
five or more do not overlap (e.g, 2 and 7). The oft-repeated adage that channels 1, 6, and 11 are 
the only non-overlapping channels is, therefore, not accurate. Channels 1, 6, and 11 are the only group 
of three non-overlapping channels in North America and the United Kingdom. In Europe and Japan 
using Channels 1, 5, 9, and 13 for802.11g and 802.11n is recommended. Equivalent isotropically 
radiated power (EIRP) in the EU is limited to 20 dBm (100 mW) (Gayu 2014). 
2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages 
Wi-Fi allows cheaper deployment of LANs. Spaces where cables cannot be run, such as outdoor 
areas and historical buildings, can host wireless LANs. The vast majority of home computers are 
portable devices, not desktops. They move from room to room, and even go to work with their owners. 
In fact, it is now a bit of a surprise to hear that someone or some company does not have a Wi-Fi-based 
LAN. Wi-Fi technology offers a number of advantages:  
1. Convenience — the ability of computers to communicate over the airwaves opened up the 
way to today’s world of mobile computing. Wireless networking allows you to place 
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desktop systems in parts of a building where they couldn’t go before and lets laptops, 
tablets and smart phones roam freely without losing their connections to the local network 
and through it, to the Internet. 
2. Mobility — with the emergence of public Wi-Fi networks, users can access the internet even 
outside their normal work environment. Most chain supermarkets, for example, offer their 
customers a wireless connection to the internet at no cost. 
3. Productivity — users connected to a Wi-Fi network can maintain a nearly constant affiliation 
with their desired network as they move from place to place. For example, an employee can 
potentially be more productive as his or her work can be accomplished from any convenient 
location (e.g., on a train). 
4. Deployment — a wired network, has the additional cost and complexity of actual physical 
cables being run to numerous locations (which can even be impossible for hard-to-reach 
locations within a building). A wireless network, on the other hand, requires little more than a 
single access point for the Initial infrastructure setup.  
5. Expandability — Wi-Fi networks can serve a suddenly-increased number of clients with the 
existing equipment. In a wired network, additional clients would require additional wiring. 
6. Versatility — unlike mobile phones, any standard Wi-Fi device will work anywhere in the 
world. Different competitive brands of access points and client network-interfaces can 
inter-operate at a basic level of service. Along with the price of chipsets for Wi-Fi 
continues to drop, manufacturers are building wireless network adapters into more devices, 
making it an economical networking option everywhere (Jagtap et al. 2012). 
Due to the fact that Wi-Fi is still relatively new there are exist some limitations to users. Some of 
the limitations have little impact on positioning and tracking, such as: 
1. Security — some of the more commonly utilised encryption methods, however, are 
known to have weaknesses that a dedicated adversary can compromise. Free access 
points can be used by the malicious to anonymous to initiate an attack that would be 
extremely difficult to track beyond the owner of the access point. However, the 
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security issue for telecommunication may not be a weakness for location tracking 
purpose. 
2. Reliability — like any radio frequency transmission, Wi-Fi signals are subject to a 
wide variety of interference, as well as complex propagation effects that are beyond 
the control of the network administrator. 
3. Speed — the speed on most wireless networks (typically 1-54 Mbps) is far slower 
than even the slowest common wired networks (100Mbps up to several Gbps).  
4. The spectrum assignments and operational limitations are not consistent worldwide. 
5. Power consumption is fairly high compared to some other standards, making the 
battery life and heat a concern to some users. 
The following two points of Wi-Fi limitation are more relative to positioning and location tracking: 
6. Range — the typical range of a common 802.11 network may be sufficient for a 
typical home, it will be insufficient in a larger structure (e.g, a large public space). To 
obtain additional range, repeaters or additional APs will have to be purchased. Costs 
for these items can add up quickly. 
7. Interference — the use of 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi band does not require a license in most 
countries provided that it stays below limit of 100mW and one accepts interference 
from other sources; including interference which causes the users devices to no 
longer function. Intervention of a closed or encrypted access point with other open 
access points on the same or a nearby channel can prevent access to the open access 
points by others in the area. It poses a high problem in high-density areas such as large 
apartment blocks where many residents are operating Wi-Fi access points. 
2.5 Factors Affecting Wireless Signal Propagation 
For positioning and location tracing, Wi-Fi signal strength is the most important characteristics 
for positioning and location tracking. Wireless signals travel through the atmosphere, they are 
susceptible to different types of interference than standard wired networks. Interference weakens 
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wireless signals and therefore is an important consideration when working for positioning and location 
tracking. 
Wi-Fi connections can be disrupted or the internet speed lowered by having other devices in the 
same area. Many 2.4 GHz 802.11b and 802.11g APs default to the same channel on initial start-up, 
contributing to congestion on certain channels. Wi-Fi pollution, or an excessive number of access 
points in the area, especially on the neighbour channel, can prevent access and interfere with other 
devices' use of other access points, caused by overlapping channels in the 802.11g/b spectrum, as well 
as with decreased signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) between access points. This can become a problem in 
high-density areas, such as large apartment complexes or office buildings with many Wi-Fi access 
points. Additionally, other devices use the 2.4 GHz band: microwave ovens, ISM band devices, 
security cameras, ZigBee devices, Bluetooth devices, video senders, cordless phones, baby monitors, 
and amateur radio in some countries and many others all of which can cause significant additional 
interference. It is also an issue when municipalities or other large entities (such as universities) seek to 
provide large area coverage. Interference is unfortunately inevitable, but the trick is to minimize the 
levels of interference. Wireless LAN communications typically are based on RF signals that require a 
clear and unobstructed transmission path. The following are some factors that cause interference: 
 Physical objects — Trees, masonry, buildings, and other physical structures are some of 
the most common sources of interference. The density of the materials used in a building’s 
construction determines the number of walls the RF signal can pass through and still 
maintain adequate coverage. Concrete and steel walls are particularly difficult for a signal 
to pass through. These structures will weaken or at times completely prevent wireless 
signals. 
 RF interference — Wireless technologies such as 802.11b/g use an RF range of 2.4GHz, 
and so do many other devices, such as cordless phones, microwaves, and so on. Devices 
that share the channel can cause noise and weaken the signals. 
 Electrical interference — Electrical interference comes from devices such as computers, 
refrigerators, fans, lighting fixtures, or any other motorized devices. The impact that 
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electrical interference has on the signal depends on the proximity of the electrical device 
to the wireless AP.  
 Environmental factors — Weather conditions can have a huge impact on wireless signal 
integrity. Lightning, for example, can cause electrical interference, and fog can weaken 
signals as they pass through. 
Wireless implementations are normally found in the indoor environment. Plenty of wireless 
obstacles can be found in every such environment. Table 2.3 highlights a few examples to be aware of 
when implementing a wireless network indoors and Table 2.4 lists how different building materials 
impact the distribution of a Wi-Fi signal (Rudd et al. 2014, Wilson and Crawford 2002). 
TABLE 2.3 WIRELESS OBSTACLES FOUND INDOORS 
Obstruction Obstacle severity Sample use 
Wood/wood panelling Low Inside a wall or hollow door 
Drywall Low Inside walls 
Furniture Low Couches or office partitions 
Clear glass Low Windows 
Tinted glass Medium Windows 
People Medium 
High-volume traffic areas that have considerable 
pedestrian traffic 
Ceramic tile Medium Walls 
Concrete blocks Medium/high Outer wall construction 
Mirrors High Mirror or reflective glass 
Metals High Metal office partitions, doors, metal office furniture 
Water High Aquariums, rain, fountains 
 
TABLE 2.4 COMMON BUILDING MATERIALS THAT IMPACT THE DISTRIBUTION OF A WI-FI SIGNAL 
Attenuation properties of common building  
material and appliance 
2.4 GHz attenuation 
(dB) penetration 
loss 
Solid Wood Door 1.75" 6 
Hollow Wood Door 1.75" 4 
Interior Office Door w/Window 1.75"/0.5" 4 
Steel Fire/Exit Door 1.75" 13 
Steel Fire/Exit Door 2.5" 19 
Steel Rollup Door 1.5" 11 
Brick 3.5" 6 
Concrete Wall 18" 18 
Cubical Wall (Fabric) 2.25" 18 
Glass Divider 0.5" 12 
Interior Hollow Wall 4" 5 
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Interior Hollow Wall 6" 9 
Interior Solid Wall 5" 14 
Common Floor  15 
Marble 2" 6 
Bullet-Proof Glass 1" 10 
Exterior Double Pane Coated Glass 1" 13 
Exterior Single Pane Window 0.5" 7 
Interior Office Window 1" 3 
Safety Glass-Wire 0.25" 3 
Safety Glass-Wire 1.0" 13 
Thick Glass Window 0.5" 8 
Refrigerator 19 
 
2.6 Typical Wi-Fi Applications 
Wi-Fi provides service in private homes, businesses, as well as in public spaces at Wi-Fi hotspots 
set up either free-of-charge or commercially, often using a captive portal webpage for access. 
Organisations and businesses, such as airports, hotels and shopping malls, often provide free-use 
hotspots to attract customers. Enthusiasts or authorities who wish to provide services or even to 
promote business in selected areas sometimes provide free Wi-Fi access. Many commercial devices, 
such as personal computers, smartphones (including those based on Android, BlackBerry, Windows 
phone, Symbian, and ISO phones etc.), smart watches, laptops and gas meters, have a built-in capability 
of this sort, which has made Wi-Fi application spread to a comprehensive industrial fields. These can 
connect to a network resource such as the Internet via a wireless network AP (see Figure 2.2).  
Wi-Fi also allows communications directly from one computer to another without an access point 
intermediary. This is called ad hoc Wi-Fi transmission. This wireless ad hoc network mode has proven 
popular with multiplayer handheld game consoles, such as the Nintendo DS, PlayStation Portable, 
digital cameras, and other consumer electronics devices. Some devices can also share their Internet 
connection using ad hoc, becoming hotspots or "virtual routers" (TECHSANSAR 2011). 
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Figure 2.2 Selected end-user devices possibly connected via a Wi-Fi network 
In the early 2000s, many cities around the world announced plans to construct city-wide Wi-Fi 
networks. There are many successful examples: in 2004, Mysore became India's first Wi-Fi-enabled 
city and second in the world after Jerusalem (SupraSavings 2006); in 2005, Sunnyvale, California, 
became the first city in the United States to offer city-wide free Wi-Fi (MetroFi and Lee 2005). 
Minneapolis has generated $1.2 million in profit annually for its provider (Alexander and Brandt 2010); 
in May 2010, London, UK, Mayor Boris Johnson pledged to have London-wide Wi-Fi by 2012 (BBC 
2012, Jowitt 2010). Several British boroughs including Westminster and Islington (Basu 2007, 
Wearden 2005) already have extensive outdoor Wi-Fi coverage. Many traditional college campuses in 
the United States also provide at least partial wireless Wi-Fi Internet coverage. In 2000, Drexel 
University in Philadelphia became the United States' first major university to offer completely wireless 
Internet access across its entire campus (Drexel 2000). The campus/city-wide Wi-Fi network will 
definitely be a driving force for the development of LBS service system. 
An AP coverage can comprise an area as small as a single room with walls that block radio waves, 
or as large as many square miles achieved by using long-range APs and/or multiple overlapping APs. 
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However, the practical range of Wi-Fi essentially confines mobile use to such applications as 
inventory-taking machines in warehouses or in retail spaces, barcode-reading devices at check-out 
stands, or receiving/shipping stations. Mobile use of Wi-Fi over wider ranges is limited, for instance, 
to uses such as in an automobile moving from one hotspot to another. Other wireless technologies are 
more suitable for communicating with moving vehicles. 
2.7 Wi-Fi and Internet of Thing 
The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the hottest topics in wireless networking for 2014 in relation 
to its vast range of potential applications and tremendous amount of new products potentially to be 
sold. From personal fitness to healthcare, physical security, industrial and energy management – any 
field of our imagination – the IoT universe is filled with opportunities that delight engineers, 
manufacturers, software developers, marketers, and investors alike. Some researchers and scientists 
even believe that IoT might actually redefine the global economy itself.  
While more traditional applications of Wi-Fi will most certainly continue to grow, Wi-Fi is 
also frequently the leading technology of choice in IoT (Reiter 2014). The reasons why Wi-Fi is 
leading the IoT revolution are: 
 Relative Low Power – IoT applications will seldom require 802.11n and 802.11ac levels 
of throughput, but more power-friendly solutions based on these (e.g., single-stream) will 
typically be applied and implemented using modern low-power semiconductor process 
technologies. 
 Compact form factors – Ditto for both the size of chips (including highly integrated 
solutions on a chip), modules, and finished goods. Wi-Fi solutions can be just as small as 
those based on other wireless technologies, and can even be ruggedised for harsher 
environments if required. 
 Rapid connection setup time  
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 Massive (scalable) deployments – IoT applications range from residential-scale to, 
conceivably, tens (or more) of millions of nodes across enormous geographies. Wi-Fi can 
address this possibility via industry-leading inter-node range via mesh architectures.  
 IP-based communications – Wi-Fi is perfect for IoT – it’s already at home with IP 
addressing, including v6, and the broad family of IP protocols overall. And, very 
importantly, IoT always requires IP.  
 Security and integrity – Wi-Fi system vendors have been building highly-reliable, 
mission-critical, large-scale infrastructure solutions for years with the use of WPA2™. 
 Leveraging existing infrastructure and cost-effective – And that existing secure and 
reliable infrastructure can give IoT a head start in a vast number of venues where Wi-Fi 
is already hard at work. IoT solutions based on other technologies can get very, very 
expensive indeed.  
 Flexibility – and it gets better – the under-development 802.11ah standard will likely re-
claim access to the 900 MHz unlicensed band, and potentially other unlicensed spectrum 
below 1 GHz, for IoT. These lower frequencies are well-suited to IoT applications, where 
favorable propagation characteristics often matter but limited bandwidth does not. 
Other established and capable technologies can’t be ignored – but it is also easy to see their 
limitations relative to Wi-Fi. There is no reason to believe that Wi-Fi will not become the leader in the 
future of IoT. 
2.8 Summary 
This chapter outlined the principles, applications and other characteristics of Wi-Fi technology. A 
good understanding of Wi-Fi technology is essential for the system development of people and moving 
object mobility tracking and positioning. The Wi-Fi link between a user and an AP is shared among 
all users within the range of one another on a particular frequency. The signal strength as an indication 
of link quality is the most important factor for tracking and positioning, whilst the Wi-Fi signal 
fluctuation is the upmost factor affecting the performance of tracking and positioning. Other factors 
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such as coverage, standard, spectral technology, channel utilisation, interference from the surrounding 
environment, and security concern are also needed to be considered during the system development.  
More tracking and positioning technologies such as RFID and smartphone technologies will be 
introduced in Chapter 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 RFID, SMARTPHONE AND OTHER POSITIONING 
TECHNOLOGIES 
3.1 Introduction 
RFID is another emerging technology for indoor positioning (Ahuja and Potti 2010), which uses 
radio waves to wirelessly transmit the identity (e.g. a unique serial number) and other information of 
an object that a RFID tag is affiliated. RFID has substantially increased productivity and efficiency of 
its associated business (Ramli 2010). As intelligent RFID technology continues to develop, in 
conjunction with intelligent sensor technologies, RFID has been becoming one of the core technologies 
of IoT (Holloway 2006b). Research and developments of RFID has been rapid, however, challenges 
remain, particularly in the development of standards, security compliance and privacy concerns (Choi 
et al. 2011). The implementation of RFID requires diligent assessment of the need for RFID solutions 
in particular organisations. Therefore, it is important to explore and review this technology in order to 
maximise its potential benefits and reduce the risk of its implementation later on. 
Smartphone is an essential medium and technology for people mobility tracking and positioning.  
The widespread use of smartphones and the potential commercial and social benefits achievable from 
the delivery of a robust indoor positioning capability has driven the trend over the last decad. Combined 
with the availability of nontraditional technologies and signals that can be used for positioning, as well 
as dramatic reductions in the cost and size of non-GNSS based augmentation sensors, the solutions 
available for robust positioning in environments difficult for GNSS are evolving rapidly. Due to the 
complexity of most indoor environments, the integration of multiple positioning technologies and/or 
algorithms could lead to a better solution for indoor location tracking. For example, RFID-based 
tracking systems have been successfully demonstrated in recent years. Smartphones as RFID readers 
have been implemented for both the iPhone and Android phones (AppleInc. 2014, InfoChip 2014).  
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In this research, smartphone technology is involved in the system designated for customer tracking 
and positioning, in which each user (e.g., a shopping customer) is assumed to carry at least one 
smartphone with an embedded WNIC card. 
Other positioning technologies such as UWB, ZigBee, Infrared and Bluetooth will also be briefly 
reviewed as a comparison to Wi-Fi and RFID. 
3.2 RFID Technology 
3.2.1 History of RFID development 
RFID was invented during the World War II and was first used by Britain to identify and track 
aircraft using radar. It was during the 1960s that RFID was first considered for the commercial world, 
RFID products started to be available in 1980s and its wide spread usage was only in recent years. 
Earlier RFID applications were mainly applied to identifying assets in a single location. In 1998, 
researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Auto-ID Center began to investigate 
new ways to track and identify objects while they were moving between different locations, which is 
generally considered as the third era of RFID (Holloway 2006b). Since 2000, RFID has experienced a 
rapid evolution and broad implementation throughout the economy. It has become a worldwide and 
rapid-evolving technology, which has been combined with other emerging technologies worldwide. 
Today, there are a variety of technical solutions, some being simple and common, while others are 
complex and expensive but offer better functionality and performance. 
3.2.2 Principle of RFID technology 
There are mainly three types of RFID systems: passive, semi-passive and active systems 
(Berthiaume et al. 2011). A typical RFID system contains tags (also referred to as transponders, smart 
tags, smart labels, or radio barcodes), a reader (also called writer, decoder, interrogator, transmitter, 
receiver, or transceiver), and a host computer and software/infrastructure. The reader and the host 
computer communicate through either a wired or wireless link. 
Figure 3.1 shows the work principles of a typical passive RFID system (Ahuja and Potti 2010, 
Kefalakis et al. 2011, Kuester et al. 2011, Weinstein 2005). The power source of a passive tag is 
provided by the reader. When a radio signal is sent from a reader and the tag enters the signal field of 
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the reader, the tag will be powered on by the signal. The reader then captures the ID and data from the 
tag and sends this information to the host computer. The computer, with RFID middleware installed 
on, processes the data and sends it back to the reader; the reader then transmits the processed data to 
the tag. Passive RFID systems are normally used for applications in shorter reading ranges.  
Reader/WriterPassive tag
Computer and 
software
Command
Response
Command
Response
Wire/wireless
connection
 
Figure 3.1 A typical passive RFID system 
The principles of an active RFID system are slightly different from a passive system as shown in 
Figure 3.2. An active RFID system usually uses active RFID tags (with a battery built in) and each tag 
periodically transmits its data which may contain identification and other application-specific 
information such as location, price, colour and date of purchase. The RFID reader will cross-reference 
the tag's data within its self-contained database. Compared to a passive system, an active RFID system 
can simultaneously read several tags in the field, its reading range is longer and its power required is 
less. The distance between the reader and the host computer is normally under 500 m if they are 
connected wirelessly (Berthiaume et al. 2011, Holloway 2006b, IDP 2012).  
Active Tag
Wire/wireless
Connection
Computer and 
software
Reader/Writer
 
Figure 3.2 A typical active RFID system 
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The principles of a semi-passive RFID system are similar to that of the passive system, except that 
there is a battery embedded in the semi-passive tag. The battery provides an on-board power source 
for the telemetry and sensor asset monitoring circuits of the tag so that the tag has more power to 
communicate. However, the on-board power is not directly used to generate RF electromagnetic energy.  
3.2.3 Main components of a RFID system 
As discussed above, a typical RFID system is composed of one or more tags, one or more readers 
and a server/host computer.    
1. RFID Tags 
As is described above, RFID tags can be classified into three types: passive, active and semi-
passive (also known as battery-assisted passive, or BAP). A typical RFID tag consists of a microchip 
attached to a radio antenna mounted on a substrate. The microchip can store data from 26 bits to 128 
kilobytes (Intermec 2012, OECD 2008, Weinstein 2005). 
Although both active and passive tags use RF energy to communicate with a reader, they are 
fundamentally different in the method of powering the tags. An active tag uses an internal power source, 
usually batteries, within the tag to continuously power the tag and its RF communication circuits, 
whereas a passive tag completely relies on RF energy transferred from the reader. This distinction may 
have significant impact on the functionality of the system (Ahsan et al. 2010, Holloway 2006b, OECD 
2008). Semi-passive tags overcome two key disadvantages of pure passive RFID tags, one is the lack 
of a continuous source of power for the circuits and the other is the short reading range. Semi-passive 
tags are ideal for rapid development of customised RFID tags since they are not required for Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) certification (Folea and Ghercioiu 2010, Intermec 2012, Ramli 
2010). Some samples of active and passive RFID tags are displayed in Figure 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3 Samples of active and passive RFID tags 
There are two basic types of chips available for RFID tags: read-only and read-write. Read-only 
tags are cheaper and their required infrastructure is also less expensive, they still deliver on one of the 
main promises of RFID, which is the reduction of operator involvement.  
The size of RFID tags varies largely with the purpose of applications. For example, RFID tags 
used for truck location in shipping ports (see Figures 3.4a and 3.4b), can be as big as a typical house 
brick (Ahsan et al. 2010, Ruhanen et al. 2009). Others, like the tiny powder-type or called dust-type 
RFID tags produced by Hitachi, can be as small as a fine powdery particle (see Figures 3.4c and 3.4d). 
The size of the Hitachi mu-chip tiny RFID tag is 0.4 mm × 0.4 mm (see Figure 3.4c), and the Hitachi 
powder-type tiny RFID tags is even much smaller as shown in Figure 3.4d (in contrast with a human 
hair). Each of the powder-type tag has a 128-bit of read-only memory and its size is 0.05 mm × 0.05 
mm × 0.005 mm, which is some sixty times smaller than the “mu-chip” (Tentacle 2007).  
     
        a    b           c             d 
Figure 3.4 Comparison of the size of different RFID tags 
2 RFID Readers 
An RFID reader reads data from RFID tags and it acts as a conduit or bridge between RFID tags 
and the controller or middleware. The most important feature of a reader is its reading range, which 
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can be affected by a number of factors such as the frequency, the antenna gain, the orientation and 
polarisation of the reader antenna, the transponder antenna and the placement.  
3 Host Computer, Middleware and Other Accessories 
The host computer can be a desktop or a laptop, positioned close to the readers. It receives data 
from the readers and performs data processing such as filtering and collation. It also serves as a device 
monitor for ensuring that the reader is functioning properly, securely and with up-to-date instructions. 
The host computer and the readers communicate with each other often via the EPCglobal Reader 
Protocol standard (Ramli 2010). 
RFID middleware is the software that facilitates communication between RFID readers and 
enterprise systems. It also collects, filters, aggregates and applies business rules on data received from 
the readers. Middleware is also responsible for providing management and monitoring functionality, 
ensuring that the readers are connected, functioning properly, and being configured correctly. 
Middleware may be implemented on a host computer, a centralised server or on intelligent readers 
(Grosso et al. 2011, Sheng et al. 2008).  
3.2.4 Reading range and frequency 
Nowadays, short-range communications have undeniably evolved along with technological 
advances. As one of the use of short-range communication technologies, RFID systems have operated 
at ranges from low and high frequencies to microwaves and have provided much longer reading ranges 
than other short-range communication technologies and services. Compared with other short range 
technologies, RFID has a wider reading range and substantially increases productivity and efficiency 
of the integrated business (Ramli 2010). The specific electromagnetic spectrum, frequency, wave-
length and energy used for RFID are shown in Figure 3.5 and Table 3.1 (Holloway 2006b, OECD 
2008). 
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Figure 3.5 Electromagnetic spectrum, frequency, wave-length and energy for RFID 
 
TABLE 3.1 RANGES OF RFID FREQUENCY AND WAVE-LENGTH  
Band LF HF UHF SHF 
Frequency 30–300 kHz 3−30 MHz 300 MHz−3GHz 3−30 GHz 
Wavelength 10−1 km 100−10 m 1− 0.1 m 10−1cm 
 
When RFID is used for short range communication (SRC) it can provide wider reading range with 
cheaper deployment cost compared with other SRC technologies. The different reading ranges between 
these popular SRC technologies are shown in Figure 3.6.  
RFID systems also operate in several regions of the RF spectrum and different regions tend to be 
used for different applications. No one frequency is good for all applications, all geographies, or all 
types of operating environments. The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) defined three 
Regions globally: 
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 Region 1 - Europe, North Africa, Middle East (west of the Persian Gulf), former Soviet 
Union. 
 Region 2 - North and South America. 
 Region 3 - Asia, Middle East (east of the Persian Gulf), Australia and Oceania. 
Generally, there are four primary frequency bands allocated for RFID uses: low frequency (LF), 
high frequency (HF), ultra-high frequency (UHF) and super-high frequency (SHF)/microwave. 
Research has shown that all the frequency bands can be used for both passive and active tags. The 
characteristics and performance of standard radio frequency ranges used for RFID are summarised in 
Table 3.2 (Epona 2012, OECD 2008). Typical applications of LF systems are pet recovery, cattle 
tagging, access cards and car immobilisation systems. The HF systems are frequently used for smart 
shelf applications, access control and smart cards. Related technologies such as near‐field 
communications (NFC) also use the HF band. Due to the advantage of the tunable field shape of HF, 
its reading pattern can be precisely controlled. 
 
Figure 3.6 RFID in the context of short range communications 
Another advantage of HF is its greater ability to operate near metal or water. The disadvantage of 
HF is its relative short reading ranges (< 1 m for passive RFID systems). UHF has a longer reading 
range and a faster data transfer rate than HF. It is more useful for tracking people or mobile objects. 
SHF (the main frequency is 2.45 GHz for RFID technology) tags have the advantage of smaller size 
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than that of UHF tags, but generally have shorter reading ranges. The 2.45 GHz is in the same band as 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. 
 
TABLE 3.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT FREQUENCIES FOR RFID SYSTEMS 
 LF HF UHF SHF 
Frequency (MHz) < 0.135 3~28 
433-435 
860-930 
2400~2454 
5725~5875 
Reading Range (Passive, m) ≤ 0.5 m ≤ 3 m ≤ 10 m ≤ 6 m 
Reading Range (Active, m) ≤ 40 m 300 m ≤ 1 km ≤ 300 m 
Tag Reading Rate Slower                                                 Faster 
Ability to Read near Metal or Water Better                                                  Worse 
 
3.2.5 Advantage and Disadvantage 
While RFID is used for tracking and positioning, it can be split into two main categories: tag-
oriented and reader-oriented. The former aims at locating RFID tags, while the latter is to find the 
position of portable RFID readers. In many RFID-based positioning applications, cables need to be 
removed from measurement setups and replaced with wireless devices that are connected to sensors 
and send data wirelessly to the host computers via a network. RFID-based techniques provide a 
relatively large coverage area by a small number of devices, but they may have significant multipath 
effects. The advantages of RFID techniques for indoor positioning can be summarised as: 
 Simplicity of the system;  
 Low-cost of the device;  
 High portability; 
 Ease of maintenance; 
 Capability of providing both identification and location; 
 A long effective range (up to 1000 m for a single transmitter in free space);  
 High penetration capabilities; and 
 Flexible in tag size. 
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The disadvantages of using RFID in indoor positioning include: 
 One-way communication links; 
 Multipath effects; and 
 Unstable Received Signal Strength (RSS). 
Although RFID prevails across the world as a superior technique for tracking objects/people, it 
has not yet been mature enough to use RFID technique alone for indoor positioning at present. 
3.2.6 RFID Applications 
Both Wi-Fi and RFID have been widely applied for years in tracking of people and mobile objects, 
and positioning in public areas such as airports, shopping malls and hospitals. RFID has been applied 
in ticketing and logistics for goods distribution. More recently, it was also applied in government 
identity cards and passports, and extensively applied in manufacturing, Their applications today are 
expanding to include wider and wider areas such as emergency, healthcare, safety, security, and 
entertainment, travelling, and asset tracking. Governments, enterprises, research institutes and 
consumers are all involved in the diverse RFID applications and playing different roles according to 
their specific purposes.  
RFID systems are application specific. Some use passive, low cost tags with short reading ranges, 
most data on the network, and only small amounts of information on tags. Others use sophisticated, 
high performance tags with high data storage capacity and reading ranges that can have considerable 
data on tags without network connection. Selected typical RFID applications are categorized and 
summarized in Table 3.3, and along with some of their typical examples (Faggion and Azzalin 2011, 
Goller and Brandner 2011, Holloway 2006a, Jimenez et al. 2011, Lutwak 2014, Meadati et al. 2010, 
Peng et al. 2012, Rantakokko et al. 2010, Retscher et al. 2012, Ruiz-de-Garibay et al. 2011, Ruiz et al. 
2010, Sarac et al. 2010, Sheridan et al. 2005, Zhang et al. 2009, Zhu 2010). Both Wi-Fi and RFID 
systems are application specific and they both can be possibly applied into the same industrial fields. 
This characteristic is also displayed in Table 3.3, where Wi-Fi and RFID can be both applied in most 
of the areas although their application emphasises are different. 
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 Table 3.3 Selected typical Wi-Fi and RFID applications and corresponding examples 
 
Application 
Area 
Typical Application Example 
Applicable 
Technology 
01 
Large public area 
e.g., a shopping 
mall or an airport 
Customer shopping behaviour tracking for a large shopping mall; 
passenger flow and density tracking in an airport 
Wi-Fi 
02 International trade Goods tracking, document delivery, payment system etc. Wi-Fi & RFID 
03 
Agriculture 
&forestry 
Plant guiding; seed quality tracking; inventory audit in forestry RFID 
04 Airports & aviation Baggage handling; trolley management; aircraft maintenance RFID & Wi-Fi 
05 
Automotive & 
parts 
Smart operation control; automation of mixed-flow assembly RFID & Wi-Fi 
06 Business services 
Real-time visibility of spare-parts inventory for improvement of 
business services 
RFID 
07 Chemicals industry 
Vapours identification by using an RFID tag coated with a 
chemically sensitive film 
RFID 
08 Constructions 
Inventory location reporting in lay down yards; tracking of 
returnable assets 
Wi-Fi & RFID 
09 Consumer goods 
Electronic proofing of delivery; the War-Mart RFID mandates 
system 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
10 Defence Tracking and positioning of wounded/soldiers RFID & Wi-Fi 
11 Education 
Collecting students records and sending to their parents; book 
management  
RFID & Wi-Fi 
12 Energy & utilities 
Electricity and gas meter data collection and reporting; smart 
home applications 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
13 Entertainment 
RFID wristbands for customer safety, identification, positioning 
and checkout 
RFID 
14 
Environmental 
protection 
Automatic identification of recyclable solid waste components; 
tracking of radioactive waste 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
15 Finance & banking   
Visa RFID Credit Cards and customer passbooks with RFID 
embedded in 
RFID 
16 Food & drinking 
Linking customer and particular flavours of food by using “RFID 
flavour tags” 
RFID 
17 Governance Government identity cards; E-passports RFID 
18 Healthcare  
Patients tracking through RFID-based wristband; medication 
management 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
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19 
Information 
technology 
Automation of data collection for ERP (Enterprise Resource 
Planning) 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
20 Logistics 
Goods tracking and positioning from manufacture to retail; supply 
chain services 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
21 Manufacturing 
Moulds/cutting tools management; control of flexible 
manufacturing process 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
22 Media The object-based media playing RFID & Wi-Fi 
23 Packaging 
Communicating hard-to-read information on labels in smart 
packaging; data management 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
24 Public Services Tracking waste to protect the environment RFID 
25 
Publishing & 
printing 
Linking between printed newspapers/magazines and cyber 
resources; online publication 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
26 Real estate Intelligent building management and document tracking RFID & Wi-Fi 
27 Retail & wholesale 
The change room service for clothing buyers; product availability 
handling; good location tracking 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
28 Security 
Door access cards and the anti-thievery application; product 
authentication; alarming system 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
29 Stock raising 
Animal identification and raw material (e.g. bales of hay) tracking 
and management 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
30 
Telecommunicatio
ns 
Parts dispatching and management; user/device location tracking RFID & Wi-Fi 
31 Textiles & clothing 
Reels processing; clothes fitting on (the RFID mirrors) for 
consumers; real-time stock management 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
32 Transportation 
Toll collection; bus prediction system ; contactless transaction 
cards; bus occupancy rate detecting 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
33 Travel & leisure 
Anti-theft travel wallets; RFID-based tickets authentication; and 
hotel room keys; visitor tracking and management 
RFID & Wi-Fi 
 
RFID solutions involve more than just the use of tags and readers in business applications. These 
applications typically involve ongoing support and collaboration with supply chain partners and 
security/privacy support, for example, integration with Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions 
that run the company's businesses. It is better to focus on a few clear objectives when dealing with an 
RFID implementation since the deployment for multiple goals may lead to a complex project. This is 
likely to slow down the business and become costly (OECD 2008, Sarac et al. 2010, Weinstein 2005). 
Challenges such as privacy concerns, evolving standards, security concerns, impact of surrounding 
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environments, lack of integration and skilled personnel, data interference, and multiplicity of vendors 
need to be taken into account during the RFID implementation. 
3.3 Smartphone Technology 
Smartphones, tablets and other mobile devices are getting more and more popular for outdoor and 
indoor seamless tracking and positioning. Search, mapping, and navigation are popular uses for the 
above mobile devices. These services are even more powerful when taken indoors in shopping malls, 
airports, train stations, and other public places. For example, in a large shopping area, a consumer can 
search for the nearest store with items of interest and get walking directions to that store. He or she 
may receive a coupon or ad relevant to the store or item that they searched for. Business owners are 
interested in targeted mobile ads to help connect with interested shoppers. 
3.3.1 History of smartphone technology 
The first smartphone was born in 1992, even though it was not called smartphone then. The first 
handset actually be called a smartphone was the strangely named Penelope from Ericsson. This was a 
concept phone and only around 200 units were ever made, but it led to the launch of the R380 in 2000, 
the first commercially available smartphone. It featured both communication and personal digital 
assistant (PDA) functions and used a clever touchscreen which could be covered by a hinged keyboard 
when it was being used to make calls (c/Net 2015).  
The popularity and range of smartphones has been exploded in recent years since smartphones 
have been used as miniaturised portable computers with a range of advanced functionalities. Today, 
more and more advanced functionalities in smartphones are available and a selection of these are listed 
in Table 3.4.  Also, various smartphone built-in sensors have been adopted for tracking and positioning. 
Among these sensors, GPS receivers have been well integrated into smartphones and their positioning 
performance is reliable for outdoor environments. However, it is problematic for indoor or indoor-like 
environments due to the signal attenuation. In this case, Wi-Fi and smartphone based positioning 
technology can be an alternative.  
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TABLE 3.4 KEY ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITIES OF CONTEMPORARY SMARTPHONES 
Functionality Key features 
3G 
3G is a high speed mobile network designed to handle the increased data transfer of 
smartphones and their mobile Internet functions 
Email 
The ability to connect to POP3 or IMAP-based email servers, just as you can do on 
a desktop computer 
Wi-Fi 
A hidden Wi-Fi antenna within the handset allows users to connect to the Internet 
via a wireless router or Wi-Fi AP 
Web Browser 
The ability to display full HTML version of websites, not just the Wireless 
Protected Access (WAP) or simplified mobile version 
Video Camera 
The ability to capture high quality photographs and video footages, often HD 
videos. Many high-end devices now have two separate cameras 
Apps 
The ability to add additional software including games to a smartphone. There are 
hundreds of thousands of apps available for downloading 
File Storage 
Due to their ability to play media files and have new software (apps) installed, 
smartphones will have more internal storage space than feature phones. There is 
also usually a slot for a Micro SD card 
GPS 
Very few smartphones do not have the ability to use GPS combined with a map 
application for navigation 
Touch- 
Screen 
A large multi-touch screen is another very common feature of smartphones. The 
Blackberry range handsets are one of the few exceptions 
Media Player 
The ability to play back different types of media, including audio and video files, is 
another common feature of many mobile devices 
Standard Feature 
The ability to make normal calls and send SMS/MMS messages, add 
appointments to a calendar, transfer files using Bluetooth, choose different 
ringtones and wallpapers, and create contact lists etc. 
 
Among various smartphone technologies, the operating system (OS) and embedded sensors are 
the most relevant factors for tracking and positioning. Different OSs may require different ways of 
operation and data acquisition. Different sensors (e.g., the WNIC card) may affect the RSSI values. 
Therefore, it is necessary to understand these techniques before implementing them as a part of the 
tracking and positioning system. 
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3.3.2 Smartphone operating systems  
Smartphone OS used in a particular phone is one of the most important features for users. The OS 
controls how the phone behaves and what the user can do with it, as well as what application software 
package can be installed. Therefore finding the correct OS for the user can bring more benefits and 
convenience. The main smartphone OSs available in the current market include Apple iOS, Android, 
Windows Mobile, Blackberry OS and Nokia Symbian, the first commercial smartphone — R380 used 
the Symbian OS. Due to the separation of the OS of a smartphone from its hardware the OS can be 
updated without the need for additional devices. All of the major OSs are regularly updated for adding 
new features or improving their functionalities. This means that it is possible for a smartphone to 
remain up-to-date far longer than a basic feature phone (Corporation 2011, Nita 2010, Pingdom 2010). 
3.3.3 Typical sensors for tracking and positioning 
Sensors embedded in smartphones, such as GPS receivers, accelerometers, digital compasses, 
gyroscopes, Bluetooth Smart Transmitters, GSM and WNIC, are useful for tracking and positioning. 
In the following paragraphs, GPS receivers and network-related sensors are briefly discussed, they are 
extremely relevant to this research project 
1. GPS receivers 
Nowadays, most smartphones are equipped with a high-sensitivity GPS receiver for the purpose 
of tracking and positioning. For example, the SiRFstarIV GSD4t was, selected by Samsung GALAXY 
S II, is a low power and cost effective GPS receiver. It requires only 8 mW in 1-Hz Trickle-Power 
mode but provides very high performance, with navigation to -160 dBm, tracking to -163 dBm and 
excellent pass margins.  It can also maintain its full rated -160 dBm acquisition sensitivity without 
network assistance. SiRFstarIV GSD4t features such as active jammer removal, single-SAW design, 
an on-chip LNA, fail-safe I/O, integrated switchers, single supply voltage, simple RF matching and 
small size and packaging make it easier for designers to use and integrate into their products. (CSR-
Plc 2011). 
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2. Embedded network sensors 
Generally, all contemporary smartphones support communications with cellular networks, 
WLANs and Bluetooth networks while others such as Nokia and iPhone also support RFID-based 
networks. A cellular network is an asymmetric radio network made up of fixed transceivers which 
maintain tracking of the signal while the mobile transceiver is in the vicinity of a transceiver. A WLAN 
is the one in which a mobile user can connect to a local area network through a wireless (radio) 
connection. Bluetooth and RFID networks are short-range wireless communication networks which 
create personal area networks with a high level of security (Sundaramurthy 2011). All of these types 
of networks can be used for tracking and positioning. 
3. Inertial sensors 
Inertial sensors have been becoming an essential components of the smartphones. Inertial sensors 
embedded in smartphones mainly include accelerometers and gyroscopes, some also include 
magnetometers.  Accelerometers are devices that can measure acceleration (the rate of change in 
velocity), but in smartphones, they are able to detect changes in orientation and tell the screen to rotate. 
Basically, it helps the phone know up from down. Gyroscopes are used to measure rotational positions 
in reference to an arbitrarily chosen coordinate system like pitch (sense up and down), yaw (sense left 
and right) and roll (sense clockwise or counter-clockwise rotations). Magnetometers are mostly used 
to assist calibration against orientation drift and allow better performance for dynamic orientation 
calculation (Maenaka 2008). For example, when a smartphone working for positioning with the 
assistance of GPS, these sensors allow the GPS receiver to work when GPS-signals are unavailable, 
such as in tunnels, inside buildings, or when electronic interference is presented (Johnson 20011). Over 
the last few years, with the rapid development of micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS), an 
increasing number of micro-electro sensors have been embedded into smartphones. In contrast to 
traditional inertial sensors, MEMS provides with a smaller size, lower power consumption and lower 
cost but higher reliability (Iozan et al. 2011). With the development of micro sensor technology, new 
generation sensors used in smartphones have better performance. Using smartphones as a tracking 
device for indoor positioning has become a mainstream research direction in the industry and research 
community. 
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3.3.4 Typical smartphone-based commercial tracking systems 
Currently, a number of Wi-Fi and smartphone based commercial RTLS systems are available in 
the market, e.g., Aeroscout, WhereNet, Newbury and EkahauTM (Aeroscout 2013, Kiviniemi and 
Bhasin 2010, Megna 2005, Newbury 2013). The Ekahau RTLS system can run over existing Wi-Fi 
infrastructure and uses the fingerprinting and other algorithms to estimate the location of the target 
people/object. It has been deployed in many commercial fields and is the only system that has a client 
software package (Bhaumik 2004). 
3.3.5 Smartphones and RFID 
It is possible to integrate RFID into a smartphone and produce more versatile functionalities and 
services. RFID is currently regarded as the replacement for barcodes in logistics and supply chain 
management. It is also becoming widely used for contactless ticketing, credit cards, animal tracking 
and e-passports. But a new set of RFID applications and services (a new standard based on RFID) 
opening up as NFC (a wireless connectivity technology that enables two-way communication between 
electronic devices) is integrated into mobile phones. Commercial RFID applications for NFC include 
payments, service discovery and even more, where these things can be achieved with a simple ‘touch’ 
of the mobile device. People can also perform contactless transactions, access digital content, and 
connect devices with a single touch. With the use of NFC, consumers are able to access new services 
easily and conveniently. They can also use their phone as a travel card, contactless credit card or loyalty 
card. NFC also provides an easy access to digital contents and services. Smartphone can either act as 
a tag or a reader. As a payment solution for metro, for example, touch this poster to get your ticket and 
the charge appears on the recipients mobile phone bill (Nokia 2014). The integration between RFID 
and smartphone is extremely useful for people’s mobility tracking through the NFC applications, which 
means information from target users or objects can be shared between different networks and easily 
and accurately collected by the tracking system. For example, a smartphone user can collect the ID of 
a product nearby through the RFID scanning system installed on the phone and transfer the ID 
information together with the user’s location information to the tracking and positioning system 
through a Wi-Fi network, the product is then tracked. 
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The Nokia Mobile RFID Kit is the first GSM phone integrated product offering with RFID reading 
capability. It contains two Xpress-onTM RFID Reader Shells compatible with the Nokia 5140 mobile 
phone, the relevant application software for the phone, and twenty RFID tags. The Nokia Mobile RFID 
Kit extends the mobility of field force personnel by integrating RFID reader technology to a familiar 
portable device. Simply by touching a smart object, the user can initiate tasks in their Nokia phone - 
call and send text messages or access databases and record new data entries. But Touch is not just about 
incremental innovations to existing infrastructures; the technology offers many unexplored 
opportunities. The simple integration of tags into everyday things and places, the low-cost of 
NFC components and the adaptiveness of the NFC specifications are all examples of the ways in which 
this technology promises to be ubiquitous. These opportunities suggest that many other applications 
and services will be built around the technology, and that ‘touch’ may well become part of everyday 
life in unexpected ways (see Figure 3.7). 
For example, an iPhone and a RFID tag can be deployed as a payment device (similar to a credit 
card), identity card, security device, and more. This type of functionality is already seen in Japan, 
where the RFID Suica chip is installed in some mobile phones. Using the iPhone as an RFID 
Reader allows the iPhone to interact with RFID-enabled objects in the real world. Check out this 
prototype from a Norwegian research organization called Touch, using the iPhone as a Media Player 
(Timo 2011). 
 
Figure 3.7 Smartphones and other mobile devices carried by the users in shopping malls (Timo 2011) 
In recent years, the development of wearable technology is growing very fast. One type of the 
devices is smartwatch which is normally paired with a corresponding smartphone and believed to be a 
new generation of tracking and positioning equipment. Apple, Sumsung, Huawei and Sony have 
launched smartwatch products and some of the smartwatches were announced to be able to 
communicate with APs directly (Laubier 2014, Panchal 2015). This will offer another opportunity in 
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the near future for location and mobility tracking. One advantage from smartwatch is that the watch is 
usually put on a user’s wrist unlike a smartphone, which is usually put in a hand-bag or a pocket on 
one side of the user body, and this can reduce the signal interference from the human body. In this case, 
a smartwatch should be at a much better situation for tracking and positioning. 
3.4 Other Tracking and Positioning Techniques 
3.4.1 ZigBee, UWB, NFC and other technologies  
ZigBee is another wireless technology commonly used for tracking and positioning. ZigBee 
protocols are intended for use in embedded applications requiring low data rates and low power 
consumption. This enables devices to form a mesh network of up to 65, 000 nodes. One of the major 
differences between ZigBee and Wi-Fi is that ZigBee nodes use the ZigBee protocols rather than any 
native Internet protocol like TCP/IP or UDP. Therefore, ZigBee nodes need a dedicated Access Point 
that translates ZigBee into TCP/IP in order for the data to be sent via the network. ZigBee networks 
can support a larger number of devices, its allowed reading ranges are usually longer than Bluetooth 
but shorter than RFID (Abinaya and Bharathi 2012, Eslambolchi 2012).  
UWB technology transmits information over a large bandwidth but at low power levels. It can 
send data at a high speed and can also penetrate walls. Thus its location estimates are more accurate 
than that of Wi-Fi. The major limitation of UWB is its short reading range. When combined with RFID, 
UWB is often used for determining precise position and RFID for measurement control and telemetry.  
NFC technologies can be used in sub-areas of tracking and positioning. For example, it is feasible 
to combine Wi-Fi with Bluetooth or other NFC techniques for short-range communications. However, 
NFC technologies are rarely used independently for the purposes of tracking and positioning due to 
their short reading ranges. Infrared, ultrasonic and UWB technologies (Álvarez and Cintas 2010) can 
be combined with Wi-Fi for indoor positioning. Both infrared and ultrasonic technologies cannot 
penetrate solid walls so they can only provide location-sensing capabilities with in a room. Usually, 
infrared is less reliable and less accurate than ultrasonic because infrared is more dependent on line-
of-sight and it can even be disturbed by direct sunlight. For example, infrared and ultrasonic 
technologies have been used in several common devices, such as television remote controls (infrared) 
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and disease diagnosis in hospital environment (ultrasonic) for decades. They have also been often used 
for detecting objects, e.g. O’Connor (2009) demonstrated a system called RFID-enabled Robotic Guide 
Dog with ultrasonic sensors mounted on a smart cane (near the handle) for detecting obstacles (Dai 
and Su 2008, Holm 2009).  
In general, the following factors should be well considered while working with positioning and 
location tracking: positioning accuracy, penetrability through the surrounding environment, ability for 
against the interference, complexity of implementation, and cost, especially positioning accuracy, 
which is the first priority when considering and selecting a specific technology in practical applications.  
A qualitative comparison of the above techniques in these five aspects is shown in Table 3.5 (Rensheng 
2015). More detailed information on positioning accuracy can be seen in Table 3.6. 
TABLE 3.5 COMPARISON OF SEVEN COMMON POSITIONING TECHNOLOGIES 
 
 
TABLE 3.6 ACCURACY AND OTHER FEATURES OF DIFFERENT POSITIONING TECHNOLOGIES  
 
 
Tachnology Accuracy Penetrability
Anti-
interferance
Complexity of 
implementation
Cost
1 Wi-Fi ★☆☆☆☆ ★★★☆☆ ★★★★★ ★☆☆☆☆ ★☆☆☆☆
2 RFID ★★★★★ ★★★☆☆ ★★☆☆☆ ★★☆☆☆ ★★☆☆☆
3 BlueTooth ★★★☆☆ ★★★☆☆ ★★☆☆☆ ★★★☆☆ ★★★☆☆
4 ZigBee ★★☆☆☆ ★★★★☆ ★★★☆☆ ★★☆☆☆ ★★★☆☆
5 UWB ★★★★★ ★★★★★ ★★★★☆ ★★★☆☆ ★★★★☆
6 Infrared ★★★★☆ ☆☆☆☆☆ ☆☆☆☆☆ ★★★★★ ★★☆☆☆
7 Ultrasonic ★★★★★ ★☆☆☆☆ ★★☆☆☆ ★★☆☆☆ ★★★★★
Technology Example System Signal Method Cost
Accuracy 
(m)
GSM Cell phone RS TDoA/AoA L 50 – 100
A-GPS Telit GE864-GPS RS ToA H 20 – 50
RFID Radianse RS CoO/SS/FP L 1 – 20
Wi-Fi Ekahau RS SS (TL/FP) E 1 – 5
UWB Ubisense RS ToA/TDoA H 0 – 1
Bluetooth Active Landmarks RS CoO E 2 – 5
Pseudolites LocataLites RS ToA H 0.1 – 1
Infrared Active Badge IR CoO L 1 – 2
Ultrasonic Active Bat US ToA L 0.03 – 1
Magnetic Field MotionStar MF FP/TL H 0.01 – 0.03
Compu.Vision CyberCode VL DI E Variable
Signal:  TR: Infrared; US: Ultrasonic; RS: Radio signals, MF: Magnetic Field); VL: Visible light 
Method: TL: Trilateration; FP: Fingerprinting; DI: Direct input; SS: Signal strength based  
Cost:   H: High; L: Low; E: Everage
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3.4.2 Hybrid technologies 
Wi-Fi technology has gained the greatest success due to its low cost, widespread diffusion and 
robust communication capabilities, even in non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions. While Wi-Fi is used 
for tracking and positioning, the signal strength received by the end user’s device mainly plays an 
important role no matter what tracking/positioning scenario is involved. There are three widely used 
methods for Wi-Fi based tracking and positioning, namely cell of origin (CoO), trilateration, 
fingerprinting. A very popular one―fingerprinting, uses a so-called radio map (or fingerprint database), 
in which a single dataset is called a fingerprint. During the subsequent online location determination 
phase, the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) received from a subset of AP first and then 
searches for similar patterns in the radio map. The best matched physical coordinates are returned as 
the optimal position estimates. However, a single fingerprinting method may not fit all environments 
sometimes (e.g., a large conference hall). Other methods such as CoO and/or trilateration may be 
required to conduct the tracking and positioning. The two or more methods integrated together for 
achieving the goal of tracking and positioning are called hybrid algorithm, which are commonly used 
for improving tracking and positioning accuracy. 
CoO, trilateration and fingerprinting methods are also suited for RFID technology. Moreover, 
RFID can be used as a combination with Wi-Fi, and the strong identification capability of RFID 
technology is very useful to improve the total positioning accuracy (Schulcz and Varga 2010, Spinella 
et al. 2010). The combination of two or more technologies are called hybrid technology, which are also 
commonly used in the field of tracking and positioning. 
Apart from Wi-Fi and RFID, research  has shown various other indoor positioning techniques, 
such as assisted GPS, assisted-GPS (AGPS), ZigBee, Bluetooth, UWB, ultrasonic, Infrared and LED, 
all have both strengths and weaknesses (Holm and Nilsen 2010, Spinella et al. 2010). Using hybrid 
system with integration of two or more the above techniques has been recognised as an emerging 
solution for developing a low-cost reliable indoor positioning system. These integrated techniques with 
multiple sensors can compensate for the limitations in each single technique and be capable of 
providing more reliable and more accurate positions with the use of portable devices (Zhu et al. 2012). 
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Many hybrid solutions can be found both in research and industrial fields. Sardroud et al. (2012) 
presented a hybrid approach to identifying and automatically tracking the location of materials. RFID 
and GPS are used for tracking and positioning in indoor and outdoor environments respectively. Their 
approach leveraged the automatic reading of RFID tagged materials by field supervisors or materials 
handling equipment and a GPS receiver. Their test results indicated that the RFID technology had 
reached the point where it could function effectively on construction sites that involved large metal 
objects and required a considerably long reading range. Zhu et al. (2010) proposed another approach 
that integrated low-cost GPS, RFID and INS techniques, which could provide a metre-level accuracy 
positioning. In this approach, GPS was for outdoor positioning, while RFID and INS mainly for indoor 
positioning or for the areas where GPS signals were blocked. This combination of RFID and GPS 
provides a seamless indoor and outdoor positioning solution (Mathiassen et al. 2010, Sardroud 2012, 
Zhu 2010).  
3.5 Summary 
This chapter provided an overview of positioning technologies and integration of two or more 
technologies named the hybrid technique. The first part was an overview of RFID technology, 
including the history, principle, typical components, reading range, frequency, advantage and 
disadvantages of RFID technology/system. The second part was an overview of smartphone 
technology, including the history of the smartphone development, operating systems commonly used 
for different smartphones, typical smartphone-based commercial tracking and positioning systems, and 
integration of smartphone and RFID technology. Finally, hybrid algorithms and technologies, and other 
positioning technologies such as ZigBee, UWB and Bluetooth were overviewed and the main features 
and differences between them were also compared. 
A range of tracking and positioning methods and algorithms are reviewed in the next chapter
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CHAPTER 4 ALGORITHMS FOR POSITIONING AND TRACKING 
4.1 Introduction 
Along with the rapid development of tracking and positioning technologies, algorithms 
development for tracking and positioning are also demonstrated as a high interest to researchers, 
industries and government organisations. For any common tracking and positioning purpose, the first 
and essential step is the measurement process. Measurements allow users to obtain the information 
necessary for further processing in terms of user identification, position calculation and noise reduction 
etc. The parameters acquired through the measurement process (e.g., RSSI) can be then processed 
using one or more tracking and positioning estimation methods/algorithms. In this chapter, a range of 
measurement models and positioning estimation algorithms are overviewed. Most of them are radio-
related and can be adopted to both Wi-Fi and RFID based tracking and positioning systems. 
4.2 Signal Measurement Models 
There are mainly four types of measurement models commonly used for Wi-Fi and RFID based 
indoor positioning (Bai et al. 2014c, Bai et al. 2012). They are time of arrival (ToA), time difference 
of arrival (TDoA), angle of arrival (AoA) and received signal strength (RSS) based models, which 
are introduced below. 
4.2.1 Time of arrival 
An electromagnetic signal has a constant propagation speed. If the time of the signal propagation 
between a known base station (e.g., an AP) and a target station (e.g., a smartphone) can be measured, 
the distance from the base station to the target station can be measured using ToA model and the target 
position can be estimated using the trilateration method if three or more such estimated distances 
available. In indoor wireless environments, this method can be used to locate smartphones using Wi-
Fi base stations (i.e., APs). Figure 4.1 shows how the trilateration method using ToA-derived distances 
works. The least squares method may be required for the final point (χ) estimation. 
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Figure 4.1 Principle of ToA measurements 
Assume χ is the position of the smartphone user to be estimated, 𝐴1, 𝐴2 and 𝐴3 are three Wi-Fi 
APs with known positions, and   ℓ1, ℓ2 and  ℓ3 
are the distances measured from χ to the three APs, 
they are obtained through the measurements of ToA (i.e., 𝑡): 
ℓ =  ∁  •  𝑡               (4.1) 
where ∁ and 𝑡 are the speed (i.e., 300,000km/s) and transmission time of the signal respectively. 
Using the measurements of ToA has limitations. It requires accurate synchronisation of time 
among all the base stations and the target station. A small error in the time measurement will lead to a 
large error in the estimated distance. Furthermore, the signal must be labeled with a time stamp in order 
to allow the base station to determine the time when the signal was emitted. This additional time stamp 
increases the complexity of the signal propagation and may lead to an additional error. 
4.2.2 Time difference of arrival 
The TDoA model is similar to the TOA but has the relative advantage over ToA in the sense that 
the TDoA does not require an absolute time reference, capability to use inexpensive antennas, and 
immunity to timing errors. To calculate the distance, TDoA only uses the time difference between two 
base stations where the signals propagated from. Therefore, the system does not need to be completely 
synchronised, instead, only receiver synchronization is required (see Figure 4.2).  
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Figure 4.2 Principle of TDoA measurements 
Figure 4.2 shows the positioning principle using TDoA measurements. χ is the position of the 
target user, ,  and  are the three Wi-Fi routers, ℓ1, ℓ2 and  ℓ3 
are the three distances from χ 
to the three routers, and 𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴1−2  and 𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴1−3  are two hyperbolic curves with a constant range 
difference. The following formulas can be used for the hyperboloid: 
 𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴1−𝑛 = |𝑡1 − 𝑡𝑛| = 𝑘1𝑛                      (4.2) 
 |𝑙1 − 𝑙𝑛| = 𝐶 ∙ 𝑘1𝑛                          (4.3) 
where n is the serial number of the Wi-Fi AP, t is the signal transmission time and k is a parameter that 
stands for the TDoA. 
The TDoA positioning method also has limitations. It still requires at least three base stations and 
at least two hyperbolas for estimating the target position, and is affected by multipath errors, noise, and 
interference of the signal propagation. In order to consider these effects, a modified TDoA method was 
formulated instead of considering trigonometric expressions of the previous TDoA method. For 
example, Christian Núñez Álvarez and Cristian Crespo Cintas (2010) presented such a method based 
on the Bayesian Inference with the maximum posteriori approach.  
𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦|𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴𝑖𝑗) =  
𝑃(𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴𝑖𝑗|𝑥, 𝑦)∗𝑃(𝑥,𝑦)
𝑃(𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴𝑖𝑗)
                              (4.4) 
Equation (4.4) shows the probability of the target station being located at (x, y) coordinates when 
the difference in TDoA interrogation between two base stations results in a specific TDoA; 𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴𝑖𝑗 is 
the TDoA between two base stations i and j, P(x, y) is the prior distribuion and 𝑃 (𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴𝑖𝑗) is the data 
A1 A2 A3
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probability, both were defined in the previous section and assumed to be normalised constants. 
Therefore, expression (4.4) can be simplified as  
𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦|𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴𝑖𝑗) =  𝐶𝑖𝑗 𝑃(𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴𝑖𝑗|𝑥, 𝑦)                               (4.5) 
where 𝐶𝑖𝑗 is the normalising factor composed by the prior distribution and data probability terms, in 
order to assure that the overall area of 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦|𝑇𝐷𝑜𝐴𝑖𝑗) equals to one. 
4.2.3 Angle of arrival 
An AoA is defined as the angle between the direction of a signal propagation and its reference 
direction. The reference direction is known as an orientation and is the fixed direction against which 
the AoAs are measured (Rong and Sichitiu 2006). As shown in Figure 4.3, AoA method uses angular 
measurements (𝜃1and 𝜃2) from a pair of base stations  and  to determine the location of the 
mobile device χ. Due to multiple base stations receiving the signal of the mobile device, the base 
stations need additional equipment for detecting the compass direction from which the user's signal is 
arriving. Information from each of the base stations is sent to the mobile switch for analysis and 
generation of an approximate latitude and longitude. 
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Figure 4.3 Principle of AoA measurements 
The formula for the calculation of the user’s location is 
    tan(𝜃1) =
𝑥−𝑥1
𝑦−𝑦1
                  (4.6) 
  tan(𝜃2) =
𝑥−𝑥2
𝑦−𝑦2
                (4.7) 
A1 A2
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When using the AoA measurements for positioning, at least two angle measurements from two 
base stations (i.e. reference stations) are required. This method is sensitive to multi paths and it is 
assumed that the angle of the received signal is known and can be measured via a directional antenna 
and antenna arrays. Therefore, additional hardware is required to estimate the arrival angles and hence 
increases the cost of the system. This is the main disadvantage of this method. 
In the hybrid techniques (HTs), two or more techniques are usually combined together in order to 
obtain a more accurate and/or reliable position. When AoA and TDoA are combined to form an AOA-
TDOA HT, multiple base stations receive signals from the target station (i.e., a smartphone) and the 
AOA estimates from each base station. The TDoA estimates between the multiple base stations are 
both used to determine the target location. This type of approach results in more accurate position. 
However, care must be taken to avoid that errors from one method affect the overall position estimation. 
The AoA-ToA HT is most suitable when only one base station is able to receive the signal from the 
target station (Aatique et al. 1997). Although this technique may not be as accurate as the AoA-TDoA 
HT, it may be the only unmodified handset PL solution when only one base station is able to receive 
the mobile signal (Reza 2000). 
4.2.4 RSS-based model 
Unlike an outdoor free space environment, obtaining an indoor source location can be problematic 
when using ToA, TDoA and AoA. This is due to the fact that the NLOS environment caused by 
obstructions between the base station and the target station and its observations contain large errors. 
For this reason，ToA, TDoA and AoA are not often used for indoor positioning (Nilsson et al. 2010, 
Walder and Bernoulli 2010, Zhu 2010). In contrast, the RSS-based model can provide a better solution 
and also compatible with many of the current radio technologies such as Wi-Fi, RFID, ZigBee and 
Bluetooth. Moreover, RSS is also compatible with most existing wireless infrastructures (e.g. Wi-Fi 
network), which means tremendous cost savings for positioning-specific hardware. Therefore, we 
focus on RSS-related algorithms in this research. When dealing with RSS-based positioning algorithms, 
the position of the target user/object can be estimated using the known coordinates of the transmitters 
and the distance measurements between the transmitters and the receivers. 
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4.3 Signal Estimation Process 
4.3.1 Path loss (PL) model 
In RF-based wireless communication, loss that occurs between a transmitter and a transceiver is 
known as propagation path loss (PL). The PL defines how much strength of the signal is lost during 
the propagation from a transmitter to a transceiver. Due to the complexity of signal propagation in 
indoor environments, and its dependency on various environmental parameters such as multipath, 
refraction, blockage and noise, the specific environmental parameters to derive path loss model may 
vary.  Generally, it is assumed that all the RSSI values collected are mutually independent and meet 
the condition of the Gaussian distribution model (Chan et al. 2009, Miliorisl et al. 2011, Wang et al. 
2006). Therefore, each component in a dataset from a test point (TP), s𝑖, is assumed to be a normally 
distributed random variable (i.e., 𝑠𝑖~𝒩(?̅?𝑖, 𝜎
2)) where ?̅?𝑖 is the mean RSSI value (or vector if there 
are more than one components) at the TP (in dBm).  
 The standard deviation of all the random variables 𝑠𝑖 is assumed to be identical and denoted by 𝜎 
(in dB). For the radio propagation model, a large scale model that is the log-distance path loss model 
with log-normal shadowing is commonly used, similar to the models utilised by Malaney (2007). 
According to this model, the elements of the RSSI values at any point are given by 
𝑃𝐿𝑖 = 𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑃
𝑖 − (𝑃𝐿𝑑0 + 10𝑛 log (
𝑑𝑖
𝑑0
)) + 𝑚𝜎 ,    𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑃    (4.8) 
where 𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑃
𝑖  is the power transmitting from 𝐴𝑃𝑖 , 𝑃𝐿𝑑0  is the measured path loss at the reference 
distance (e.g, 𝑑0 = 1 𝑚), 𝑛 is path loss exponent, 𝑑𝑖 is the geometrical distance from 𝐴𝑃
𝑖. The last 
parameter, 𝑚𝜎~𝒩(0, 𝜎
2), is a measurement error and assumed to be a zero mean Gaussian random 
variable with a standard deviation of 𝜎  (in dB). This parameter models the path loss variation at 
distance 𝑑𝑖 due to shadowing caused by obstacles in propagation. All the powers are in dBm and all 
the distances are in meters. Such models can make use of the laws governing electromagnetic wave 
propagation to determine the received signal power at a particular location, and the distance between 
a signal transmitter and a transceiver can be also derived by knowing the power received.  
In practice, many empirical models have been developed for calculating the distance between a 
transmitter and a transceiver. According to Alam and Khan (2013), the free space path loss (FSPL) 
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model can be referred as the appropriate model to calculate path loss if there is a LOS condition in the 
tracking environment; and the Stanford University Interim (SUI) model shows the best in the case of 
NLOS condition and other complex indoor environments. The FSPL model is given as:  
𝑃𝐿𝐹𝑆𝑃𝐿 = 𝑃𝐿1𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑒 + 20 log(𝑑) + 20 log(𝑓)   (4.9) 
where f is frequency in MHz, d is the distance between a transmitter and a receiver, 𝑃𝐿1𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑒 is the 
reference path loss when the distance between the transmitter and receiver is one metre.  
The SUI model is derived for the multipoint microwave distribution system frequency band from 
2.5 GHz to 2.7 GHz. The model covers three most common terrain categories and is recommended by 
IEEE 802.16 Broadband Wireless Access Working Group (Group 2004). The basic path loss formula 
with correction factors is given as (Erceg et al. 1999):  
𝑃𝐿 = 𝐴 + 10n log(𝑑/𝑑0) + 𝑋𝑓 + 𝑋ℎ + 𝑠          for 𝑑 > 𝑑0  (4.10) 
where, d is the distance between an AP antenna and an equipment antenna carried by a customer, 
d0=100 m and s is a log distributed factor called standard deviation of shadow fading, which represents 
a measure of signal strength variability, (sometimes referred to as “noise”) from sources that are not 
accounted for in the aforementioned path loss equation. This include factors such as attenuation due to 
the number of obstructions present, orientation differences between location receiver antennas and the 
antennas of client devices, reflections due to multipath, and so on. Diversity antenna implementations 
reduce perceived signal variation due to shadow fading, and for this reason diversity antennas are 
almost universally recommended. In many indoor installations using diversity antennas, the standard 
deviation of shadow fading is often seen between 3 and 10 dB. 
The parameter A is defined as:  
𝐴 = 20 log (
4𝜋𝑑0
n
)        
and the path loss exponent n is given by:  
𝑛 = 𝑎 − 𝑏ℎ𝑏 + (
𝑐
ℎ𝑏
)       
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where, the parameter ℎ𝑏  is the base station antenna height in meters (between 10 m and 80 m). The 
constants a, b and c dependent upon the types of terrain, are given in Table 4.1. The path loss exponent 
n indicates the rate at which the path loss increases with distance. The value of n depends on frequency 
and environment, and is highly dependent on the degree of obstruction (or “clutter”) present in the 
environment. Common path loss exponents range from a value of 2 for open free space to values greater 
than 2 in environments where obstructions are present. A typical path loss exponent for an indoor office 
environment may be 3.5, a dense commercial or industrial environment 3.7 to 4.0 and a dense home 
environment might be as high as 4.5. For urban NLOS environment: 3 < n < 5 (Milanovic et al. 2007). 
 
TABLE 4.1 THE PARAMETER VALUES OF DIFFERENT TERRAINS FOR THE SUI MODEL 
Model Parameter  Terrain A  Terrain B  Terrain C  
a  4.6  4.0  3.6  
b(m-1)  0.0075  0.0065  0.005  
c(m)  12.6  17.1  20  
 
 
The frequency correction factor 𝑋𝑓  and the correction for receiver antenna height 𝑋ℎ for the 
model are expressed in:  
 𝑋𝑓 = 6.0log (𝑓/2000)          
 𝑋ℎ = −10.8log (ℎ𝑟/2000) for terrain types A and B      
 𝑋ℎ = −20.0log (ℎ𝑟/2000) for terrain type C       
where, f is the operating frequency in MHz, and hr is the receiver antenna height in metre.  
CISCO (2008) introduced another empirical log-distance path loss model, by which the distance 
between a transmitter and a receiver can be calculated. The model was developed based on both 
theoretical analyses and practical measurements, and it indicates the average received signal power 
that decreases logarithmically with distance. The model also takes a number of factors such as 
transmitter antenna gain, receiver antenna gain and other possible losses during the signal propagation.  
The basic idea of the model is from a widely used path loss model for indoor radio signal 
propagation, which takes both the path loss exponent and shadow fading of the environment into 
consideration: 
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 𝑃𝐿 = 𝑃𝐿1𝑀𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 + 10 log(𝑑
𝑛) + 𝑠   (4.11) 
The generally accepted method to calculate receiver signal strength given known quantities for 
transmit power, path loss, antenna gain, and cable losses is as follows: 
𝑅𝑋𝑃𝑊𝑅 = 𝑇𝑋𝑃𝑊𝑅 + 𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁𝑇𝑋 − 𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑋 − 𝑃𝐿 + 𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑋 − 𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑋   (4.12) 
Based on Equations (4.11) and (4.12), the PL model introduced by CISCO is given as: 
𝑑 = 10
𝑇𝑋𝑃𝑊𝑅 − 𝑅𝑋𝑃𝑊𝑅 − 𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑋 − 𝐿𝑂𝑆𝑆𝑅𝑋 + 𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁𝑇𝑋 + 𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁𝑅𝑋 − 𝑃𝐿1𝑀𝐸𝑇𝑅𝐸−𝑠
10𝑛               (4.13) 
where:  
d:  distance between the transmitter and receiver in metres; 
TXPWR:  transmitter output power in dB; 
RXPWR:  detected RSSI in dB; 
LossTX:  sum of all transmitter-side cable and connector losses in dB; 
LossRX:  sum of all receiver-side cable and connector losses in dB; 
GainTX: transmitter-side antenna gain in dBi; 
GainRX:  receiver-side antenna gain in dBi; 
PL1Meter:  reference path loss in dB for the desired frequency when the  receiver-to transmitter 
distance is one meter, (Bartié 2014);  
n: path loss exponent for the environment; 
s: standard deviation associated with the degree of shadow fading present in the 
environment. 
Figure 4.4 shows the relationship between the RSSI value vs associated distance based on the 
above model. The slope of the curved edges is more flat when the RSSI values are greater than -70 dB, 
then it becomes steeper gradually. It explains why -70 dB was selected by CISCO as the default cutoff 
threshold. In practice, if the RSSI values less than -83, they are considered to be discarded or treated 
as noise. This characteristics is also reflected in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 RSSI value vs distance of the signal propagation based on the pass loss model 
This model has been well tested and compared with other path loss models by CISCO, and CISCO 
wireless networks were also used by our industrial research partner, therefore, Equation (4.13) is 
selected for the simulation test of trilateration for this research. More application on this model will be 
demonstrated in Chapter 5.    
In Equation (4.13), the most important model parameter is the path loss exponent. There provides 
significant insight into the distance-dependent attenuation of the wireless signal, which is the large path 
loss contributor in the model under study. The value for the path loss exponent is systematically higher 
for NLOS paths than it is for LOS paths. This indicates that in general and as may be intuitively 
expected the signal strength decreases faster for NLOS paths than it does for LOS paths. 
4.3.2 Bayesian filters 
The inherent uncertainty of the raw measurement obtained from APs or other sensors, together 
with the desire to use multiple sensor types, has led to the widespread use of Bayesian filters in 
positioning systems. Bayesian filters provide a framework for probabilistically estimating the state of 
a dynamic system based on noisy measurements (Simon 2006). Bayesian filters are deployed in the 
fusion layer of the location stack model of a positioning system, combining measurements obtained 
from individual sensors to form an estimate of the end user’s position (Hightower et al. 2002). In this 
paragraph, Bayesian filters are introduced in their general form. 
A Bayesian filter represents the state of a dynamic system at time 𝑡 as a probability distribution 
over the space of all possible states 
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Bay(𝑥𝑡) = 𝑝(𝑥𝑡|𝑛1, . . . , 𝑛𝑡)      (4.14) 
where 𝑛1, . . . , 𝑛𝑡 are noisy measurements made up to (and including) time 𝑡. Representing the state 
of the system and a measurement of the uncertainty in that estimate. More generally, the belief Bay(𝑥𝑡) 
can be queried to obtain the probability that a state 𝑥𝑡 is the true state of the system, given all of the 
measurements made up until time 𝑡. 
In general the complexity of computing Bay(𝑥𝑡)  increase exponentially as the number of 
measurements increases (Fox et al. 2003). To make the computation track table Bayesian filters assume 
that the dynamic system is a Markov process, in which the next state depends only on the current state 
and in which a measurement made at time 𝑡 is dependent only on the state 𝑥𝑡 at that time. Such systems 
are defined by two distributions: a propagation model 𝑝(𝑥𝑡|𝑥𝑡−∆𝑡) and a measurement model 𝑝(𝑤𝑡|𝑥𝑡). 
The propagation model defines how the system’s state changes over time, whilst the measurement 
model defines the probability of making an observation 𝑤𝑡 given the current state 𝑥𝑡. 
Under the Markov assumption Bay(𝑥𝑡) can be calculated by updating the previous distribution 
computing Bay(𝑥𝑡−∆𝑡) and allowing a Bayesian filter to track a dynamic system through time. To 
perform the update the belief is propagated forward according to the system’s propagation model to 
obtain the estimated belief, or prior distribution 
𝐵𝑎𝑦−(𝑥𝑡) = ∫𝑝(𝑥𝑡|𝑥𝑡−∆𝑡) Bay(𝑥𝑡−∆𝑡) 𝑑𝑥𝑡−∆𝑡    (4.15) 
The prior distribution is then corrected using the measurement 𝑤𝑡 to obtain the new belief, or 
posterior distribution 
Bay(𝑥𝑡) = 𝛾𝑡𝑝(𝑤𝑡|𝑥𝑡)𝐵𝑎𝑦
−(𝑥𝑡)     (4.16) 
where 𝛾𝑡 is a normalisation factor. In some cases it is necessary to update the state even when no 
new measurement are available. In this case the prior distribution calculated is taken as the new 
posterior distribution. It is also possible to apply multiple measurements in a single update by using 
the previously calculated posterior distribution as the prior distribution in successive iterations of the 
correction step. Different measurement models can be used to incorporate different measurement types. 
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Hence Bayesian filters naturally support sensor fusion, in which measurements of different types are 
combined to form an overall estimate of the state. 
 Bayesian filters provide a framework for probabilistically estimating the state of a dynamic 
system, however, their definition does not specify how such a filter should be implemented. In 
particular a concrete implementation must choose how to represent the belief  Bay(𝑥𝑡). A range of 
different implementations has been developed with varying computational requirements and 
underlying assumptions. The most widely used type of Bayesian filters — Kalman filters is described 
below. 
4.3.2a Kalman filter (KF) 
In 1960s, R. E. Kalman published his famous paper describing a recursive solution to the discrete-
data linear filtering problem (Kalman 1960). Since then, Kalman filters have been the most widely 
used variant of Bayesian filters due to their computational efficiency. A Kalman filter is an optimal 
recursive data processing algorithm, it estimates a process by using a form of feedback control: the 
filter estimates the process state at some time and then obtains feedback in the form of (noisy) 
measurements. As such, the equations for the Kalman filter fall into two groups: time update equations 
and measurement update equations. The time update equations are responsible for projecting forward 
(in time) the current state and error covariance estimates to obtain the a priori estimates for the next 
time step. The measurement update equations are responsible for the feedback—i.e. for incorporating 
a new measurement into the a priori estimate to obtain an improved posteriori estimate. The time update 
equations can also be thought of as predictor equations, while the measurement update equations can 
be thought of as corrector equations. Indeed the final estimation algorithm resembles that of a predictor-
corrector algorithm for solving numerical problems. In general, Kalman filters represent the Bayesian 
belief Bay(𝑥𝑡) as a Gaussian distribution defined by its mean (𝑥𝑡) and covariance (𝑃𝑡), then the true 
state 𝑥 of the system evolves according to the linear equation 
 
𝑥𝑡 = 𝐴𝑥𝑡−1 + 𝑤𝑡       (4.17) 
with a measurement z (at time t): 
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𝑧𝑡 = 𝐻𝑥𝑡 + 𝑣𝑡           (4.18) 
where 𝑤𝑡 and 𝑣𝑡 represent the process and measurement noise respectively. They are assumed to 
be white noise, independent of each other and with normal probability distribution. A is a 𝑛 ×
𝑛 matrix which relates the state at the previous time step (𝑡 − 1) to the state at the current step 𝑡; 
𝐻 is a m × n matrix which relates the state to the measurement 𝑧𝑡 . Assuming they are zero mean 
Gaussian distributed with known process noise covariance (𝑄) and measurement noise covariance (𝑅) 
(Brown and Hwang 1997) as shown in Equation (4.19) and (4.20). In practice, both 𝑄  and 𝑅  are 
assumed to be constant. 
𝑃(𝑤)~ 𝑁(0, 𝑄)       (4.19) 
𝑃(𝑣)~ 𝑁(0, 𝑅)       (4.20) 
The optimal Bayesian filter propagation and correction equations can be implemented using 
computationally efficient matrix operations (Brown and Hwang 1997, Simon 2006). The estimated 
state is propagated using the following equations 
𝑥𝑡
− = 𝐴𝑥𝑡−1       (4.21) 
𝑃𝑡
− = 𝐴𝑃𝑡−1𝐴
𝑇 + 𝑄𝑡      (4.22) 
A measurement 𝑧𝑡 is used to correct the propagated state using equations 
𝐾𝑡 = 𝑃𝑡
−𝐻𝑡
𝑇(𝐻𝑡𝑃𝑡
−𝐻𝑡
𝑇 + 𝑅𝑡)
−1     (4.23) 
𝑥𝑡 = 𝑥𝑡
− + 𝐾𝑡(𝑧𝑡 − 𝐻𝑡?̂?𝑡
−)      (4.24) 
𝑃𝑡 = (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑡𝐻𝑡)𝑃𝑡
−       (4.25) 
Equations (4.21) and (4.22) are the time update equations, which project the state and covariance 
estimates forward from time step (𝑡 − 1)  to step  𝑡 . Equations (4.23), (4.24) and (4.25) are the 
measurement update equations. The first task during the measurement update is to compute the Kalman 
gain 𝐾𝑡. The next step is to measure the process to obtain 𝑧𝑡, and then to generate a posteriori state 
estimate by incorporating the measurement in (4.24). The final step is to obtain a posteriori error 
covariance estimate via (4.25), where 𝐼 is the identity matrix. Multiple measurements can be applied 
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at a single point in time by repeating the correction step with 𝑥𝑡
− = 𝑥𝑡. The complete Kalman filter 
cycle and operation are shown in Figure 4.5. The time update projects the current state estimate ahead 
in time. The measurement update projects the projected estimate by an actual measurement at that time.  
 
Figure 4.5 A complete cycle and operation of the Kalman filter 
4.3.2b Extended Kalman filter (EKF) 
Extended Kalman filter (EKF) is suitable for non-linear systems in which an approximate 
trajectory is not known in advance. The EKF is identical to the regular KF except that the EKF 
linearises about the current mean and covariance. The Taylor’s series are normally used for the 
linearisation.  
In general, for a function that depends on two variables, x and y, the Taylor series to second order 
about the point (x0, y0) is (Weisstein 1999): 
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) ≈ 𝑓(𝑥0, 𝑦0) + (𝑥 − 𝑥0)𝑓𝑥(𝑥0, 𝑦0) + (𝑦 − 𝑦0)𝑓𝑦(𝑥0, 𝑦0)                                         
+ 
1
2!
[(𝑥 − 𝑥0)
2𝑓𝑥𝑥(𝑥0, 𝑦0) + 2(𝑥 − 𝑥0)(𝑦 − 𝑦0) 𝑓𝑥𝑥(𝑥0, 𝑦0) + (𝑦 − 𝑦0)
2𝑓𝑦𝑦(𝑥0, 𝑦0)]      (4.26) 
In practice, only the first-order terms of the Taylor series are used for the estimation of positioning 
and tracking: 
𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) ≈ 𝑓(𝑥0, 𝑦0) + (𝑥 − 𝑥0)𝑓𝑥(𝑥0, 𝑦0) + (𝑦 − 𝑦0)𝑓𝑦(𝑥0, 𝑦0)  (4.27) 
where the subscripts denote the respective partial derivatives.  
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For a function that depends on three variables, x, y and z, the Taylor series to first order about the 
point (x0, y0, z0) is: 
f(x, y, z) = f(x0, y0, z0) + fx(x0, y0, z0)(x - x0) + fy(x0, y0, z0)(y - y0) + fz(x0, y0, z0)(z - z0)  (4.28) 
Further calculation process can be conducted in the same way of the KF. It should be noted that 
KF and EKF are not closely related to this research project although they are popular in dynamic 
tracking and positioning field. Another popular approach — least squares was poposed to this research 
project and it will be introduced in the next section. Selected MatLAB codes for implementing the EKF 
can be found in Appendix I. 
4.3.2c Particle filter (PF) and Unscented Kalman filter (UKF) 
Particle filter (PF) and unscented Kalman filter (UKF) are other two widely used estimation 
methods for positioning. Particle filter is a technique for implementing recursive Baysian filter by 
Monte Carlo sampling. Through the PF, the posterior density is represented by a set of random particles 
with associated weights. The estimated location can be computed based on these samples and weights. 
PF has been used for mobile robot localization for many years (Fox et al. 1999, Thrun et al. 2001). and 
location tracking is one of the most popular application fields for PF. PFs represent arbitrary discrete 
probability density functions (PDFs) using sample density.  
The UKF uses a deterministic sampling technique known as the unscented transform to pick a 
minimal set of sample points (called sigma points) around the mean. These sigma points are then 
propagated through the non-linear functions, from which the mean and covariance of the estimate are 
then recovered. The result is a filter which more accurately captures the true mean and covariance. In 
addition, this technique removes the requirement to explicitly calculate Jacobians, which for complex 
functions can be a difficult task in itself (i.e., requiring complicated derivatives if done analytically or 
being computationally costly if done numerically). 
The PF has some similarities with the UKF, they all transform a set of points via known nonlinear 
equations and combines the results to estimate the mean and covariance of the state. However, in the 
PF the points are chosen randomly, whereas in the UKF the points are chosen on the basis of a specific 
algorithm. Because of this, the number of points used in a PF generally needs to be much greater than 
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the number of points in a UKF. Another difference between the two filters is that the estimation error 
in a UKF does not converge to zero in any sense, but the estimation error in a PF does converge to zero 
as the number of particles (and hence the computational effort) approaches infinity. 
 In general, the KF is the optimal estimate for linear system models with additive independent 
white noise in both the transition and the measurement systems. Unfortunately, most systems in 
engineering are nonlinear, so some attempt was immediately made to apply this filtering method to 
nonlinear systems. The EKF adapted techniques from calculus, namely multivariate Taylor 
Series expansions, to linearize a model about a working point. However, if the system model is not 
well known or is inaccurate, then Monte Carlo methods, especially the PF or UKF, are employed for 
estimation. Monte Carlo techniques predate the existence of the EKF but are more computationally 
expensive for any moderately dimensioned state space. 
Due to the condition of single AP connection and discontinuous movement for most of the 
customers, Bayesian filters will not implemented in the tracking system developed at this stage 
although these techniques are popular and important for indoor location tracking.  
4.3.3 Linear least squares (LS) 
The coordinates of positions obtained by applying the linear least squares method are generally 
more accurate than the coordinates obtained by solving all equations directly (Gavin 2013). An obvious 
approach in solving a positioning problem is to treat the coordinates of a target user 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) as the 
point of intersection of several spheres, whose centres are the locations of the 𝑛 beacons (or APs for 
Wi-Fi systems) 𝐵𝑖(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑧𝑖) for 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛. The true distances between the beacons and the target 
user 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧), 𝑟𝑖, are the radii of the individual spheres. The equation for any of these spheres is 
(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖)
2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖)
2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑖)
2 = 𝑟𝑖
2          𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛    (4.29) 
As the above equation is a nonlinear equation of high degree, linearising the equations 
geometrically can convert the problem into one of finding the point of intersection of several planes. 
Theoretically when the exact distances from four beacons are available, the solution of the linear 
system of equations is completely determined. There are three linearised equations, three unknown 
variables, and exactly one solution. However, when approximate distances are used, the position that 
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is calculated by the direct solution of the linear equations is no longer acceptable. The sophistication 
of working with approximated distances is dealt with in the linear least squares and nonlinear least 
squares solution techniques. 
From Equation (4.29), a linear system of (n − 1) equations with 3 unknown variables can be 
determined as (Murphy_Jr. and Hereman 1995): 
(𝑥 − 𝑥1)( 𝑥2 − 𝑥1) + (𝑦 − 𝑦1)( 𝑦2 − 𝑦1) + (𝑧 − 𝑧1)( 𝑧2 − 𝑧1) =
1
2
[𝑟1
2 − 𝑟2
2 + 𝑑21
2 ]=𝑏21 
(𝑥 − 𝑥1)( 𝑥3 − 𝑥1) + (𝑦 − 𝑦1)( 𝑦3 − 𝑦1) + (𝑧 − 𝑧1)( 𝑧3 − 𝑧1) =
1
2
[𝑟1
2 − 𝑟3
2 + 𝑑31
2 ]=𝑏31 
⋮ 
(𝑥 − 𝑥1)( 𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥1) + (𝑦 − 𝑦1)( 𝑦𝑛 − 𝑦1) + (𝑧 − 𝑧1)( 𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧1) =
1
2
[𝑟1
2 − 𝑟2
2 + 𝑑𝑛1
2 ]=𝑏𝑛1 
 
 This linear system can be easily written in a matrix form 
𝐴𝑋 = 𝐵       (4.30) 
where:  
𝑨 = [
𝑥2 − 𝑥1 𝑦2 − 𝑦1 𝑧2 − 𝑧1
⋮ ⋮ ⋮
𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥1 𝑦𝑛 − 𝑦1 𝑧𝑛 − 𝑧1
] ,       𝑋 = [
𝑥 − 𝑥1
𝑦 − 𝑦
1
𝑧 − 𝑧1
] ,      𝐵 = [
𝑏21
𝑏31
⋮
𝑏𝑛1
]. 
Since the distances 𝑟𝑖  are only approximate, the problem requires the determination of ?⃗?  such 
that A𝑋 ≈ 𝐵. Minimising the sum of the squares of the residuals and applying the MMSE (Minimum 
Mean Square Error) method, we can estimate the location with the following position estimates:  
S = 𝑟𝑇 𝑟 = (B − 𝐴X)𝑇(B − 𝐴X)    (4.31) 
leads to the equation (Weston and Titterton 2000) 
𝑋 = (𝐴𝑇𝑝𝐴)−1 ∗ 𝐴𝑇𝑝𝐵      
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Set equal weight for every AP, i.e., p = [
1 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 1
], then leads to the normal equation: 
𝐴𝑇𝐴X = 𝐴𝑇B     (4.32) 
There are several methods to solve Equation (4.32) for  𝑋 . The condition number of 𝐴𝑇𝐴 
determines which method is the best one. 
If 𝐴𝑇𝐴 is non-singular and well-conditioned then 
X = (𝐴𝑇𝐴)−1𝐴𝑇B     (4.33) 
If 𝐴𝑇𝐴 is singular or poorly conditioned then the normalised QR-decomposition of 𝐴 is generally 
used (Weston and Titterton 2000). In this method 𝐴 = 𝑄𝑅, where Q is an orthonormal matrix and 𝑅 is 
upper-triangular matrix. The solution for X in the normalised QR-decomposition is then found from 
𝑅 X = 𝑄𝑇B      (4.34) 
It may happen that the matrix 𝐴𝑇𝐴 is close to singular even when the original matrix 𝐴 was not 
close to singular. For situations like that, 𝑄𝑅  decomposition may overcome the problem. If not, 
singular value decomposition can be used to solve the least squares problem fairly and accurately. 
When the noise variance is considered as a constant, which is called homoscedasticity, the ordinary 
LS is used for the estimation. When the magnitude of the noise is not constant (the data are 
heteroskedastic), the weighted LS (WLS) is more suitable for the estimation.  
Equation (4.33) is the expression of ordinary LS. When taking the inconstant variance of errors 
into consideration, Equation (4.33) becomes: 𝑋 = (𝐴𝑇𝑊𝐴)−1 𝐴𝑇𝑊 𝐵 , which is the expression of 
weighted LS (WLS), where W is a diagonal matrix containing the weight values, which is normally 
expressed as (for n equations): 
𝑤 = [
𝑤1
0
0
𝑤2
⋮
0
⋮
0
     
⋯
⋯
0
0
⋱
⋯
⋮
𝑤𝑛
] 
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An observation with small error variance has a large weight since it contains relatively more 
information than an observation with large error variance (small weight). When all the weight values 
(i.e., w1, w2, …, wn) equals 1, the WLS becomes ordinary LS (i.e., Equation (4.33)). 
4.3.4 Nonlinear Least Squares (NLS) 
The nonlinear least squares method gives the most accurate results of all methods developed and 
examined (until now) when approximate distances are involved in the calculations. The use of this 
method should be restricted to situations where the end user device is inside the perimeter of the 
beacons, and below the more or less common plane of the beacons. The elevation restriction is required 
because of a calculation which involves a square root requiring us to choose between a positive or 
negative sign in developing the equations. The positioning restriction is required because there is a 
significant loss of accuracy when the unknown position is outside the perimeter of the beacons. This 
method will provide unacceptable results if these restrictions are violated. The accuracy of the solution 
decreases as the device moves farther outside the perimeter of the beacons. 
 To minimise the sum of the squares of the errors on the distances, one must minimise the function 
𝐹(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) =  ∑ (𝑟𝑖−?̂?𝑖)
2 =𝑛𝑖=1 ∑ 𝑓𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)
2𝑛
𝑖=1     (4.35) 
with 
𝑓𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝑟𝑖 − 𝑟?̂? = √(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖)2 + (𝑧 − 𝑧𝑖)2 − 𝑟?̂?   (4.36) 
Minimising the sum of the square errors is a common problem in applied mathematics for which 
various algorithms are available (McKeown 1975). Numerous different approaches can be taken, from 
simple to very complicated. The Newton iteration was selected from among those available to find the 
‘optimal’ solution. 
The only case considered is the case for which 𝐹𝑚𝑖𝑛 > 0 and 𝑛 > 3. Differentiating (4.35) with 
respect to 𝑥 yields 
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑥
= 2∑ 𝑓𝑖
𝜕𝑓𝑖
𝜕𝑥
𝑛
𝑖=1        (4.37) 
The formula for the partials with respect to 𝑦 and 𝑧 are similar. Introducing the vectors 𝑓, ?⃗? and 
the Jacobian matrix 𝙹, lead to 
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?⃗? = 2𝙹𝑇𝑓        (4.38) 
where:   𝙹 =
[
 
 
 
 
 
𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑓2
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑓2
𝜕𝑥
    
𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑧
𝜕𝑓2
𝜕𝑥
⋮ ⋮
𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑥
    
⋮
𝜕𝑓1
𝜕𝑥 ]
 
 
 
 
 
,       𝑓 =
[
 
 
 
𝑓
1
𝑓
2
⋮
𝑓
𝑛]
 
 
 
,      ?⃗? =
[
 
 
 
 
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝐹
𝜕𝑧]
 
 
 
 
,  (4.39) 
Let 𝑅 be a vector and 
𝑅 = [
𝑥
𝑦
𝑧
]       
and Newton iteration gives 
𝑅𝑘+1 = 𝑅𝑘 − (𝙹𝑘
𝑇𝙹𝑘)
−1𝙹𝑘
𝑇𝑓𝑘    (4.40) 
where 𝑅𝑘 denotes the k
th approximate solution. The subscript (Group) in 𝙹 and 𝑓 means that these 
quantities are evaluated at 𝑅𝑘.  
Using the explicit form of the function 𝑓𝑖(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) leads to 
𝙹𝑇𝙹 =
[
 
 
 
 
 
 ∑
(𝒙−𝒙𝒊)
𝟐
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒙−𝒙𝒊)(𝒚−𝒚𝒊)
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒙−𝒙𝒊)(𝒛−𝒛𝒊)
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒙−𝒙𝒊)(𝒚−𝒚𝒊)
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒚−𝒚𝒊)
𝟐
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒚−𝒚𝒊)(𝒛−𝒛𝒊)
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒙−𝒙𝒊)(𝒛−𝒛𝒊)
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒚−𝒚𝒊)(𝒛−𝒛𝒊)
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒛−𝒛𝒊)
𝟐
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝟐
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
]
 
 
 
 
 
 
   (4.41) 
𝙹𝑇 ?⃗⃗? =
[
 
 
 
 
 ∑
(𝒙−𝒙𝒊) 𝒇𝒊
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒚−𝒚𝒊) 𝒇𝒊
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏
∑
(𝒛−𝒛𝒊) 𝒇𝒊
(𝒇𝒊+𝒓𝒊)
𝒏
𝒊=𝟏 ]
 
 
 
 
 
      (4.42) 
In practice this type of iteration works fast particularly when the matrix 𝙹𝑇𝙹 is augmented by a 
diagonal matrix which effectively biases the search direction towards that of steepest decent 
Levenberg and Marquardt (Dennis et al. 1981, Levenberg 1944). As the solution is approached 
such modifications can be expected to have a decreasing effect. 
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When dealing with NLS in order to obtain an optimal estimation result, the observation equation 
system is required to build up first, followed by the linearization process (e.g., using Taylor series 
expansion). Then the weight matrix of the observation system need to be determined. The last step is 
to build the normal equation and solve it for the optimal estimation result. 
4.4 Typical Positioning Methods 
Various positioning methods can be used for people’s mobility tracking. For RF-based signal 
propagation, CoO, trilateration and fingerprinting are the three typical and wide-spread methods.  Wi-
Fi systems are assumed to be used for explaining these methods, and the principle of the methods are 
easily adopted to other radio-based systems such as RFID, ZigBee and Bluetooth. 
4.4.1 Cell of origin (CoO) 
CoO is simple and less prone to environment effects. Generally, CoO is not used as much as the 
other two methods due to its lower accuracy. Its accuracy depends on the means of implementation. 
The probabilistic CoO algorithm is better than the deterministic CoO algorithm as it alleviates the 
contradiction between the cell size and accuracy, which exists in the conventional CoO algorithm (Zhu 
2010).   
Figure 4.6 describes how the CoO method is used for people tracking and positioning. Each beacon 
(e.g., an AP or RFID reader) forms a cell/polygon according to its RSSI distribution. The size of the 
cell depends on the density of the beacons. While an end user walks through the area covered by the 
beacons, the device carried by the user can usually be detected by the closest beacon, and then the 
beacon hooked with the user will be considered as the user’s current position. 
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Figure 4.6 A diagram of CoO method 
4.4.2 RSS-based trilateration 
There are two types of RSS-based trilateration, the first one is 2D trilateration, which only allows 
to find a tagged object on a XY plane. The other is 3D trilateration, which allows to find a tagged object 
on a X, Y, and Z coordinate system. According to the assumption, a Wi-Fi network system is involved 
for the tracking and positioning (other types of radio-based equipment are in a very similar case), the 
2D trilateration usually requires at least three APs connections and the 3D trilateration requires at least 
four APs. The location of a mobile user/object can be optimally derived from multiple distances (i.e., 
≥ 3 distances) between the user being tracked and the surrounding APs using the observed RSSI values. 
The observed RSSI values can be affected by the output power of the transmitter, the sensitivity of the 
receiver, the antennae gains at both ends of the path, and the path loss of the signal as it travels through 
the air from the transmitter to the receiver. The distances between the user and the APs can be 
calculated by Equation (4.13) (Cisco System 2008, Durgin et al. 1998). However, large errors may 
occur during the distance calculation due to the complexity of the surrounding environment. As a result, 
trilateration is more suitable for a large space environment.  
While working with trilateration, the strength of the radio signal is firstly measured between the 
tagged device and the AP that are stationed in the field. Once the signal strength is gathered, it can be 
converted into a distance using the distance calculation formula (e.g., Equation 4.13). When the 
distances have been calculated they are entered into a system of quadratic equations. Using trilateration 
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makes it possible to find the tagged object on the XY plane and it will also allow us to find the Z-axis 
of the object as well.  
1. Trilateration in 2D 
2D trilateration is used to find a tagged object that is located on a surface, which will be on an XY 
plane. The location of three readers has to be known along with the distances between the readers and 
the unknown tagged object for 2D trilateration to work correctly. One can visualise this by looking at 
the diagram in Figure 4.7, where the black dot in the centre has an unknown location. The filled red 
triangles represent the locations of each AP and are labeled as 𝐴1, 𝐴2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴3, the distance between the 
APs and the tagged device/node are labelled 𝑑1, 𝑑2 and 𝑑3. The intersection between all three nodes is 
the location of the unknown position. 
Assuming each user carries one mobile device (e.g., smartphone). The APs detect the signal 
strength value (i.e., RSSI) from the user device. The signal strength can be converted into distance, 
which gives us the three known distances that are needed for the trilateration. As before mentioned, 
the downside for using signal strength is that the calculated distance will not always present the real 
distance accurately. The reason for this is because the RSSI value received could either be interfered 
with by other signal frequencies, room temperature, humidity, construction within a building, metal 
interference and /or fluctuations. The equation converting RSSI to distance can be tuned for some of 
the parameters, but there are still some things that cannot be controlled, therefore it has to be aware of 
the error with every calculated distance. 
 
  Figure 4.7 2D trilateration diagram 
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Once the distances are calculated, the trilateration method will be used to find the position of the 
tagged object. The observation equations for distance calculation via 2D trilateration are shown below. 
In the following equations 𝑥𝑖 and  𝑦𝑖 represent the position of 𝐴𝑖, where I = 1, 2, 3.   
(𝑥 − 𝑥1)
2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦1)
2 = 𝑑1
2     (4.44) 
(𝑥 − 𝑥2)
2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦2)
2 = 𝑑2
2    (4.45) 
(𝑥 − 𝑥3)
2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦3)
2 = 𝑑3
2    (4.46) 
To simplify the system of quadratic equations, equation (4.44) will be substituteed into equations 
(4.45) and (4.46), which will leave two linear equations. 
2(𝑥2 − 𝑥1)𝑥 + 2(𝑦2 − 𝑦1)𝑦 =(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑2
2) + ( 𝑥2
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦2
2 − 𝑦1
2)   (4.47) 
2(𝑥3 − 𝑥1)𝑥 + 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦1)𝑦 =(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑3
2) + ( 𝑥3
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦3
2 − 𝑦1
2)   (4.48) 
The x and y coordinates can be estimated by solving the above two equations using the three 
known points: 𝐴1, 𝐴2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴3. 
Let  𝐴 = [
2(𝑥2 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦2 − 𝑦1)
2(𝑥3 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦1)
], 
 𝑋 = [𝑥 𝑦]𝑇, 
  𝐷 = [
(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑2
2) + ( 𝑥2
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦2
2 − 𝑦1
2)
(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑3
2) + ( 𝑥3
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦3
2 − 𝑦1
2)
], 
then Equations (4.47) and (4.48) becomes 
X =  𝐴−1 𝐷         (4.49) 
2. Trilateration in 3D 
3D trilateration is similar to the 2D one except a Z component is considered along with the X and 
Y components. Minimum of 4 APs are required for 3D trilateration in order to apply the linear algebra 
method, although more APs may be required to improve the positioning accuracy in practice. Figure 
4.8 is an example of such tracking and positioning with 4-AP installed in the surrounding environment. 
The 3D trilateration quadratic equations are similar to the 2D equations except that the height of each 
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AP may be different (in this project, we assume that the heights of the mobile devices carried by the 
customers are the same, say 1.1 m).  
 
Figure 4.8 3D trilateration diagram 
 
The equations for distance calculation in 3D trilateration are as follows: 
(𝑥 − 𝑥1)
2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦1)
2+(𝑧 − 𝑧1)
2 = 𝑑1
2     (4.50) 
(𝑥 − 𝑥2)
2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦2)
2+(𝑧 − 𝑧2)
2 = 𝑑2
2     (4.51) 
(𝑥 − 𝑥3)
2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦3)
2+(𝑧 − 𝑧3)
2 = 𝑑3
2     (4.52) 
(𝑥 − 𝑥4)
2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦4)
2+(𝑧 − 𝑧4)
2 = 𝑑4
2     (4.53) 
After the simplification process, the following equations with three unknown variables are derived 
as below:  
2(𝑥2 − 𝑥1)𝑥 + 2(𝑦2 − 𝑦1)𝑦 + 2(𝑧2 − 𝑧1)𝑦 = 
(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑2
2) + ( 𝑥2
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦2
2 − 𝑦1
2) + ( 𝑧2
2 − 𝑧1
2)  (4.54) 
2(𝑥3 − 𝑥1)𝑥 + 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦1)𝑦 + 2(𝑧3 − 𝑧1)𝑦 = 
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(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑3
2) + ( 𝑥3
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦3
2 − 𝑦1
2) + ( 𝑧3
2 − 𝑧1
2)  (4.55) 
2(𝑥4 − 𝑥1)𝑥 + 2(𝑦4 − 𝑦1)𝑦 + 2(𝑧4 − 𝑧1)𝑦 = 
(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑4
2) + ( 𝑥4
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦4
2 − 𝑦1
2) + ( 𝑧4
2 − 𝑧1
2)  (4.56) 
Similarly the x, y and z components can be found by solving the above three equations. 
Let   𝐴 = [
2(𝑥2 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦2 − 𝑦1) 2(𝑧2 − 𝑧1)
2(𝑥3 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦1) 2(𝑧3 − 𝑧1)
2(𝑥4 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦4 − 𝑦1) 2(𝑧4 − 𝑧1)
],     
 𝑋 = [𝑥 𝑦 𝑧]𝑇,        
  𝐷 = [
(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑2
2) + ( 𝑥2
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦2
2 − 𝑦1
2) + ( 𝑧2
2 − 𝑧1
2)
(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑3
2) + ( 𝑥3
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦3
2 − 𝑦1
2) + ( 𝑧3
2 − 𝑧1
2)
(𝑑1
2 − 𝑑4
2) + ( 𝑥4
2 − 𝑥1
2) + ( 𝑦4
2 − 𝑦1
2) + ( 𝑧4
2 − 𝑧1
2)
],   
then the x, y and z coordinates can be estimated similarly using Equation (4.49). 
In practice, APs in many real indoor tracking environments, especially indoor environments, are 
fixed on the ceiling of a building and with the same height (e.g., APs in the shopping mall for this 
research project). In this case the above equations can be simplified by replacing all of the z values 
with a constant height value or using the 2D solution.   
Both 2D and 3D trilaterations have its pros and cons. Adding an extra AP can possibly increase 
the positioning accuracy in 2D. However, the fourth AP is needed for the extra unknown z-component 
if the height (i.e, z) values are unknown. Generally 3D trilateration is less accurate and more complex 
than the 2D trilateration, thus more computing time is required for the 3D trilateration. 
There is a common and critical problem for both 2D and 3D trilateration that needs to be 
considered. For example, in Figure 4.7, the three distances (i.e., 𝑑1, 𝑑2 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑3) may not meet at one 
point (i.e., point P) due to the errors derived from the distance calculation model. The three circles may 
intersect each other and form a common area rather than a unique point, which means there may be no 
solution logically for obtaining a point from the three equations (e.g., Equations <44> to <46>) 
although reasonable results exist as shown in Chapter 5. Additional methods may be required to find 
an optimum point within the common area as the estimated result. For example, the LS is usually 
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applied for the optimisation process during the positioning estimation, which will be utilised in Chapter 
5. More discussion and implementation of the trilateration via LS algorithms can be found in Section 
4.5. 
4.4.3 Fingerprinting 
Fingerprinting is an effective algorithm for indoor positioning. Its implementation consists of two 
phases: an offline training phase and an online determination phase, which are described in Figure 4.9. 
During the off-line training phase (upper block), a range of RSSI values are carefully measured and 
collected at each known position, the so-called reference point (RP), the collected RSSI values form a 
vector/dataset (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼1, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼2, . . . , 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑚) corresponding to the surrounding APs (𝑚 is the number of 
APs detectable from a RP). These sampled datasets from n RPs (see Equation <4.57>) are stored in a 
training DB (also called fingerprinting database), which will be used later in the online determination 
phase for determining the mobile user’s position.  
The datasets from n RPs can be expressed as:  
∑ {𝑅𝐹𝑛(𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛), ∑ [(𝐴𝑃𝑛𝑚), 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑛𝑚̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ]
𝑝
𝑚=1 }
𝑡
𝑛=1     (4.57) 
 
Figure 4.9 The diagram of fingerprinting method 
In the online determination phase (bottom block), a set of RSSI values are measured from a mobile 
user’s surrounding APs with a unknown user location P(x, y), then compares the dataset with those 
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stored in the training DB using a positioning algorithm. The location of the RP associated with the best 
matched dataset is taken as the user’s location estimate. Deterministic and probabilistic algorithms are 
often used for its location estimation (Beom-Ju et al. 2010). The most commonly used algorithms are 
the Euclidean distance determination and Bayes rule determination (Brunato and Battiti 2005, Jun et 
al. 2008). 
The Euclidean distance determination is a simple choice for RSS-based fingerprinting that 
measures the distance by comparing an online RSSI value and the RSSI values recorded in an offline 
training DB (also called fingerprints). NN, K nearest neighbours (KNN) and the weighted KNN 
(WKNN) are the three basic schemes that are often used for estimating the user’s position. 
The basic principle for NN is: given a group of datasets (e.g., the training database or fingerprints) 
and a query dataset (e.g., a vector of observations at a RP), find a dataset that is the closest to the query 
dataset, and then assign its location coordinate information to the query as the estimated position. KNN 
is an extension of NN. In KNN, a query can be labelled by a vote of its k-nearest neighbours 
in the fingerprints. The procedures of the KNN are: let T = {(𝑥𝑖, 𝑦𝑖)}𝑖=1
𝑁  denote the training 
set, where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ ℜ
𝑚 is a training fingerprint in an m-dimensional feature space, and 𝑦𝑖 is the 
corresponding location coordinates information. Given a query  𝑥𝑞 , its unknown location 
information 𝑦𝑞  is assigned by two steps. 
The first step is identifying a set of k similar labelled target neighbours for the query 𝑥𝑞. Denote 
the set 𝑇𝑞 = {(𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁, 𝑦𝑖
𝑁𝑁)}
𝑖=1
𝐾
arranged in an increasing order in terms of signal strength. The Euclidean 
distance 𝑑(𝑥𝑞 , 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁) between 𝑥𝑞 and 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁 is calculated by: 
𝑑(𝑥𝑞 , 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁) = √(𝑥𝑞 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁)
𝑇
(𝑥𝑞 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁)        (4.58) 
Or simply by: 
𝑑(𝑥𝑞 , 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁) = |𝑥𝑞 − 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁|     (4.59) 
The distance (𝑑𝐸𝑢) among n valid wireless connections can be calculated by 
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𝑑𝐸𝑢 = ∑ 𝑑(𝑥
𝑞, 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁)𝑛𝑖=1           (4.60) 
The second step is predicting the location coordinates of the query using a voting of its near 
neighbours (𝑇𝑞). The near neighbours can be selected by setting up a constraint and then compare with 
each 𝑑𝐸𝑢 obtained. After K neighbours being identified, the target location of end user device can be 
estimated by averaging the coordinates of the K neighbours with the minimum Euclidean distance as 
described in Equation (4.61). The value of K can influence the result accuracy, and if K = 1 the 
algorithm calculates the nearest neighbour. 
𝑦𝑁𝑁 =
1
𝐾
∑ 𝑦𝑖
𝑁𝑁𝑘
𝑖=1       (4.61) 
where 𝑦𝑁𝑁 is the estimated location. 𝑦𝑖
𝑁𝑁 is the location for the 𝑖𝑡ℎ near neighbour among its 𝐾 valid 
near neighbours. 
In 1976, Dudani (1976) firstly introduced a weighted voting method for KNN called the distance-
weighted k-nearest neighbour rule (WKNN). In WKNN, the closer neighbours are weighted more 
heavily than the farther ones by assigning a weight coefficient to each neighbour. The weight 
coefficient 𝑤𝑖 for the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ near neighbour of the query 𝑥𝑞 is defined as follow: 
𝑤𝑖
𝑞 = {
𝑑(𝑥𝑞, 𝑥𝑘
𝑁𝑁) − 𝑑(𝑥𝑞, 𝑥𝑖
𝑁𝑁)
𝑑(𝑥𝑞, 𝑥𝑘
𝑁𝑁) − 𝑑(𝑥𝑞, 𝑥1
𝑁𝑁)
+ 𝜕, when 𝑑(𝑥𝑞 ,  𝑥𝑘
𝑁𝑁)  ≠  𝑑(𝑥𝑞 ,  𝑥1
𝑁𝑁)
1 + 𝜕                  , otherwise
   (4.62) 
where 𝜕  is a weighting adjustable factor which is normally positive or 0. According to the 
Equation (4.62), it can be see that a neighbour with smaller distance is weighted more heavily than that 
with greater distance: the nearest neighbour gets a weight of (1 + 𝜕), the furthest neighbour gets a 
minimum weight of 𝜕 and the other neighbours’ weights are scaled linearly to between 𝜕 and (1 + 𝜕). 
In a complex indoor environment, the variation of the RSSI measured at each RP could be very 
large. Therefore, the Bayes rule determination is proposed to achieve a more accurate estimation (Savic 
et al. 2010, Swangmuang and Krishnamurthy 2008). The Bayes rule determination uses the 
probabilistic method to find the most possible location out of the reference position set given the 
observation RSSI vector that maximizes the conditional probability 𝑝(𝑙𝑛/𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼), following the Bayes 
rule, the 𝑝(𝑙𝑛/𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼) can be calculated as follows: 
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𝑝(𝑙𝑛/𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼) =  
𝑝(𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼/𝑙𝑛)𝑝(𝑙𝑛)
𝑝(𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼)
      (4.63) 
Where 𝑝(𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼/𝑙𝑛) is the conditional probability of obtaining the RSSI at the n
th location 𝑙𝑛, which 
can be approximated by the number of times that RSSI signal strength vector 
(𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑙𝑖1, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑙𝑖2, … , 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑙𝑖𝑛) appears at location 𝑙𝑛 according to the records in training DB. In [26], 
the conditional probability is calculated as the marginal probability 𝑝 (
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼
𝑙𝑛
) =
𝑝 (
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼1
𝑙𝑛
) 𝑝 (
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼2
𝑙𝑛
)…𝑝 (
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑖
𝑙𝑛
). 𝑝(𝑙𝑛) is the prior probability of being at position 𝑙𝑛. 
Youssef introduced an indoor positioning system (Yousself and Agrawral 2005)，Tianet al. 
introduce an algorithm based on affinity propagation clustering (Tian et al. 2013).  Recent research has 
shown great improvement on fingerprinting algorithm. For example, Jiang et al. developed an 
improved version of fingerprinting algorithm based on an important access point (IAP) (2015) and  Ma 
et al. promoted an optimised fingerprinting algorithm by integrating a weighted fusion technique 
(2015).  
4.4.4 Discussion 
There are mainly four measurement models commonly used when dealing with tracking and 
positioning using Wi-Fi and RFID. Each of them has pros and cons. In general, ToA, TDoA and AoA 
are less popular than RSS-based models because they require a LOS surrounding environment and an 
additional cost in either time synchronization between base station and receiver or other equipment 
(e.g., the antenna array for AoA models). Thus, RSS-based models are selected as the major 
measurement approach for this research project. The main features of the four models are summarized 
in Table 4.2. 
TABLE 4.2 COMPARISON OF THE FOUR MEASUREMENT MODELS 
 
Method Time synchronisation
No. of receivers 
required
LoS Accuracy
ToA
Mobile object and all 
receivers
≥ 3 receivers Yes High
TDoA All receivers ≥ 2 receivers Yes High
AoA Not required Antenna array required Yes Medium
RSSI Not required ≥ 3 receivers No Medium
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Path loss models are widely used in people or mobile object tracking and positioning. A number 
of the path loss models have been introduced, however, no model is perfect for all types of environment. 
Considering the use of CISCO wireless system and the specific large shopping mall space, the model 
derived by CISCO is chosen for related distance calculation in this research. 
Both KF/EKF and least squares methods have been reviewed in this chapter. KF and EKF are able 
to accurately predict the current end user’s position using just the previous position and the estimated 
motion. They are more powerful tools than least squares to predict an unknown motion target. Least 
squares does not use the knowledge of user motion and treats each epochs independently. In this project, 
it is not usual for an end user (i.e., a customer) to walk in the shopping mall continuously, and also the 
environment always changes. For these reasons, the least squares is selected for the estimation of the 
tracking and positioning. 
A variety of features can be used for evaluating the performance of the positioning methods. 
Features such as positioning accuracy, precision, robustness, complexity and stability are commonly 
used for the performance evaluation, in which positioning accuracy is considered as the most important 
factor. 
The CoO algorithm results in discrete positions on correct spots and its positioning accuracy is 
dependent upon the cell size. The trilateration algorithm can provide continuous positioning estimates 
but the accuracy can be largely affected by the surrounding reflections and obstructions of the signals. 
The location fingerprinting algorithm can also provide continuous positioning estimates and the 
detrimental effects of surrounding environments are considered and eliminated during the training 
phase. However, it may not be suitable for a large free space (or near free space) to utilize fingerprinting 
due to the less variation of the signal propagation. 
As almost all indoor positioning algorithms are application-oriented and one specific positioning 
system may employ one or multiple algorithms for positioning, it is common to compare the 
performance of various positioning systems rather than the algorithms. A comparison for the general 
characteristics of these positioning algorithms are summerised in Table 4.3 (Álvarez and Cintas 2010, 
Koyuncu and Yang 2010, Schmitz-Peiffer et al. 2010, Zekavat et al. 2012). 
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TABLE 4.3 COMPARISON OF THREE MOST COMMONLY USED POSITION ESTIMATION METHODS 
 
4.5 Quality of Positioning and Tracking 
4.5.1 Measurement errors 
All types of measurements can produce errors due to human limitations, imperfect instruments, 
unfavourable physical environment and improper measurement routines, which together define the 
measurement condition. Because of the uncertainty of the error produced, different results will be 
obtained if we repeat the same measurement several times even in the same condition.  
In general, three types of measurement errors commonly exist for the measurement of tracking 
and positioning: 
1. Systematic errors 
 Follow certain physical or mathematical rules and often affect measurement results 
systematically. 
 Caused by surrounding environment, equipment or human factors etc. 
 Can be calculated or calibrated. 
 LS is not useful for reducing them. 
2. Random errors (Also called stochastic errors) 
 Behave randomly and affect the measurements in a non-systematic way. 
 Caused by human factors, instrument errors, surrounding environment and 
measurement routines. 
 Cannot be calculated or corrected. 
 Can be reduced by LS adjustment. 
3. Gross errors (also called outlier/mistakes/blunder) 
Method Accuracy Advantage Disadvantage
CoO Low to medium Simple algorithm
Discrete positions; accuracy depends 
on the size of cells; a large number of 
devices are required
Trilateration Medium to high
Continuous positioning; no 
training phase required
At least three receivers are required; 
poor accuracy may occur, caused by 
environmental effects
Fingerprinting Medium to high
Continuous positioning; 
environmental effects are 
considered in training phase
Poor accuracy in dynamic 
environments
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 Caused by human mistakes, malfunctioning instruments or wrong measurement 
methods. 
 Must be detected and avoided. 
Although random errors are non-systematic, they show certain statistical characteristics based on 
analysis of a large amount of observation data. Assuming a set of errors 𝜀1, 𝜀2, ⋯ , 𝜀𝑛 have occurred 
roughly under the same measurement condition, then the following statistical characteristics have been 
discovered: 
1) The arithmetic mean of 𝜀𝑖  approaches zero when the number n of observations approaches 
infinity; 
2) Positive errors and negative errors with same magnitude occur roughly at equal frequency; 
3) Errors of smaller magnitude occur more often than errors of larger magnitude; 
4) Under specific measurement condition, the absolute magnitude of errors is within some limit.   
Gross error must be handled and avoided during any indoor positioning process. Gross errors 
occurring during data measurement are called “outliers”. These "outliers" are far above or below the 
mean value that they are usually discarded when assessing data. Proper techniques are required to 
determine whether an individual measurement should be rejected or retained. A common way of the 
determination process is described as: 
Assuming the quantity Q is the absolute difference between the questioned measurement (𝑥𝑞) and 
the next closest measurement (𝑥𝑛), divided by the spread (𝜔, the difference between the largest and 
smallest measurement) of the entire set of data. 
𝑄 =
𝑥𝑞 − 𝑥𝑛
𝜔
 
Q is compared to a specified confidence levels (the percent probability a measurement will fall 
into a range around the mean (x)). If Q is greater than the designated value (e.g., three times of the 
mean (x)), the measurement should be rejected, otherwise, the measurement should be retained. 
4.5.2 Measurement quality 
Generally the quality of measurements/observations can be evaluated by accuracy, precision and 
reliability, which are related each other but with different aspects: 
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Accuracy is a measure of agreement between the observed value and the exact value (or called 
true value). It is influenced not only by random errors but also, more significantly, by systematic or 
other non-random errors.  
Precision describes the degree of repeatability of the observations and is an internal measure of 
random errors and their effects on the quality of observation.  
Reliability represents the capability of observations against gross and systematic errors. 
Observation methods with high reliability can easily detect gross and systematic errors, and are said to 
be robust. 
Redundant observations are commonly required to improve the quality of the measurement. 
Conducting redundant measurements can reduce errors and improve the precision, accuracy and 
reliability of the measurements as well as the derived results. However, a misclosure may exist during 
the measurements process so adjustment (e.g., adjustment using LS) is often required to eliminate the 
misclosure among measurements and obtain the optimum result.  
 Apart from the redundant observations, the KF and LS are also commonly utilised for improving 
the precision, accuracy and reliability of the measurement. The LS can be used for a static system and 
KF/PF/UKF can be used for a dynamic and real-time system. An observation equation system is needed 
for all the above mentioned algorithms, in addition, a time update equation system is also required for 
KF/PF/UKF algorithms. In this research, only the LS is required due to the discontinuous movement 
of the customers. 
4.5.3 Positioning requirement parameters  
Different indoor positioning systems can be assessed and compared through a range of 
requirement parameters.  Due to  the large number of criteria, it cannot be straightforward for a user to 
identify the optimal system for a particular application. Generally, accuracy, precision and reliability 
are the three important parameters for evaluating the performance of an indoor positioning and location 
tracking system, which has been discussed in Section 4.5.2. However, many other parameters also need 
to be considered in practice when dealing with a particular positioning system. Mautz (2012b) and 
many other researchers summarized a number of such requirement parameters both from user and 
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technical requirements, which are listed below and some example values for them are also given in 
brackets. 
 Technology (optical, inertial, magnetic, ultrasound …)  
 Level of hybridization (single modality, two different sensors, highly hybrid sensor fusion).  
 Measured quantity (direction, distance, signal amplitude, acceleration, time)  
 Basic measuring principle (trilateration, fingerprinting, CoO, dead-reckoning)  
 Signal used (sound waves, electromagnetic waves, magnetic field strength)  
 Signal wavelength (visible light, infrared, radio frequencies)  
 System architecture (central or distributed systems)  
 Application (navigation, surveying, industry tracking, metrology) 
 Coordinate reference (local, global, object or sensor coordinate system) 
 Coverage area/limitations to certain environments (single room, building, city, global) 
 Cost (unique system setup costs, per-user-device costs, per-room costs, maintenance costs) 
 Required infrastructure (none, markers, passive tags, active beacons, pre-existing or 
dedicated, local or global) 
 Market maturity (concept, development, product) 
 Output data (2D/3D coordinates, relative, absolute or symbolic position, dynamic parameters 
such as speed, heading, uncertainty, variances) 
 Privacy (active or passive devices, mobile or server based computation) 
 Update rate (on event, on request or periodically e.g., 100 Hz  or once a week) 
 Interface (man-machine interfaces such as text based, graphical display, audio voice and 
electrical interfaces such as RS-232, USB, fiber channels or wireless communications) 
 System integrity (operability according technical specification, alarm in case of malfunction)
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 Robustness (physical damage, theft, jamming, unauthorized access) 
 Availability (likelihood and maximum duration of outages) 
 Scalability (not scalable, scalable with area-proportional-node deployment, scalable with 
accuracy loss) 
 Number of users (single user e.g. total station, unlimited users e.g. passive mobile sensors) 
 Intrusiveness/user acceptance (disturbing, imperceptible) 
 Approval (legal system operation, certification of authorities) 
In order to find a suitable positioning technology for a particular application, the performance 
requirements need to be well matched with these parameters. Moreover, the values for the performance 
parameters are usually not exactly determinable since they in turn depend on various factors, 
circumstances and conditions. Each system may have its individual set of parameters plus several 
unique characteristics, conditions, assumptions and applications which need to be balanced. 
4.6 Summary 
The chapter provided an overview of the methods/algorithms and requirement parameters 
commonly used for the development of Wi-Fi and RFID based indoor positioning and mobility 
tracking systems.  Four typical measurement models — ToA, TDoA, AoA and RSS-based models 
were firstly introduced, followed by a number of positioning algorithms such as PL model, Bayesian 
filters (e.g., KF, EKF), LS and NLS were reviewed. Then CoO, trilateration and fingerprinting were 
studied as three popular estimation methods as well as the errors and requirement parameters of a 
tracking and positioning system were discussed finally.  
Further evaluation of the above methods/algorithms and the techniques discussed in Chapter 3 will 
be conducted in Chapter 5 through a number of experimental test and implementations in real industrial 
projects. 
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CHAPTER 5 EVALUATION OF TRACKING AND POSITIONING 
TECHNIQUES 
5.1 Introduction 
Based on the comprehensive review of tracking and positioning technologies in the previous 
chapters, further evaluation of these techniques is conducted in this chapter through a number of 
experimental tests, analyses and implementations. While more attention is paid to the techniques 
mainly related to the ARC research project, a few other radio-based positioning techniques are also 
concisely evaluated. These techniques are either partly applied or as a comparison and consolidation 
to the new system designed in Chapter 7. They are also popular and commonly used in the field of 
indoor tracking and positioning. 
The experimental tests were mainly carried out at the RMIT Indoor Positioning Lab (RMITIPL), 
which was co-founded by three major Australian universities: RMIT University, University of 
Melbourne and University of New South Wales (UNSW). This laboratory is hosted in RMIT Design 
Hub Building and a large number of sensors systems, such as smartphones and laptops as a mobile 
platform as well as UWB, USRP, RFID, Wi-Fi, magnetometers and INS as sensors, have been 
procured. Among these sensors and techniques, RFID and Wi-Fi were paid more attention due to their 
direct usage for the ARC project. UWB was also evaluated as a comparison to RFID and Wi-Fi.  
Another real industrial project was also involved in this research using both trilateration and 
fingerprinting methods for device location tracking. The major part of the implementation and 
optimization processes is presented in this chapter. Trilateration and fingerprinting are typical and 
popular methods for indoor positioning and very important for understanding and practicing indoor 
positioning and location tracking. Since the main ARC research project involved for this research has 
the limitation of only one AP connection recorded, which lead to the trilateration and fingerprinting 
methods inapplicable for that project, therefore the implementation of these two methods is a necessary 
and ancillary part of the research.  
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There are total six experimental tests introduced in this chapter, each test is introduced separately 
in one section with a specific purpose. The content structure for each test is similar, which include a 
test name, aim of the test, testbed establishment, testing procedures, results and discussions.  
5.2 RFID Signal Propagation 
An experimental test was conducted to evaluate the characteristics of the radio signals from a 
passive RFID system, such as reading ranges, signal variation during its propagation and affecting 
factors to the signal strength. This test is highly relevant to this research project, and it is also important 
for evaluating the fundamental features of the passive RFID system and achieving the seamless fusion 
of various technologies. 
5.2.1 Testbed establishment 
A testbed was established with the following devices used during the test:  
 Four-port ThingMagic Mercury6e UHF passive RFID readers module with M6-DEVKIT 
 Laird UHF RFID panel antennae 
 PN6-915RCP-1C-197 antennae 
 A number of selected passive RFID tags 
 Other relevant accessories (see Figure 5.1). 
 
Figure 5.1 Main devices for experimental test of RFID signal propagation  
The test was conducted in the RMIT-IPL, and both complex indoor and relatively free spaces (i.e., 
the corridor) were selected for the testing. Part of the site environment is shown in Figure 5.2. The 
antennae were placed on different metal framed desks/cabinets surrounded by chairs, cabinets and 
other furniture. The output power of all the antennae was set up at 31.5 dBm. 
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5.2.2 Main operation processes  
Once the testing environment is established and the testing devices were well prepared, the next 
step was to set up the software toolkit—ThingMagic Universal Reader Assistant. Examples of the setup 
of the graphical user interface (GUI) are shown in Figure 5.3. The firmware of the M6 reader is based 
on the Linux operating system (OS), a Java program was developed to communicate with the RFID 
reader and collect the data received from the tags, and save the data into a file continuously (see Figure 
5.4 and Table 5.1).  
 
Figure 5.2 Surrounding environment for RFID signal propagation test in the RMIT-IPL 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Example GUIs of the ThingMagic Universal Reader Assistant 
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Figure 5.4 shows the “Main ()” method of the Java program, more detailed code can be viewed 
from Appendix II. 
public static void main(String argv[]) throws ReaderException { 
    // Code omitted here    
    r = Reader.create("tmr://192.168.100.21"); 
    r.connect(); 
    String fileName = "src/result_20141003_20.xls"; 
    int i = 0; 
    while (i < 20) { 
     tag = r.read(7010); // total time spent for the reading       
     try { 
      out = new PrintWriter(new FileWriter(fileName, true)); 
      if (i == 0) { 
       out.println("TagID" + "," + "AntNo" + "," + "RSSI"  
+ "," + "ReadTime" + "," + "Freqency\n"); 
      } 
      int j = 0; 
      while (j < tag.length){ 
       out.println( 
        tag[j].getTag().epcString() + "," //Tag ID 
        + tag[j].getAntenna() + "," //Antenna ID 
        + tag[j].getRssi() + "," // RSSI value detected 
        + tag[j].getTime() + "," // Time stamp in millisecond 
        + tag[j].getFrequency() + "\n"); // Signal frequency 
       j++; 
      } // More code omitted here 
    r.destroy(); 
} 
Figure 5.4 Selected Java program code for communication with the RFID reader 
 
TABLE 5.1 EXAMPLE DATA COLLECTED FROM THE THINGMAGIC M6 MODULE  
 
TagID AntNo RSSI ReadTime Freqency
1362001010 3 -78 788330 920250
400815 2 -70 788290 920250
797 3 -71 788340 920250
400815 3 -67 790020 925250
1362001010 3 -79 796360 922750
400815 2 -70 796670 920750
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5.2.3 Test results and discussions 
An example of the testing results is shown in Figure 5.5, which demonstrates the influences to 
reading ranges when using different tags, different readers and different antennae.  Ten different tags, 
two readers and two types of antennae were tested and the reading ranges (m) are displayed in Figure 
5.5. More results are shown in Figures 5.6 to 5.9.  
 
 
Figure 5.5 Part of the testing results from the ThingMagic Universal Reader Assistant 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.6 An analysis of factors affecting reading ranges 
Tag No Tag ID Tag Producer Reader1+Ante.1 (m) Reader2+Ante.1 Reader1+Ante.2(m) Reader2+Ante.2 remark
1 0019000000000000000043BB Confidex 1.82 1.75 0.59 0.60 Steelwave Micro-TM
2 20111215847804000103040F Omni ID 3.15 3.36 3.13 3.12 MS8478-D 34911
3 E2004465651101010470E169 un-labeled 3.99 3.96 1.67 1.65 wire-tag
4 000000002490 High Point Oiano & Music Inc. 5.55 5.53 0.73 0.73
5 E20010214904017726200CF2 6.15 6.13 2.02 2.01 little squred tag
6 10770027500 Alien 17.40 17.45 6.20 6.20
7 00000000797 Miller Engineering 17.42 17.41 6.36 6.31
8 D0736 Iron Works Inc. 17.46 17.43 0.88 0.89
9 01362001010 Alien 17.60 17.52 6.59 6.57
10 00000400815 ID Solutions 18.00 18.00 6.62 6.62 >18 for Ante1
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Figure 5.7 Different reading ranges between different antennae 
 
From Figures 5.6 and 5.7, it can be found that 
1. The reading ranges for different readers are very similar as long as the same level of output 
power is produced from both readers. 
2. Different tags (the tag antenna actually) present different reading ranges. 
3.  Different antennae are present different reading ranges (see Figure 5.7, in which two different 
antennae were connected to the same reader respectively). 
The results of RFID signal propagation from different surrounding environments were also 
compared as shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Two tags were selected for conducting this test. The left-
side four diagrams in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the RSSI values received from the 10 rounds of test 
and the average RSSI values from the 10 rounds are shown in the right-side 4 diagrams. The 
environment for the test in Figure 5.8 is a hallway besides a metal wall with different types of furniture 
surrounded and the antenna power is 31.5 dBm; the environment for the test in Figure 5.9 is a large 
hall with little interference and the antenna power is 31.5 dBm. It is obvious that the two curves 
representing the RSSI values in Figure 5.9 are much smoother than the other two in Figure 5.8 although 
the deviations for them are almost the same (about -80dBm at a 7 m distance for Tag-1010 and about 
-73 dBm at a 7 m distance for Tag-797). 
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Figure 5.8 RFID signal propagation tests within a complex surrounding environment 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9 RFID signal propagation within a nearly free space environment 
 
These results indicate that the reading range of the passive RFID system mainly depends on the 
tag’s and reader’s antennae assuming the output power is consistent. The surrounding environments 
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also need to be considered when dealing with a passive RFID application, although they have less 
effect. 
5.3 Wi-Fi Signal Propagation 
This test aimed to evaluate the characteristics of radio signal propagation from Wi-Fi systems, 
including reading ranges, signal variation during its propagation and affecting factors to the signal 
strength and positioning accuracy. The test was based on a popular commercial indoor tracking and 
positioning system — Ekahau RTLSTM. 
5.3.1 Preparation and system set up  
A fully controlled private Wi-Fi network was established in the RMITIPL. Its surrounding 
environment can be seen from the floor layout map in Figure 5.10. Six CISCO Linksys WRT54GL 
Wireless G Routers (see Figure 5.11) were connected to the private network as valid APs. Two HTC 
ONE PN071 smartphones and one HTC PG32130 smartphone (see Figure 5.11) were selected as end 
user devices. The commercial product — Ekahau RTLSTM software package was also installed on a 
laptop. Other accessories required were properly set up and ready to use, e.g., an Ekahau Positioning 
Client (EPC) virtual tag was installed on each of the above smartphones (see Figure 5.12). 
 
 
Figure 5.10 The floor layout of the Wi-Fi testing room 
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       (a)                          (b) 
 
           (c)             (d) 
Figure 5.11 Environment and devices used for the Wi-Fi signal testing 
Figure 5.11a is the lab onsite environment and facilities; Figure 5.11b is a long hallway along the 
lab; Figure 5.11c is  the router, tags and menus used when performing the test  with Ekahau RTLSTM 
system; Figure 5.11d is the smartphones used for collecting the Wi-Fi signals (smartphone 1: HTC 
PG32130; smartphone 2 & 3: HTC ONE PN071) 
 
 
  Figure 5.12 The operation (left) and configuration (right) interface of the EPC tag 
1 
2 3 
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5.3.2 Testing processes 
1. Test of the heat map of the Wi-Fi signal distribution in an indoor environment was conducted 
using Ekahau HeatMapperTM. An example of the heat map screen shot is shown in Figure 5.13, 
which focused on one AP (**:**:**:ac:22:69) and ignored the signals from other APs in the 
surrounding environment.   
2. The radio signals collected from the three smartphones, and the characteristics of the signals 
from the same AP but with different reading ranges and different phones are compared. A few 
of the comparisons are shown in Figure 5.14. 
3. A real-time user tracking test was also conducted in the RMITIPL using the Ekahau RTLSTM 
commercial software package. A virtual Wi-Fi tags were installed on each of the three 
smartphones respectively. The Ekahau RTLS Controller (ERC) was installed on a HP laptop 
as the remote server, and the Ekahau Site Survey (ESS) was installed for defining the wireless 
network plan, conducting a site survey and establishing a fingerprinting DB (see Figure 5.15). 
The EPC virtual software installed on the smartphone was regarded as a virtual tag (see Figure 
5.12). During the user position detection phase, the smartphone was placed at each of the 24 
TPs, their real time position estimates were displayed on the Ekahau Vision Client Monitor 
interface. With the assistance of the Ekahau Software Developer's Kit, a java-based 
application program was developed to record the location data from all the TPs (see Figure 
5.15). 
5.3.3 Results and discussions 
Table 5.2 shows an example of the real data collected during the Wi-Fi signal heat mapping test. 
The heat map for the signals propagated from a specific AP (its MAC address is: **:**:**:ac:22:69) 
is shown in Figure 5.13.  
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TABLE 5.2 EXAMPLE OF THE REAL DATA COLLECTED IN THE RMITIPL 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Heat map of an AP (00:1a:70:ac:22:69) located in the RMITIPL 
SSID MAC Address Security Type Frequency Channel RSSI
RMIT-University 2c:76:8a:ef:69:64 [WPA2-EAP-CCMP][ESS]5220 MHz Channel 44 -63 dBm
SPACE 00:1a:70:ac:22:69 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]2427 MHz Channel 4 -39 dBm
RMIT-AV 2c:76:8a:ef:69:70 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]2437 MHz Channel 6 -54 dBm
RMIT-University 2c:76:8a:ee:16:64 [WPA2-EAP-CCMP][ESS]5180 MHz Channel 36 -78 dBm
RMIT-Guest 2c:76:8a:ee:16:63 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]5180 MHz Channel 36 -78 dBm
EUSAAP 2c:76:8a:ee:16:65 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]5180 MHz Channel 36 -78 dBm
RMIT-Support 2c:76:8a:ee:16:62 [ESS] 5180 MHz Channel 36 -78 dBm
RMIT-University 2c:76:8a:ef:69:74 [WPA2-EAP-CCMP][ESS]2437 MHz Channel 6 -55 dBm
RMIT-Support 2c:76:8a:ef:69:62 [ESS] 5220 MHz Channel 44 -63 dBm
RMIT-University e8:39:35:f9:8b:84 [WPA2-EAP-CCMP][ESS]5745 MHz Channel 149 -82 dBm
EUSAAP 2c:76:8a:ef:69:75 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]2437 MHz Channel 6 -54 dBm
EUSAAP e8:39:35:f9:8b:95 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]2462 MHz Channel 11 -75 dBm
RMIT-Support 2c:76:8a:ee:16:72 [ESS] 2412 MHz Channel 1 -71 dBm
RMIT-Guest 2c:76:8a:ee:16:73 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]2412 MHz Channel 1 -71 dBm
RMIT-Support 2c:76:8a:ef:69:72 [ESS] 2437 MHz Channel 6 -55 dBm
RMIT-Support e8:39:35:f9:8b:82 [ESS] 5745 MHz Channel 149 -82 dBm
RMIT-Guest 2c:76:8a:ef:69:63 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]5220 MHz Channel 44 -62 dBm
eduroam 2c:76:8a:ef:69:61 [WPA2-EAP-CCMP][ESS]5220 MHz Channel 44 -63 dBm
EUSAAP e8:39:35:f9:8b:85 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]5745 MHz Channel 149 -82 dBm
RMIT-Guest e8:39:35:f9:8b:83 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]5745 MHz Channel 149 -82 dBm
eduroam 2c:76:8a:ee:16:61 [WPA2-EAP-CCMP][ESS]5180 MHz Channel 36 -79 dBm
RMIT-AV 2c:76:8a:ef:69:60 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]5220 MHz Channel 44 -63 dBm
RMIT-Guest 2c:76:8a:ef:69:73 [WPA2-PSK-CCMP][ESS]2437 MHz Channel 6 -54 dBm
Different levels of RSSI 
and irregular boundaries 
 
802.11g 4 00:1a:70:ac:22:69 SPACE 
Signal Strength: -35 dB or greater 
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The signals collected from the three smartphones are analysed as displayed in Figure 5.14. The 
four diagrams in Figure 5.14 indicate that the RSSI values from HTC ONE are generally stronger than 
those from the HTC PG phone. Figure 5.14a also indicates that the signals from HTC ONE are more 
stable in that case; Figure 5.14d displays the three groups of RSSI values (33 values for each group) 
from the three different phones, they are all in the same reading range. The first preliminary result from 
Figure 5.14d is that the signal strength values from all the phones are irregular and not stable; the 
second result is that the RSSI values are irregular and not the same even they are from the same model. 
In fact, even the 33 signal strength values are from the same phone, they are still irregular and fluctuate 
all the time. These result validate the viewpoints appeared in former chapters that the signal fluctuated 
irregularly throughout the propagation, which is the main obstacle stopping the Wi-Fi signal to be 
utilized for tracking and positioning. 
 
 
   (a)                   (b) 
 
   (c)                (d) 
Figure 5.14 Comparison of the Wi-Fi signals from different smartphones and in different ranges 
RSSI from HTC_ONE (2m) and HTC (0.2m) 
Differences between the two smartphones 
Differences between the two smartphones 
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Left: the walking path and directions of the training phase. Right: the area covered after the training phase 
completed 
 
Figure 5.15 The walking path for training data collection 
 
Ten groups of data were recorded from each of the three user devices during the test. The true 
positions for each user at each time were also recorded. The statistical value of root mean square (RMS) 
for accuracy was calculated. These test results showed the average RMS positioning accuracy obtained 
from the Ekahau RTLS is 3.9 m. 
From the above experimental tests, it is concluded: 
1. Varying Wi-Fi signal propagation can be found and validated from the heat map test (see Figure 
5.12), which is caused by the complex indoor environment. 
2. The main concern for Wi-Fi signal to be utilized for tracking and positioning is the irregular 
fluctuation of the RSSI value during the signal propagation. 
3. A RMS of 3.9 m positioning accuracy was obtained from the Ekahau RTLS test conducted in 
the RMITIPL. 
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5.4 Wi-Fi Based Trilateration and LS 
This test is for evaluating the performance of trilateration and LS algorithms using Wi-Fi 
technologies. Although the related ARC research project is for the condition that only one single AP 
connection for each user at a time is available, the trilateration and LS are the most commonly used 
positioning techniques and should be valuable for the customer tracking in the large shopping mall 
once more AP connections for each user are available in the future. 
5.4.1 Instruments and testbed establishment 
The main instruments used include: 
 5 CISCO Linksys WRT54GL Wireless G Routers (see Figure 5.11c) as valid APs. 
  6 Trapeze Juniper Networks MP-432 Mobility Points (see Figure 5.16) as additional valid 
APs. 
 HTC ONE PN071 smartphones with a Java-based collector software installed on for data 
collecting from the surrounding APs (see Figures 5.11c and 5.16). 
 The whole level of the floor in the RMITIPL (see Figure 5.17). 
 
Figure 5.16 The Trapeze Juniper Networks Mobility Points (MP-432) 
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(a) The testing ground 
 
 
 
 
(b) Floor plan of the testing ground 
 
Figure 5.17 The testing ground and its floor plan where the red spots are the locations of the 11 APs 
 
5.4.2 Mathematical modelling 
This experimental test was conducted in the RMITIPL where all APs were set on the tables at the 
same height level and also have the similar height with the smartphones carried by the users during the 
test. Therefore, only 2D results needs to be calculated.  
It has to be noticed that in practice the APs are often mounted on the ceiling of an indoor space 
with a consistent height value. In this case, the horizontal distance (i.e., 𝑑𝐻 in Figure 5.18) is used 
rather than using the distance calculated from the path loss model directly. 𝑑𝐻 can be obtained easily 
using simple geometrical methods as shown in Figure 5.18. 
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Figure 5.18 Geometrical description of the calculation of horizontal distance 
Figure 5.19 shows the principle of using trilateration to estimate the unknown position 𝑃0 knowing 
the coordinates of the three APs (i.e., 𝑃1, 𝑃2, 𝑃3). 
 
Figure 5.19 The principle of using trilateration to estimate an unknown position 
From the principle shown in Figure 5.19, the following equations are given: 
𝑥 =  𝑥0 +  𝛿𝑥      (5.1) 
𝑦 =  𝑦0 +  𝛿𝑦      (5.2) 
where 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the estimated coordinates for point 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦), 𝑥0 and 𝑦0 are the initial approximate 
coordinates of point 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦), 𝛿𝑥 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛿𝑦 are the unknown parameters to be estimated. The observation 
equation is: 
𝑠i = √(𝑥i − 𝑥0 − 𝛿𝑥)2 + (𝑦i − 𝑦0 − 𝛿𝑦)2 + 𝜀𝑖    (5.3) 
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where: 𝑖 =  1, 2, … , 𝑛, 𝑛 is the number of observations from valid APs connected to the end-user 
devices and 𝑛 ≥ 3; 𝜀𝑖  is the 𝑖
𝑡ℎ residual. 
Linearising Equation (5.3) using Taylor series to the first-order expansion about the initial 
approximate point 𝑃0(𝑥0, 𝑦0), then 
𝑠i ≈ √(𝑥i − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦i − 𝑦0)2 −
𝑥i−𝑥0
√(𝑥i−𝑥0)2+(𝑦i−𝑦0)2
 𝛿𝑥 − 
𝑦i−𝑦0
√(𝑥i−𝑥0)2+(𝑦i−𝑦0)2
 𝛿𝑦 + 𝜀𝑖      (5.4) 
Set 𝑑𝑥𝑖
0  =  𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥0; 𝑑𝑦𝑖
0  =  𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦0  𝑠𝑖
0 = √(𝑥i − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦i − 𝑦0)2;     
then:  𝑠i = 𝑠𝑖
0 −
𝑑𝑥𝑖
0
𝑠𝑖
0 𝛿𝑥 − 
𝑑𝑦𝑖
0
𝑠𝑖
0 𝛿𝑦 + 𝜀𝑖,          
Let: d𝑋 = [
δ𝑥
δ𝑦 
];  B =
[
 
 
 
 
  
−
𝑑𝑥1
0
𝑠1
0 −
𝑑𝑦1
0
𝑠1
0
⋮ ⋮
−
𝑑𝑥𝑛
0
𝑠𝑛
0 −
𝑑𝑦𝑛
0
𝑠𝑛
0 ]
 
 
 
 
 ;       
L = [
𝑠1 − 𝑠1
0 
⋮
𝑠n − 𝑠𝑛
0
]  ;  V = [
𝜀1 
⋮
𝜀𝑛
] ;        
Then, 𝐿 = 𝐵 𝑑𝑋 + 𝑉 is the matrix expression of the observation equation. From the least squares 
estimation method (see Equation <4.32>) ⇛ the normal solution is: 
𝑑𝑋 = (𝐵𝑇𝐵)−1 𝐵𝑇 𝐿     (5.5) 
It is noted that in Equation (5.5), all the observations are assumed to have the same 
weight/precision. Once dX is obtained, the new estimated point can be updated using Equations (5.1) 
and (5.2), and V can be also calculated by 𝐿 = 𝐵 𝑑𝑋 + 𝑉. The estimation process can be conducted 
recursively if the initial approximate value of (𝑥0, 𝑦0) is far away from its estimates. 
5.4.3 Specific implementation 
Suppose P1(x1, y1), P2(x2, y2), P3(x3, y3) are three known points (i.e., the 3 APs) 
𝑠1 = √(𝑥1 − 𝑥0 − 𝛿𝑥)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦0 − 𝛿𝑦)2 + 𝜀1    (5.6) 
𝑠2 = √(𝑥2 − 𝑥0 − 𝛿𝑥)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦0 − 𝛿𝑦)2 + 𝜀2    (5.7) 
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𝑠3 = √(𝑥3 − 𝑥0 − 𝛿𝑥)2 + (𝑦3 − 𝑦0 − 𝛿𝑦)2 + 𝜀3    (5.8) 
As described before, only 2D (X and Y) coordinates are considered in this test. So the distance (𝑑) 
in the above three equations should be the horizontal distance. According to Equations (5.3) and (5.4), 
the first order about  𝑃0(𝑥0, 𝑦0)  to P1 is: 
𝑠1 ≈ √(𝑥1 − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦0)2 −
𝑥1−𝑥0
√(𝑥1−𝑥0)2+(𝑦1−𝑦0)2
 𝛿𝑥 − 
𝑦1−𝑦0
√(𝑥1−𝑥0)2+(𝑦1−𝑦0)2
 𝛿𝑦 + 𝜀1 
From Equation (5.5) and Set 𝑑𝑥1
0  =  𝑥1 − 𝑥0; 𝑑𝑦1
0  =  𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦0  𝑠1
0 = √(𝑥1 − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦0)2; 
    
then:    𝑠1 = 𝑠1
0 −
𝑑𝑥1
0
𝑠1
0 𝛿𝑥 − 
𝑑𝑦1
0
𝑠1
0 𝛿𝑦 + 𝜀1 
Similar equations can be obtained for 𝑠2 and 𝑠3. The initial approximate point 𝑃0(𝑥0, 𝑦0) can be 
calculated by finding a common point satisfying the three functions (see Figure 5.20):   
𝑠10 = √(𝑥1 − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦1 − 𝑦0)2     (5.9) 
𝑠20 = √(𝑥2 − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦2 − 𝑦0)2    (5.10) 
𝑠30 = √(𝑥3 − 𝑥0)2 + (𝑦3 − 𝑦0)2     (5.11) 
(5.9)2-(5.11)2 and (5.10)2-(5.11)2 ⇛        
[
𝑥0
𝑦0
] = [
2(𝑥3 − 𝑥1) 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦1)
2(𝑥3 − 𝑥2) 2(𝑦3 − 𝑦2)
]
−1
 * [
𝑑10
2 − 𝑑30
2 + 𝑥3
2 − 𝑥1
2+𝑦3
2 − 𝑦1
2
𝑑20
2 − 𝑑30
2 + 𝑥3
2 − 𝑥2
2+𝑦3
2 − 𝑦2
2
] (5.12) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.20 Principle diagram of the initial point calculation 
P0(x0, y0) 
A1(x1, y1) 
A2(x2, y2) 
A3(x3, y3) 
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Once the estimated coordinates of the initial point are obtained, 𝑑𝑋  can be calculated using 
Equation (5.5) and the target point 𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦) can finally be estimated using Equations (5.1) and (5.2). 
5.4.4 Data collection 
The RSSI values and other useful data were collected in the RMITIPL during the test. The RSSI 
values were categorised into 5 groups according to the signal strength levels as shown in Table 5.3. 
Table 5.4 shows the different groups of RSSI values collected, which are displayed with different 
background colour according to the level of the signal strength. The top four strongest RSSI values 
were used for the position estimation. 
 
TABLE 5.3 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RSSI RANGE AND SIGNAL QUALITY 
 
Redundant observations are normally collected during the test. For those surrounding APs with 
the same output power, the stronger the RSSI value received by the user indicates the closer the distance 
between the AP and the user. In this test, the four strongest RSSI values for each TP were selected for 
the trilateration calculation when utilising the Non-linear LS algorithm. The selected RSSI values are 
highlighted and displayed in Table 5.5. The distance between each pair of AP and end-user was 
calculated by Equation (4.13), an example of the calculation and the usage of these parameters are 
shown as: 10(16−𝑇𝑋𝑃𝑊𝑅−40+2.2+2.2−0−0−4)/(10∗3.3)). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RSRI range (dB) Signal quality
> -40 Exceptionally good
-55 to -40 Very good
-70 to -55 Good
-80 to -70 Marginal
< -80 Intermittent to non-useful
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TABLE 5.4 THE DATA COLLECTED FROM THE RMITIPL 
 
 
TABLE 5.5 THE RSSI VALUES SELECTED FOR THE TEST (FOUR VALUES SELECTED FOR EACH TP) 
 
ShopNo AP01 AP02 AP03 AP04 AP05 AP06 AP07 AP08 AP09 AP10 AP11
MAC 00:18:F8:28:49:C8 2c:76:8a:ef:69:74 00:1A:70:AC:1B:97 2c:76:8a:ee:16:74 00:1A:70:AC:22:69 2c:76:8a:ee:16:94 00:1A:70:AC:22:5D e8:39:35:f9:8b:54 e8:39:35:f9:8b:74 e8:39:35:f9:8b:94 00:1A:70:AC:1F:FD
CH CH002 CH006 CH003 CH001 CH004 CH011 CH005 CH001 CH006 CH011 CH007
Freq. 2417 2437 2422 2412 2427 2462 2432 2412 2437 2462 2442
RSSI(1m) -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34
TP01 1 -48 -41 -50 -62 -64 -62 -60 -42
TP02 1 -46 -47 -50 -71 -66 -65 -50
TP03 1 -42 -48 -55 -65 -70 -74 -67 -52
TP04 1 -46 -42 -53 -62 -61 -67 -60
TP05 2 -52 -39 -48 -59 -62 -61 -55
TP06 2 -52 -45 -51 -58 -63 -62 -58
TP07 2 -56 -41 -47 -62 -64 -71 -63
TP08 2 -61 -46 -45 -53 -64 -68 -62
TP09 3 -69 -66 -50 -43 -55 -64 -55 -74
TP10 3 -53 -55 -50 -50 -62 -62 -67
TP11 3 -62 -61 -43 -55 -60 -56 -72
TP12 3 -65 -52 -44 -46 -52 -74
TP13 4 -64 -58 -46 -41 -54 -59 -73
TP14 4 -68 -65 -52 -38 -49 -53 -74
TP15 4 -66 -64 -59 -50 -44 -48 -76
TP16 4 -67 -64 -62 -46 -43 -48 -64
TP17 4 -62 -60 -54 -44 -45 -47 -68
TP18 5 -58 -68 -63 -58 -48 -43 -58 -75
TP19 5 -63 -71 -60 -53 -44 -46 -67 -80
TP20 6 -78 -76 -65 -58 -48 -46 -65
TP21 6 -82 -84 -73 -64 -39 -57 -64
TP22 6 -75 -73 -67 -56 -41 -57 -58
TP23 7 -79 -83 -69 -63 -50 -46 -60
TP24 7 -74 -81 -70 -65 -56 -42 -62
TP25 7 -78 -80 -75 -64 -55 -42 -56 -59
TP26 7 -65 -73 -81 -67 -55 -49 -50 -51
TP27 8 -70 -74 -73 -71 -57 -51 -42 -43
TP28 8 -62 -62 -66 -80 -68 -57 -35 -40
TP29 8 -49 -60 -62 -81 -73 -66 -63 -48 -37
TP30 8 -49 -50 -63 -77 -67 -67 -54 -44
ShopNo AP01 AP02 AP03 AP04 AP05 AP06 AP07 AP08 AP09 AP10 AP11
MAC 00:18:F8:28:49:C8 2c:76:8a:ef:69:74 00:1A:70:AC:1B:97 2c:76:8a:ee:16:74 00:1A:70:AC:22:69 2c:76:8a:ee:16:94 00:1A:70:AC:22:5D e8:39:35:f9:8b:54 e8:39:35:f9:8b:74 e8:39:35:f9:8b:94 00:1A:70:AC:1F:FD
CH CH002 CH006 CH003 CH001 CH004 CH011 CH005 CH001 CH006 CH011 CH007
Freq. 2417 2437 2422 2412 2427 2462 2432 2412 2437 2462 2442
RSSI(1m) -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34 -34
TP01 1 -48 -41 -50 -62 -64 -62 -60 -42
TP02 1 -46 -47 -50 -71 -66 -65 -50
TP03 1 -42 -48 -55 -65 -70 -74 -67 -52
TP04 1 -46 -42 -53 -62 -61 -67 -60
TP05 2 -52 -39 -48 -59 -62 -61 -55
TP06 2 -52 -45 -51 -58 -63 -62 -58
TP07 2 -56 -41 -47 -62 -64 -71 -63
TP08 2 -61 -46 -45 -53 -64 -68 -62
TP09 3 -69 -66 -50 -43 -55 -64 -55 -74
TP10 3 -53 -55 -50 -50 -62 -62 -67
TP11 3 -62 -61 -43 -55 -60 -56 -72
TP12 3 -65 -52 -44 -46 -52 -74
TP13 4 -64 -58 -46 -41 -54 -59 -73
TP14 4 -68 -65 -52 -38 -49 -53 -74
TP15 4 -66 -64 -59 -50 -44 -48 -76
TP16 4 -67 -64 -62 -46 -43 -48 -64
TP17 4 -62 -60 -54 -44 -45 -47 -68
TP18 5 -58 -68 -63 -58 -48 -43 -58 -75
TP19 5 -63 -71 -60 -53 -44 -46 -67 -80
TP20 6 -78 -76 -65 -58 -48 -46 -65
TP21 6 -82 -84 -73 -64 -39 -57 -64
TP22 6 -75 -73 -67 -56 -41 -57 -58
TP23 7 -79 -83 -69 -63 -50 -46 -60
TP24 7 -74 -81 -70 -65 -56 -42 -62
TP25 7 -78 -80 -75 -64 -55 -42 -56 -59
TP26 7 -65 -73 -81 -67 -55 -49 -50 -51
TP27 8 -70 -74 -73 -71 -57 -51 -42 -43
TP28 8 -62 -62 -66 -80 -68 -57 -35 -40
TP29 8 -49 -60 -62 -81 -73 -66 -63 -48 -37
TP30 8 -49 -50 -63 -77 -67 -67 -54 -44
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5.4.5 Testing results 
The 30 estimated results for the 30 TPs are compared with their true coordinates as shown in 
Figures 5.21a and 5.21b. Figure 5.21c is the histogram of the accuracy distribution. Most of the 
accuracy values are between 1 to 5 m. The positioning accuracies are also displayed in the bar chart in 
Figure 5.21d. The final average accuracy obtained from the 30 TPs is 3.67 m. 
 
(a)       (b) 
 
(c)       (d) 
Figure 5.21 Results of the mobile user’s tracking test using trilateration and LS estimation 
 
5.5 Precise Positioning Using Ubisense Sensors 
In this section, a precise tracking and positioning test using UWB technology is introduced. UWB 
technology has a number of advantages, e.g., low transmit power, high performance in multipath 
channels and superior penetration capacities, and can be a valuable supplemental technology to Wi-Fi 
for tracking and positioning, especially in a hazard area or an area with a high security requirement in 
a shopping mall. It is worth to compare such a highly accurate and reliable tracking system with Wi-
Fi or other positioning technologies. 
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A popular UWB product — Ubisense system was used for this test. Ubisense can provide a precise 
indoor and outdoor tracking with an accuracy of 15cm (at a 95% confidence level), and its maximum 
tag-sensor range is 160m. The instruments used for this test include Ubisense sensors, various tags, a 
total station, a laptop as the server, network cables and other accessories (see Figures 5.22 and 5.23). 
Figure 5.23a shows the network connection in which four sensors were combined together with the 
method of “one-master and three-parallel-slave” (see Figure 5.23b). It is noted that some of the 
diagrams in this section are referred from the Ubisense website (http://www.ubisense.net/en) and the 
handout from Alex (2011). 
 
 
Figure 5.22 Devices used for the Ubisense test  
                                      
(a) Overall network connection     (b) Detailed connection for the sensors 
(the red lines indicate the timing cables) 
 
Figure 5.23 Network connection for Ubisense system 
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The tracking algorithm for Ubisense system is shown in the diagram below. The tracking process 
includes two basic modes: Stateless and stateful modes as shown in Figure 5.24. 
 
Figure 5.24 Principle of the Ubisense tracking algorithm 
 
(a) An example screenshot taken during the user tracking process — the reflected signal and signal path, and 
corresponding curve can be observed. The red marks in the four corners are the Ubisense sensors 
 
 
Reflected 
signal 
Reflected 
signal path 
Corresponding 
curve 
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(b) An example screenshot from the user tracking process — the mobile user with an Ubisense tag carried was 
traced dynamically, the shadow-blue irregular dot indicates the user’s position at a time stamp 
Figure 5.25 Example screenshots from the Ubisense testing 
 
 The estimated user positions were recorded from the Ubisense Service Management GUI 
interface and compared with their corresponding true positions. An average error of 10 groups of the 
data was 19.6cm. According to the principle of the Ubisense system, the errors may be produced from 
both angular and distance drifts (or called angle and distance errors) during the tracking process. The 
angle and distance errors are explained in Figure 5.26. 
 
Figure 5.26 The angle and distance errors from the Ubisense system 
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5.6 Trilateration Optimisation — Based on an Industry Project 
This test is based on another industry positioning project using Wi-Fi via trilateration and NLS. 
The project aims to track the customer’s devices such as laptops and other mobile instruments. The 
positioning accuracy required from the customer is better than 10m. ToA and TDoA are not applicable 
according to their previous research, so trilateration is the best option for this project. 
5.6.1 Selection of mathematical models 
 Two ways of implementing the trilateration and LS method have been introduced in previous 
sections. The first one is using the property of triangles without LS involved as can be seen in Equations 
(5.9) to (5.12), a name is given for this case as trilateration without LS (TWLS). The second way of 
implementing the trilateration method is using both the property of triangles and LS as shown in 
Equationss (5.1) to (5.5), in which an initial point is required for the estimation. The second way is 
named as trilateration via LS and an initial point (TLSI). Another way of implementing trilateration is 
using the LS directly without requiring an initial point, which is named as simplified trilateration via 
LS (STLS). The results from this way was found a little less accurate than them from the TLSI but 
slightly better in most of the cases than them from the TWLS. The detailed formulas for STLS are:   
𝑑i = √(𝑥 − 𝑥i)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦i)2      (5.13) 
𝑥2 + 𝑦2 − 2𝑥i𝑥 − 2𝑦i 𝑦 = 𝑑𝑖
2 − 𝑥𝑖
2 − 𝑦𝑖
2   (5.14) 
Let 𝑝 = 𝑥2 + 𝑦2, Then:          
𝑋 = [𝑝 𝑥 𝑦]𝑇;  B =[
1 −2𝑥1 −2𝑦1
⋮ ⋮ ⋮
1 −2𝑥𝑛 −2𝑦𝑛
] ;       
L =[
𝑑1
2 − 𝑥1
2 − 𝑦1
2
⋮
𝑑𝑛
2 − 𝑥𝑛
2 − 𝑦𝑛
2
], where: 𝑖 = 1, 2, … , 𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑛 ≥ 3    
𝑋 can be calculated using the LS as: 
 𝑋 = (𝐵𝑇𝐵)−1 𝐵𝑇 𝐿      (5.15)  
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There have been three different implementation methods introduced so far, i.e., TWLS, TLSI and 
STLS. One limitation for TWLS and STLS is that they are not possible to be executed recursively, 
nevertheless, the result from them may be used as the initial point for TLSI. Based on this point of 
view, possible tracking processes were summarised in Figure 5.27.  
 
Figure 5.27 Different implementation processes of the trilateration vs LS 
5.6.2 Simulation test and process optimisation 
Comprehensive tests were conducted using the above processes discussed in order to obtain an 
optimum procedure for the implementation. The results were summarised and analysed in Table 5.6(a) 
and Figure 5.28.  There were five groups of data were tested and more than 100 samples in each group. 
An example group of the data (RSSI values) is shown in Table 5.6(b).  
 
TABLE 5.6 COMPARISON OF ERRORS FROM DIFFERENT TESTS OF THE TRILATERATION METHOD 
(a) Test results from different trilateration methods  
 
STLS4
+TLSI4
TWLS TLSI4 STLS4 STLS3
Data group
and n  value
3.69 2.87 3.40 3.51 5.27 D11-14.n=3.5
5.85 6.67 6.65 7.05 9.12 E11-14.n=3.5
6.39 7.34 4.11 8.44 18.86 F11-14.n=3.5
7.14 12.79 7.28 8.55 9.30 G11-14.n=3.5
10.17 15.11 8.80 11.70 6.41 H11-14.n=3.5
4.75 6.40 4.32 5.61 6.99 5.61
2.11 2.13 2.07 2.03 1.68 D11-14 n=3.8
4.93 6.28 4.99 5.83 5.36 E11-14 n=3.8
5.34 7.03 4.85 3.68 9.22 F11-14 n=3.8
6.49 7.76 6.49 7.02 6.85 G11-14 n=3.8
4.22 10.93 11.22 6.73 3.68 H11-14 n=3.8
3.30 4.88 4.23 3.61 3.83 3.97
1.43 1.91 1.49 1.61 1.16 D11-14.n=4.1
5.09 7.73 5.04 5.70 4.44 E11-14.n=4.1
6.04 6.88 5.89 5.14 6.44 F11-14.n=4.1
6.34 5.40 6.38 6.62 7.23 G11-14.n=4.1
7.39 9.90 8.26 8.91 8.60 H11-14.n=4.1
3.76 4.55 3.87 4.00 3.98 4.03
1.05 1.89 1.75 1.69 2.29 D11-14 n=4.4
5.48 8.90 4.57 5.83 4.65 E11-14 n=4.4
6.83 6.80 6.84 6.84 6.82 F11-14 n=4.4
6.30 4.42 6.84 6.58 8.07 G11-14 n=4.4
9.47 9.85 9.16 11.01 11.27 H11-14 n=4.4
4.16 4.55 4.17 4.56 4.73 4.43
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(b) Example data used for the test 
 
 
   
   
Figure 5.28 Positioning accuracies affected by different path loss exponents 
 
From Table 5.6 and Figure 5.28, it can be concluded that: 
1. Best results can be obtained when the path loss exponents equals 3.8. 
2. The overall results from 4-AP connections are better than them from 3-AP connections 
for each TP. 
3. The average accuracy from STLS4+TLSI4 is 3.3m. 
4. The overall results from STLS4+TLSI4 are better than STLS4 and TLSI4;  
After the optimised procedure was verified as STLS+TLSI, the model of the algorithm was 
implemented and became part of the tracking system. It has to be noticed that apart from the 
optimization, a plenty of additional work/adjustment was done during the implementation, which is 
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omitted in this thesis due to the confidential agreement with the company. Selected C# codes can be 
seen in Appendix III. 
5.6.3 Determination of confidence level 
Confidence is a useful way of reporting the estimated results of randomised positioning processes. 
It represents the precision level of the estimated positioning result. For example, it can be said that the 
accuracy of a detection is 3.9 m with above 90% confidence. 95% of confidence level would be ideal 
and widely accepted by industries according to the standards of geospatial accuracy (Maune 2011).  
There are few popular theoretical methods for defining the confidence level for Wi-Fi based 
trilateration. However, it is useful to describe the accuracy of a system using the concept of the 
confidence. In this project, the accuracies were presented by a range of terms including “Minimum 
accuracy”, “Maximum accuracy”, “Average accuracy”, “80% achievable accuracy”, “85% achievable 
accuracy”, “90% achievable accuracy”, “95% achievable accuracy”. A range of experimental tests 
have been conducted for examining the expressions of the confidence level with the following 
necessary factors considered: 
1. The requirement from the customer 
2. The complexity of the environment 
3. Distribution of the Wi-Fi APs 
4. Number of TPs, five typical TPs were selected and three of them were for this purpose 
5. Number of tests for each TP (e.g., >200, can be considered comprehensive enough). 
5.6.4 Further test and results evaluation 
In order to evaluate the optimised trilateration model discussed previously, a simulation test was 
conducted in an office environment with a floor area of 850 𝑚2. Five TPs were well defined on the 
floor in relation to different complexity levels of the testing environment. Among the 5 TPs, as TP1 
and TP5 were defined for testing of the special hazard areas they were not counted for representing the 
overall accuracy. The results from TP2, TP3 and TP4 showed that the average achievable accuracy 
was 7.2 m with a confidence level of 95%, the worst case was 8.2 m of accuracy with a confidence 
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level of 95% (TP3, see Table 5.7). It can also be seen that the overall results from 4-AP connections 
for each TP are better than those from 3-AP connections. 
A demo product was demonstrated in a large space (>1000 𝑚2) in our customer’s office. The 
results obtained were surprisingly well.  Around 2 m accuracy was achieved consistently as commented 
by the company’s managing director. 
TABLE 5.7 TEST RESULTS FOR DETERMINING THE CONFIDENCE LEVEL 
  
In practice, it is common for an end-user to have only one or two (rather than three or more) AP 
connections. These cases need to be well handled. For the case of only one AP connected to the user’s 
device, the closest AP method (to be discussed later) can be used for the user location determination. 
For the case of only two available AP connections, geometrical method combined with other 
supplementary methods can be considered. For example, if the user is in a long corridor, the algorithm 
to be introduced in Chapter 6 can be used. For the case of three or more AP connections, trilateration 
and LS are applicable. If more APs are connected, the 4 – 5 strongest AP connections are recommended 
for location estimation. 
5.7 Wi-Fi Based Indoor Positioning using Fingerprinting 
5.7.1 Introduction 
This test is also for an industry project in the same company as introduced in Section 5.6. The 
difference is using fingerprinting method rather than trilateration.  
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As one of the most commonly used methods for indoor positioning, fingerprinting has been widely 
used by many products such as Ekahua RTLSTM, Skyhook (Mautz 2012a). During this implementation, 
three typical algorithms — NN, KNN and WKNN were tested and evaluated.  
5.7.2 Testbed establishment and procedures  
The test was conducted in the company’s office, a 31 m × 29 m relative open area but with more 
than 60 staff on the floor. Each staff has a desktop computer and a work station. A total number 
of 76 TPs were manually selected on the floor as shown in the floor map diagram in Figure 5.29 
(most of the facilities were not shown here due to the company’s confidential policy).  
 
Figure 5.29 Floor map and TP distribution for the fingerprinting test 
To reduce the load of calculation and improve the performance of fingerprinting, a new scenario 
was implemented. It is, checking the first two elements (the strongest two in RSSI values) between 
the input tracking dataset (the query dataset) and the fingerprints and then produced a trimmed 
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fingerprints. Further calculation was only executed between the input dataset and the trimmed 
fingerprints. The step-by-step testing procedures are described below: 
1. NN algorithm 
1) Sorting input dataset and each dataset in the fingerprinting DB according to the RSSI value 
from each AP connection. For each input tracking dataset, find all datasets of the fingerprints 
which have the same first two elements and then construct a trimmed fingerprints.  
2) Finding the closest location in the trimmed fingerprints by comparing the mean difference of 
RSSI values between the observed or query dataset and each dataset in the trimmed 
fingerprints. The mean difference can be calculated using Equations (4.58) or (4.59). Then the 
total difference values for each TP are calculated using Equation (4.60).  
It is essential to carefully organise the implementation process, especially the coding methods, in 
order to simplify the calculation and speed up the process.   
2. KNN algorithm 
1) Based on the NN algorithm, record the fist 1, 2, 3 or 4 elements (possibly more) in the trimmed 
fingerprints as a group of datasets and compare each of them with the first element. If they are 
not similar (e.g., > 1) they will be removed from the group. 
2) Performing the KNN method: finding the centroid of the selected locations in the group of 
datasets, i.e., calculating the 𝑦𝑁𝑁 values using Equation (4.61). 
3. WKNN algorithm 
Similar to KNN, except for that a weight coefficient value (ω) is assigned to each near neighbour’s 
coordinate. Assuming there are 𝑛 near neighbours, the coefficient value for the weight of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ 
neighbor is calculated by:  
𝜔𝑖 =
𝑤𝑖
𝑞
∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑞𝑛
𝑖=1
       (5.16) 
where 𝑤𝑖
𝑞 is the weight coefficient and can be obtained form Equation (4.62) 
5.7.3 Test results 
Experimental tests using the NN, KNN and WKNN have been conducted on the floor as shown in 
Figure 5.29. Necessary data (e.g., the RSSI observation values) were collected on 30/12/2015 and 
06/01/2016 respectively. The office environments on the two days are different, less people on the date 
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of 30 December and many more people in the office on the date of 6 January. The results are displayed 
below. 
TEST 1 — the NN algorithm 
Both the input and fingerprint data were collected on 30/12/2015 — the day before the New Year 
Eve, less people in the office. The results are shown in Table 5.8. 
TABLE 5.8 RESULTS FROM TEST 1 USING THE NN ALGORITHM 
 
TEST 2 — the NN algorithm 
Both the input and fingerprint data were collected on 06/01/2016, more people back in the office 
and more monitors were turned on as well. The surrounding environment was different and more 
complex than it was on 30/12/2015. The results are shown in Table 5.9. 
TABLE 5.9 RESULTS FROM TEST 2 USING THE NN ALGORITHM 
 
TEST 3 — the NN algorithm 
The input data were collected on 06/01/2016 and the fingerprint data were collected on 
30/12/2015. The overall accuracies become worse as shown in Table 5.10. 
TABLE 5.10 RESULTS FROM TEST 3 USING THE NN ALGORITHM 
  
 
TEST 4 — the NN algorithm 
The input data were collected on 30/12/2015 and the fingerprint data were collected on 
06/01/2016. The overall accuracies in this test were also worse than that from Test 1 and 2, and they 
are similar with that from Test 3. The results are shown in Table 5.11. 
TABLE 5.11 RESULTS FROM TEST 4 USING THE NN ALGORITHM 
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Two main factors may have caused the inaccurate results of Tests 3 and 4: 
1) The first day of collecting the fingerprint data was unusual (just before the New Year eve, 
many staff were not in the office) and too much difference from the common operating 
environment. 
2) End users' operating behaviours were not taken into account, e.g., the orientation of a user 
during his duty hours. 
If the above two factors are well handled, the accuracies should be between Test 2 and Test 3 in 
the same environment. Although the results of Tests 3 and 4 were not ideal, they were improved after 
the implementation of KNN and WKNN. The following two tests were based on Tests 3 and 4. In Test 
5, the same data were used as in Test 3 and Test 6, the same data were used as Test 4. The results from 
Tests 5 and 6 can be seen in Tables (5.12) and (5.13), their corresponding graphs are displayed in 
Figures (5.30) and (5.31).   
TEST 5 — using the NN, KNN and WKNN algorithms 
The input data were collected on 06/01/2016 and the fingerprint data were collected on 30/12/2015 
(the same as Test 3). The NN, KNN and WKNN were implemented separately using the same data and 
the results are shown in Table 5.12 and Figure 5.30. The results indicate that the overall accuracies 
have been improved by KNN algorithm. However, the results from WKNN are only slightly better 
than that from the KNN test.  
 
TABLE 5.12 RESULTS FROM TEST 5 USING THE NN, KNN AND WKNN ALGORITHMS 
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Figure 5.30 The graphs of the results from Test 5 
TEST 6 — using the NN, KNN and WKNN algorithms 
The input data were collected on 30/12/2015 and the fingerprint data were collected on 06/01/2016 
(the same as Test4). The test results from NN, KNN and WKNN displayed in Table 5.13 and Figure 
5.31 show that the overall accuracies have been improved by KNN algorithm but the results from 
WKNN are only slightly better than that from the KNN. 
TABLE 5.13 RESULTS FROM TEST 6 USING THE NN, KNN AND WKNN ALGORITHMS 
  
 
 
 
Figure 5.31 The graphs of the results from Test 6 
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Discussions: 
It has to be mentioned that the office environment for was not ideal for the above tests of the 
fingerprinting method. The results from the WKNN algorithm did not show much improvement than 
that from the KNN in this test. Future work may be required for determining whether the WKNN is 
suitable for the tracking system. More onsite testing is needed for making the decision correctly. 
However, the results showed that KNN can provide consistent improvement than the NN algorithm 
and should be implemented definitely.  
The principle of the fingerprinting is simple, however, the implementation process is complicated 
and time consuming compared with trilateration. During the above implementation processes, some 
factors such as distribution of TPs, the quality of the pattern, complexity of the surrounding 
environment were well dealt with, but the following factors were not handled in this test and need to 
be considered for future implementation: 
1) Device features (e.g., the different wireless adapters) and the behaviours of the device 
operators. 
2) Connectivity and consistency of the AP connections. 
3) The orientation effects from the operators. 
 
5.8 Summary 
This chapter introduced a further study of the most relevant tracking and positioning technologies 
and a range of simulation tests. These technologies and algorithms are either utilised directly in the 
new system development or have a great potential once more AP connections become available, which 
are all important for the development of this research. For example, from the RFID and Wi-Fi signal 
propagation tests, a significant experiences have been gained in dealing with the radio signals as well 
as integrating them into the new system. The simulation tests on NN, KNN, WKNN and the 
optimisation of trilateration and LS are more important for the research since this is the only chapter 
dealt with the implementation of these two popular positioning methods (i.e., trilaterationa and 
fingerprinting methods).  
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Both trilateration and fingerprinting were successfully implemented on an industrial project with 
satisfied results achieved. Based on the knowledge and understanding of all the techniques evaluated 
in this chapter, three new algorithms for the system development will be introduced in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 6 DEVELOPMENT OF NEW POSITIONING ALGORITHMS 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces three new algorithms developed for people mobility tracking and 
positioning, they are the CHOPD, SLDC and PDC algorithms for determination of a boundary of the 
CoO, tracking people’s location in a long narrow straight corridor and tracking people’s location in 
long corridors where the user to be tracked receives Wi-Fi signals from two perpendicular directions. 
The tracking environment in large shopping malls are also reviewed comprehensively.   
6.2 Development of the CHOPD Algorithm 
6.2.1 Problem formulation 
As discussed in Chapter 1, this research project is for the case that only one Wi-Fi connection was 
recorded for a user at a particular time stamp, thus most of the tracking and positioning methods (e.g, 
trilateration and fingerprinting) cannot be applied. CoO is probably the only positioning method that 
can be used for this case. The critical issue when using CoO is the determination of the boundary of 
each cell based on the linked AP. A new algorithm — the Common Hand-Over Point Determination 
(CHOPD) is developed as a part of the solution to this problem. Another common problem for tracking 
and positioning in a large shopping mall is that the density of the AP distribution is not as high as it is 
in a normal building (e.g., an office or residential building), it is very common for a user/customer to 
be detected by less than three APs and also in a long narrow space such as a long corridor. These 
problems lead to the development of the new algorithms called same-line-dual-connection (SLDC) and 
perpendicular-dual-connection (PDC) (bai et al. 2015a, Bai et al. 2014a, Bai et al. 2015b, Bai et al. 
2015c). These new algorithms are introduced in this chapter. 
When dealing with the CoO method, the critical issue is how to determinate a particular boundary 
of the cell/polygon based on an AP. A hand-over point (HOP), at which the smartphone user starts to 
disassociate an AP and associate another adjacent AP, is an important factor for cell boundary 
determination. For example, during the process of the smartphone user walking from AP1 to AP2, when 
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the user closes to the HOP in the overlap area, the connection of the phone will automatically switch 
from AP1 and connect to AP2. As shown in Figure 6.1, a 10–20% overlap between the signal coverage 
areas of two adjacent APs is usually configured when a Wi-Fi network is set up (Bai et al. 2014b).  
While a user (with a Wi-Fi enabled mobile device) moves from one AP to another adjacent AP, the 
hand-over ideally takes place in the central point of the overlapping area, but in a complicated indoor 
space the hand-over point (HOP) may deviate from the central point.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Overlap between the coverage areas of two adjacent APs (Bai et al. 2014b) 
Figure 6.2a displays an example floor layout of the shopping mall from our industrial partner. 
There should be a HOP between AP12 and AP08, as well as a HOP between AP09 and AP08. As can be 
seen in Figures (6.2b) and (6.2c), most of the RSSI values collected at the time of HO are between -80 
and -60.  
           
        
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 Frequencies of the RSSI values collected at the time of HO (from more than 500 samples) 
 
In order to determine an optimal boundary of the polygon/cell, the new algorithm called CHOPD 
algorithm is introduced. It is based on the real data collected from the shopping mall investigated and 
(a) Part of the floor layout 
and the cells for tracking 
and positioning 
(b) Frequencies for the RSSI 
values collected at the time of HO 
between AP12 and AP08 
Horizontal axil: RSSI value (dB) 
Vertical axil: frequency (times) 
 
 
(c) Frequencies for the RSSI 
values collected at the time of HO 
between AP09 and AP08 
Horizontal axil: RSSI value (dB) 
Vertical axil: frequency (times) 
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the boundary of the cell can be effectively adjusted according to the result of CHOPD. The key of this 
algorithm is examining mobile devices when they hand-over from one AP to another. 
The CHOPD algorithm is theoretically based on the combination of CoO and fingerprinting 
methods. The idea of the cell-boundary determination process is somewhat similar to the training phase 
of the fingerprinting method. It uses the data from real world network logs with a sufficient 
consideration of the geometry of the AP distribution and Wi-Fi signal attenuation. A differential 
approach is used for eliminating the distance errors. 
6.2.2 Log data evaluation 
The network log data from the WF shopping mall is a huge dataset with more than one million 
lines for a period of half a year. The main focus on the log data are those attributes related to user 
location estimation. For the reason of user privacy, all user identification information such as detailed 
personal contact information and the MAC addresses were replaced by a non-reversible hash code. The 
user information was captured from the log data through the following attributes:  
 the AP ID associated with the user’s mobile device;  
 the RSSI value per association/disassociation to an AP;  
 the timestamp and duration of the device’s association with the AP;  
 the timestamp of device’s disassociation from the AP;  
 the reason of disassociation from the AP;  
 the anonymised MAC address of the user’s device. 
Other types of information such as the “Floor Number” of the AP allocated were also collected 
and utilised in a later stage. CHOPD used a large amount of sample RSSI values obtained from the log 
data when hand-overs occurred to determine the HOP. Part of the values are displayed in Table 6.1 as 
an example. The mean RSSI values were used for calculating the distances (i.e., the fourth and last 
column as highlighted in Table 6.1). 
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TABLE 6.1 EXAMPLE DATA COLLECTED FOR CALCULATING THE HAND-OVER POINT BETWEEN TWO ADJACENT APS 
 
 
A number of characteristics are analysed through the log data. The first one is the distribution of 
RSSI values for the hand-over. As shown in Figure 6.3, most of the hand-overs take place with a mean 
RSSI value of -70 dBm. Other statistically analised information is shown in Table 6.2. 
 
Figure 6.3 Distribution of the mean RSSI values when hand-over happens between two adjacent APs 
 
TABLE 6.2 STATISTICS OF THE CAPTURED DATA FROM A WF SHOPPING MALL (2014) 
Number of mobile devices 120,548 
Number of visits 261,369 
Number of APs ≈70 
Number of AP associations 907,084 
Mean of AP associations per visit 3.47 
Mean of AP associations per AP 12,958 
 
As disscussed previously, Wi-Fi based positioning and tracking systems are all application-
oriented systems. Different applications may have different surrouding environments, different user 
groups, and different device models etc., especially the AP distribution, which has to be fully taken 
into consideration. An example AP distribution map from the WF shopping mall is shown in Figure 
6.4, where both the green and yellow dots represent the APs installed on the ceiling of the shopping 
mall building. 
AP1
Name
AP2
Name
Median 
RSSI
Mean 
RSSI
Dwelling Time 
of prev session
(Sec)
Number of 
handovers
Number of 
association 
at AP1
Number of 
association 
at AP2
Floor 
Num.
Distance
D (m)
Adja-
cent?
d1MEDIAN
(m)
d (HOP 
to AP1)
(m)
d1MEAN
(m)
d (HOP to 
AP1)
(m)
wau-nswsyd-wap064wau-nswsyd-wap065 -77 -75 927.8743873 1632 23341 15962 L6 9.8 Yes 14.3 4.5 12.7 4.5
wau-nswsyd-wap065wau-nswsyd-wap064 -76 -74 778.4648258 1521 15962 23341 L6 9.8 Yes 13.5 5.3 11.9 5.3
wau-nswsyd-wap-sky0001wau-nswsyd-wap-skydesk -67 -67 1171.166667 234 2243 2114 L7 10.2 Yes 8.0 5.1 7.1 5.1
wau-nswsyd-wap-skydeskwau-nswsyd-wap-sky0001 -67 -67 1518.032787 244 2114 2243 L7 10.2 Yes 8.0 5.1 7.2 5.1
wau-nswsyd-wap043wau-nswsyd-wap044 -75 -74 486.6666667 153 6290 3961 L1 12.2 Yes 12.7 5.4 11.7 5.0
wau-nswsyd-wap044wau-nswsyd-wap043 -73 -71 1264.253521 142 3961 6290 L1 12.2 Yes 11.4 6.8 9.6 7.1
wau-nswsyd-wap043wau-nswsyd-wap045 -69 -68 1151.177704 906 6290 12235 L1 12.8 Yes 9.0 5.7 7.9 6.1
wau-nswsyd-wap045wau-nswsyd-wap043 -66 -67 1518.652763 959 12235 6290 L1 12.8 Yes 7.6 7.1 7.4 6.6
wau-nswsyd-wap065wau-nswsyd-wap066 -77 -75 815.4026746 673 15962 8720 L6 13.1 Yes 14.3 7.0 12.3 6.9
wau-nswsyd-wap066wau-nswsyd-wap065 -78 -76 915.2390625 640 8720 15962 L6 13.1 Yes 15.1 6.1 12.9 6.3
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Figure 6.4 A real example of AP distribution (WF Shopping Mall, 2012)  
6.2.3 Methodology 
Figure 6.5 shows an enlarged area of the AP and floor map. “wau-vicfou-wap38” and “wau-
vicfou-wap39” are two adjacent APs, assuming a customer walks from the AP of “wau-vicfou-wap39” 
towards “wau-vicfou-wap38” (see the dashed red arrow line), the HOP is critical for determining the 
joint boundary between the cells of “wau-vicfou-wap38” and “wau-vicfou-wap39”. Neglecting the 
signal fluctuation and all error sources, the HOP should be exactly in the middle of the two adjacent 
APs, however, it would be hard to determine the HOP in a complex indoor environment. The CHOPD 
algorithm was designed to solve this problem. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5 Determination of the adjacent APs 
The principle of the CHOPD algorithm is described with a geometrical diagram as shown in Figure 
6.6, and the point M is the HOP to be defined. The height from all APs to the devices carried by users 
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is 3.3 m. There could be some systematic errors for each estimated point resulting from the 
environmental effects that may not be modelled.  
Assuming the two adjacent APs called AP1 towards AP2, then hundreds such datasets for walking 
from AP1 towards AP2 can be found from the log data, so can from AP2 towards AP1. These datasets 
are statistically valued for determining the HOP between AP1 towards AP2. In this algorithm, the errors 
produced from the estimation of the HOPs (i.e., point M in Figure 6.6) for the bi-directional walks, i.e., 
one walks from AP1 to AP2 and the other from AP2 to AP1, given the same. The reasons for this 
assumption are: 
1. Practically, the two HOPs obtained from the bi-directional walks should be very close; 
2. As the two close HOPs located in the same surrounding environment, therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume the two errors from their estimation process can be considered the 
same. 
 
Figure 6.6 Diagram for calculating the HOP 
As shown in Figure 6.6, let points A and B be the two points determined by the pass loss model 
(see Equation <4.8>), and point M be the HOP, then: 
 √𝑑1
2 − 𝐻2 = ?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃1 + 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑟1      (6.1) 
√𝑑2
2 − 𝐻2 = ?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃2 + 𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑟2      (6.2) 
where derr1 and derr2 are the two errors in the two horizontal distances of MP1 and MP2.  
?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃1 ?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃2 
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derr1 and derr2 is assumed the same  
Since the hand-over from bi-directions happens at a very close position (i.e., close to the point M), 
which implies that the two distance errors from the model are the same (assuming d), then derr1 and 
derr2 can be calculated after the angles of 𝐴𝑃1𝐴𝑃1 and 𝐴𝑃2𝐵𝑃2 are calculated from the known 
parameters (i.e., 𝑑1, 𝑑1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻). However, a number of the test results showed that the difference 
between derr1 and derr2 was so small that finally they were assumed the same. In other words, point M 
was assumed in the middle of points A and B. Let the true distance between AP1 and AP2 be D (in 
metre) and the height difference between the APs and the mobile device be H (in metre), both of which 
are known constants, then point M is determined by calculating ?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃1 from: 
?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃1 = √𝑑1
2 − 𝐻2 −
𝑑𝐴𝐵
2
=
 √𝑑1
2−𝐻2− √𝑑2
2−𝐻2+𝐷
2
   (6.3) 
then  ?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃2 = 𝐷 − ?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃1      (6.4) 
It should be noted that the mobile users may walk through a non-straight line route rather than 
walk in a straight line between the two APs in practical. As the case shown in Figure 6.6, when the 
mobile user walks from AP1 towards AP2 directly, the two estimated distances between the user and 
the two APs are AP1A and AP2B respectively, and the HO point M is within the line AP1AP2. If the 
user walks in a non-linear and non-directional route, for example, walks along with the dashed path as 
shown in Figure 6.7, the two corresponding estimated distances are AP1C and AP2D. Neglecting the 
signal fluctuation and other environmental errors, 
𝐴𝑃1A
𝐴𝑃1C
 and 
𝐴𝑃2B
𝐴𝑃2D
 can be assumed the same because 
points A and C (also points B and D) are close to each other and they have the same surrounding 
environment. In this case, the estimated HOP should also be point M. From the AP distribution layout 
provided by the WF Shopping Mall, most of the APs are fixed on the ceiling along the corridor, and it 
was found that most of the user walking paths are approximately linear and straight (In fact, a simple 
test have been conducted in the WF shopping mall, which showed that more than 97% of the customer 
walking routes were straight or almost straight lines). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume the walking 
route as a straight line. 
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Figure 6.7 Elimination of the distance error caused by non-linear and non-directional routes  
6.2.4 Test and result analysis 
There are more than 100 lines of data recorded for each pair of adjacent APs and they can be used 
for calculating the HOP between each pair of the adjacent APs. Statistically, the more lines of data 
available, the more reliable HOP obtained. Table 6.1 shows part of the data, in which the numbers of 
lines in the data for HOs are between 142 and 2098. An example HOP result is shown in Table 6.3, 
more results can be found in Table 6.4. 
TABLE 6.3 AN EXAMPLE OF THE HOP RESULT 
 
To evaluate the performance of the CHOPD algorithm, a testbed was set up in a long corridors in 
the RMITIPL, which was similar to the environments in most of the existing shopping malls. 
Specifically, two adjacent APs in the long corridor in the lab was set up with a span of about 20 m 
between them. A HTC ONE smartphone with a Java program installed was used to detect the Wi-Fi 
signal and HO. The floor between the two APs was also well marked in order to record the true position 
of the TPs. 
During the test, a user carrying a smartphone walked directly from one AP towards another AP 
and recorded the RSSI values and the actual position on the floor when HO occurred. 100 such records 
were collected for each direction, part of the records were shown in Table 6.4. The estimated distance 
AP1 AP2 Mean RSSI D (m) d (m) dHOP to AP1 (m)
wap064 wap065 -75 9.8 12.7 4.5
wap065 wap064 -74 9.8 11.9 5.3
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between the HOP to an AP (i.e, AP1 in Figure 6.5 and Table 6.4) was calculated using the mean, median 
and mode of the recorded RSSI values respectively. The optimal mean value of the actual HOP was 
calculated using:  
𝐷𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁 = MAX(𝐷1𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁
, 𝐷2𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁
) −
1
2
(|𝐷1𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁
− 𝐷2𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁
|)        (6.5) 
where 𝐷𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁 is the mean of the optimal actual distance from the HOP to AP1, 𝐷1𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1_𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁  and 
𝐷2𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁
 are the two mean distances from the HOP to AP1  for the walking in bi-directions. 
𝐷𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1 was calculated as 10.99 m based on the mean value of the test data recorded. All these distances 
can be calculated by Equation (4.13). 
TABLE 6.4 TEST RESULT AND EVALUATION OF THE CHOPD ALGORITHM 
 
Using the CHOPD algorithm, the mean distance ( ?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁 ) from the HOP to AP1 was 
estimated as 11.08 m. Finally, the difference between the optimal actual HOP and the estimated mean 
HOP is:  |𝐷𝑡𝑜𝐴𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁 − ?̅?𝐻𝑂𝑃1𝑀𝐸𝐴𝑁| = 11.08 − 10.99 = 9 𝑐𝑚 
The estimated median and mode distance values can be calculated similarly and the results are 
shown in Table 6.5. However, they are not as accurate as the mean estimate from this test. So only the 
mean distance values are focused on in this test. 
The difference between the optimal actual HOP and the estimated mean HOP is only 9 cm, which 
means the accuracy is excellent for most indoor positioning and location tracking applications. The 
possible reasons for such an accurate result may be: 
RSSI 
from 
AP1
RSSI 
from 
AP2 (dB)
Walking 
from AP1 
to AP2
Dist. of 
HOP to 
AP1(m)
True dist. 
btwn AP1 
& AP2 (m)
RSSI 
from 
AP2
RSSI 
from 
AP1 (dB)
Walking 
from AP2 
to AP1
Dist. of 
HOP to 
AP1(m)
-51 -45 Yes 9.48 20.38 -45 -45 Yes 11.95
-48 -42 Yes 14.95 20.38 -46 -46 Yes 13.75
-45 -39 Yes 11.01 20.38 -49 -49 Yes 11.95
-48 -45 Yes 13.71 20.38 -45 -45 Yes 12.40
-48 -42 Yes 8.04 20.38 -46 -43 Yes 8.60
-48 -45 Yes 7.11 20.38 -42 -42 Yes 11.52
-48 -42 Yes 16.33 20.38 -45 -45 Yes 12.15
-48 -45 Yes 10.98 20.38 -45 -45 Yes 5.31
-48 -45 Yes 12.30 20.38 -45 -45 Yes 9.82
-42 -39 Yes 14.02 20.38 -42 -40 Yes 13.02
-51 -39 Yes 13.03 20.38 -48 -39 Yes 8.30
-48 -45 Yes 11.22 20.38 -48 -45 Yes 9.95
-39 -39 Yes 8.70 20.38 -45 -45 Yes 8.66
-45 -45 Yes 9.32 20.38 -48 -39 Yes 9.51
-45 -42 Yes 14.81 20.38 -42 -42 Yes 14.04
-48 -42 Yes 11.85 20.38 -48 -48 Yes 9.62
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1. The RSSI values and the actual position from the HOP are collected at the same moment and 
in the same environment. 
2. The mean RSSI value is from 100 RSSI records, which significantly reduces the random errors 
caused by the signal fluctuation. 
3. As can be seen from Equations (6.3) and (6.5), the errors in the distance derived from the path 
loss model (see Equation <4.13>) are eliminated through a differential process, which is the 
effectiveness and significance of the CHOPD algorithm. 
 
TABLE 6.5 RESULT ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TEST OF THE CHOPD ALGORITHM 
 
6.3 Analyses of the Shopping Mall Environments 
From this section two new algorithms for customer tracking and positioning in long corridors are 
introduced, they are the same-line-dual-connection (SLDC) algorithm for customer tracking in a 
straight long corridor and the perpendicular-dual-connection (PDC) algorithm The purpose of 
developing these algorithms is to find a relatively simpler way for tracking a customer’s location and/or 
improve the positioning accuracy of the standard fingerprinting approach, particularly for the case that 
users walk along a long narrow spaces (i.e., the long corridor in this research project) where less than 
3 effective AP connections available. For example, the customer (or other mobile users) usually walks 
along a straight line through the two connected APs or the two APs are in perpendicular directions to 
the customer. These two cases are described in Figure 6.8, where the current position of a mobile user 
is 𝑇𝑃8, and the user may receive wireless signals from both 𝐴𝑃1 and  𝐴𝑃2 along the same line or from 
both  𝐴𝑃2 and  𝐴𝑃3  in perpendicular directions. In practice, the user’s position may not be exactly 
located on the line of  𝐴𝑃1 and  𝐴𝑃2 or the intersection point of 𝑃_𝐴𝑃2 and 𝑃_𝐴𝑃3 (e.g., 𝐴𝑃3 is missed 
out a little from the dashed line, which means the lines of 𝑃_𝐴𝑃2 and  𝑃_𝐴𝑃3  are not exactly 
perpendicular to each other), which will be discussed later on in this chapter.  
 
RSSI 
from 
AP2 (dB)
Estimated 
dist. of HOP 
to AP2 (m)
Dist. of 
HOP to 
AP1(m)
True dist. 
btwn AP1 
& AP2 (m)
RSSI 
from 
AP1 (dB)
Estimated 
dist. of HOP 
to AP1 (m)
Dist. of 
HOP to 
AP1(m)
Estimated 
dist. of HOP 
to AP1 (m)
Optimal 
dist. of HOP 
to AP1 (m)
-42 9.56 11.34 20.38 -44 11.34 10.64 11.08 10.99
-42 9.56 20.38 -45 11.95 11.39
-42 9.56 20.38 -45 11.95 11.39
Mean value
Median value
Mode value
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Figure 6.8 Dual-connection cases for customer tracking and positioning 
The motivation for this new positioning algorithm was based on the investigation and analyses of 
many floor layouts and other features in the shopping mall environments from a range of WF shopping 
malls. In fact, in any large shopping mall, there could be a few large areas such as free spaces inside 
or outside of a supermarket and also more complex environments such as the surrounding smaller 
shops located one-by-one in the mall. In the areas with complex surrounding environments, the 
fingerprinting method is the best choice for customer tracking and positioning. NN, KNN and WKNN 
are the three most popular estimation methods when using deterministic fingerprinting. However, the 
NN method may produce a low-accuracy result as discussed earlier, and it is better to have three or 
more AP connections when utilising the KNN or WKNN methods effectively. However, there are often 
less than three AP connections available for a mobile user in corridors, this limitation makes the 
tracking and positioning unpractical with KNN and/or WKNN. It has been found that the APs mounted 
in the shopping mall (e.g., mounted on the ceiling of the corridor) are mainly along a straight line in 
the corridor, and also most corridors are often perpendicular to each other according to the 
characteristics of the physical floor layouts from WF Shopping Mall. Such typical examples can be 
found in Figures (6.9) and (6.10), which are real floor layouts from the WF Shopping Mall. In Figure 
6.10, a number of TPs (the blue points) were marked on the floor along the customers’ walking path 
for further testing. It can be seen that most of the APs in the corridors are mounted in a roughly straight 
line, although there are a few large free-space areas such as the area in front of the main entrance of a 
shopping center and/or other more complex and irregular layouts. In the latter cases, other methods 
such as trilateration and fingerprinting may be used for the customer tracking and positioning. 
When a customer walks through a specific TP (e.g., point 𝑇𝑃7 in Figure 6.10), the customer is 
either detectable from APs (e.g.,  𝐴𝑃1 and 𝐴𝑃2 ) along a straight line in the corridor or from two 
perpendicular directions to the TP (e.g.,  𝐴𝑃2 and 𝐴𝑃3 are in perpendicular directions to 𝑇𝑃7  ). 
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According to the real floor layouts and AP distributions, the distance between any two adjacent APs is 
usually greater than 20 m. Corridors are also the main areas for customer tracking in most shopping 
malls. 
 
Figure 6.9 An example of floor layout in a large shopping mall 
 
Figure 6.10 Typical AP distribution in a large shopping mall TPs marked along customer walking paths 
The corridors 
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Several features of Wi-Fi signals were considered in our new approach, e.g., signals with RSSI 
values greater than -70 dB were presumed for better positioning operation. Furthermore, an empirical 
RSSI threshold of -83 dB was adopted for the rejection of recording ineffective RSSI values in this 
approach. The -83 dB was also the RSSI threshold in the Ekahau RTLS system (more information on 
the Ekahau positioning test can be seen in Section 5.3). 
Based on the analysis of floor maps in large shopping malls, the customer tracking and positioning 
in long narrow corridors is categorised into the following three different cases: 
1) The customer/user is walking along a corridor, where only two dominant AP connections are 
available, and the two APs are along the same line (or almost the same line. e.g., 𝐴𝑃1 and 𝐴𝑃2 
in Figure 6.10) with the user’s track. Let this case be “same-line-dual-connection” (SLDC). 
2)  The customer/user is walking along a corridor and there are mainly only two dominant AP 
connections available and the two APs are located in perpendicular directions in relation to 
the user’s position (e.g., 𝐴𝑃2 and 𝐴𝑃3 in Figure 6.10). Let this case be “perpendicular-dual-
connection” (PDC). 
3) Other cases such as only one AP connection or more than 2 available APs with an irregular 
distribution, e.g., when the user is located at 𝑇𝑃24 in Figure 6.10, there may be 3 or more 
effective AP connections available. 
Using the fingerprinting method for the first two cases will lead to poor results due to the number 
of effective or available APs are limited and the AP distribution is poor for tracking and positioning. 
However, for the third case and there are more than 2 effective AP connections, which is good to utilise 
the trilateration or fingerprinting methods. The finding discovered from our previous tests was used in 
this new algorithm, that is, the stronger Wi-Fi signals present more stability and consistency (Bai et al. 
2014c), so the stronger signals were selected for the estimation of the customer position. Other features 
of Wi-Fi signals were also considered in our new algorithm, e.g., a TP with a greater RSSI value 
observed from an AP is regarded closer to the AP than other APs with less RSSI values observed, and 
vice versa; signals with RSSI values greater than -70 dB were presumed for better positioning operation. 
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Furthermore, an empirical RSSI threshold of -83 dB was adopted for the rejection of recording 
ineffective RSSI observations. 
To summarise, the main features of a long corridor in relation to indoor tracking and positioning 
are as below:  
1) The space is relatively free except with walls or other partitions along the two sides of the 
corridor. LOS environments are commonly available in a corridor. 
2) Most of the APs are mounted on the ceiling of the corridor along a roughly straight line.  
3) The walking path of the customers can be considered as a straight line along the corridor, 
which is roughly overlapping with the straight line going through the APs in the corridor. 
In this relative free space, the path loss model (see Equation 4.13) can be used for calculating the 
distance between a customer and a connected AP in a corridor. The height difference (H) between the 
APs and end user devices is a known constant in this project, and a differential method is also used for 
eliminating the distance errors from the path loss model.  
 
6.4 Same-Line-Dual-Connection (SLDC) Algorithm 
6.4.1 Methodology 
When dealing with the case of SLDC, five sub-cases are categorised to cover all possible types of 
user location (P). The five sub-cases are geometrically described in Figure 6.11. It is assumed that the 
positions of the customer P and the two APs (𝐴𝑃1 and 𝐴𝑃2) in Figure 6.11 used to locate the customer 
are all roughly in the same straight line. This lead to five possible geometrical configurations of the 
three points, in which D is the true distance between 𝐴𝑃1 and 𝐴𝑃2, 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 are the two estimated 
distances from P to 𝐴𝑃1 and 𝐴𝑃2, and derived from the path loss model respectively.  
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Figure 6.11 Five different cases for customer tracking and positioning using the SLDC algorithm 
The determination process of point P in the five sub-cases are discussed below:  
Sub-case 1: 𝑑1 + 𝑑2 > D & 𝑑1 ≤ 𝐷 & 𝑑2 ≤ 𝐷. Since points A and B are close to each other, they 
are in the same surrounding environment and using the same path loss exponent (n) and standard 
deviation (s) values for the calculation of 𝑑1 and 𝑑2 , so the errors from the path loss model for 
𝑑1 and 𝑑2 (i.e., 𝑑1𝑒𝑟𝑟  and 𝑑2𝑒𝑟𝑟) are assumed to be the same. Let 𝑑1𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸  and 𝑑2𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸 are the two true 
distances for 𝐴𝑃1𝑃 and 𝐴𝑃2𝑃, ideally and perfectly the following equations are expected: 
𝑑1 = 𝑑1𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸       (6.6) 
𝑑2 = 𝑑2𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸       (6.7) 
However, the true distance can never be known, thus the above equations are replaced with: 
𝑑1 = 𝑑1𝑂𝑃𝑇 + 𝑑1𝑒𝑟𝑟      (6.8) 
𝑑2 = 𝑑2𝑂𝑃𝑇 + 𝑑2𝑒𝑟𝑟      (6.9) 
  
where 𝑑1𝑂𝑃𝑇 and 𝑑1𝑂𝑃𝑇 are the optimum estimates of the two distances, then point P is geometrically 
determined by: 
𝑑1𝑂𝑃𝑇 = 𝑑1 −
(𝑑1+𝑑2)−𝐷
2
=
𝑑1−𝑑2+𝐷
2
    (6.10) 
Point P can be estimated once 𝑑1𝑂𝑃𝑇 is obtained. Referring Figure 6.11, the sum of the errors from 
𝑑1and 𝑑2 is: [(𝑑1 + 𝑑2) − 𝐷]. Equation (6.10) is derived by correcting 𝑑1with half of the total errors, 
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which is under the assumption that 𝑑1and 𝑑2  have the same precision due to the similar signal 
propagation environment. The assumption is reasonable because in a long corridor the environments 
between two adjacent APs are similar, the same path loss exponent value (n) and standard deviation 
associated with the degree of shadow fading value (s) are used for both calculations of 𝑑1and 𝑑2. 
Therefore the distance errors produced are assumed the same to simplify the estimation process. In this 
case, both the error for 𝑑1and 𝑑2 are 
(𝑑1+𝑑2)−𝐷
2
.  
Similar to sub-case 1, the determination of point P for other 4 sub-cases are given as: 
Sub-case 2:  𝑑1 + 𝑑2 < D. Point P is determined by: 
𝑑1𝑂𝑃𝑇 = 𝑑1 +
𝐷−𝑑1−𝑑2
2
     (6.11) 
Sub-case 3: 𝑑1 + 𝑑2 = D. Point P is determined by: 
𝑑1𝑂𝑃𝑇 = 𝑑1       (6.12) 
Sub-case 4: 𝑑2 > D and 𝑑2 ≥ 𝑑1. Point P is determined by: 
𝑑1𝑂𝑃𝑇 =
𝐷−𝑑1−𝑑2
2
      (6.13) 
Sub-case 5: 𝑑1 > D and 𝑑1 > 𝑑2 &. Point P is also determined by: 
𝑑1𝑂𝑃𝑇 =
𝐷+𝑑1+𝑑2
2
       (6.14) 
Further analyses were conducted after the five mathematical models are established using the 
geometrical properties. It is easily found that both Equations (6.10) and (6.11) are essentially the same 
from mathematical point of view, and Equation (6.12) is also a special case of Equation (6.10). So Sub-
cases 1, 2 and 3 can be thought as one case, and only Equation (6.10) is needed for all the three cases. 
The precondition for the first three sub-cases is therefore adjusted accordingly as: 
𝑑1 ≤ 𝐷 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑2 ≤ 𝐷 
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It should be noted that when 𝑑1 = 0 or 𝑑1 = 𝐷, then the customer is close to either 𝐴𝑃1 or 𝐴𝑃2. 
In practice, most of the cases belong to the first three sub-cases, and Sub-cases 4 and 5 only occur 
occasionally. The overall tracking procedure is shown in the flowchart in Figure 6.12.  
The height of the APs is not discussed here as it is usually a known constant in a shopping mall. 
When dealing with the height (assuming H) of the APs, 𝑑1and 𝑑2 in the above equations should be 
√𝑑1𝑃𝐿
2 − 𝐻2 and √𝑑2𝑃𝐿
2 − 𝐻2 respectively, where 𝑑1𝑃𝐿  and 𝑑2𝑃𝐿 are the distances obtained directly 
from the path loss model. 
6.4.2 Implementation of the SLDC 
Implementation of the SLDC algorithm is simple. A critical part of the implementation is how to 
identify a customer’s tracking belongs to the case of SLDC. In other words, how to identify the 
condition of “two Wi-Fi signals are either from the same direction or from the opposite directions and 
the two APs and the user are all roughly on the same line”. A back-tracing combined with a track-on-
floor-map methods were used for this purpose. For each customer, the system recorded and stored the 
information of the AP with the strongest RSSI value and linked with the user’s last location. The user 
track data helps to narrow the scope of possible user locations, avoid considering the impossible 
locations and simplifying the determination process significantly. The historical location information 
of the user is also used for the case identification. During the back-tracing process, a value of 
±5% angle tolerance is set to determine if the three points are in the same line. For example, if the last 
connected AP with the strongest RSSI value is within a tolerance with the 2 current connected APs, 
then the above approach can be considered as the valid solution; otherwise, if the tracking scenario 
does not belong to the case of SLDC, other traditional estimation methods will be applied. The 
procedure of the tracking and positioning can be seen in the flowchart in Figure 6.12.  
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Figure 6.12 Overall tracking procedure of the SLDC algorithm 
6.4.3 Test and result evaluation 
The SLDC algorithm was tested in a testbed located in Building 100, RMIT University, as shown 
in Figure 6.13, a roughly 56m long and 5 m wide corridor. To simplify the calculation, all the 5 APs 
(the red points) were at the same height level as the smartphone carried by the mobile user. So the 
height between the APs and the mobile devices (e.g., smartphones carried by the user) is 0. A total of 
26 TPs (the blue points) were marked on the floor, and both X and Y coordinates of all the TPs and 
APs were known. The Y coordinates of all the APs and TPs are very close.  
 
Figure 6.13 Testbed for the new SLDC algorithm in the RMITIPL 
The evaluation of the SLDC algorithm and test results are listed in Table 6.6. 
TABLE 6.6 EVALUATION OF THE SLDC ALGORITHM   
 
where: 
𝑋𝐴𝑃1, 𝑋𝐴𝑃2, … , 𝑋𝐴𝑃n: X coordinates of AP1, AP2, …, APn respectively; 
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𝑑𝐴𝑃 , 𝑑𝑇𝑃: Distances between two adjacent APs and TPs respectively; 
𝑌𝐴𝑃 , 𝑌𝑇𝑃: Y coordinates of two adjacent APs, and TPs (i.e., 13.9 m and 2.07 m respectively); 
𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐴𝑃𝑛: RSSI value received from the 𝑛
𝑡ℎ AP; 
𝑋𝑇𝑃_𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸: True X coordinate between two adjacent TPs; 
𝑑𝑇𝑃_𝐴𝑃1: Estimated distance between the TP and AP1; 
𝑑𝑇𝑃_𝐴𝑃2: Estimated distance between the TP and AP2; 
𝑋𝑇𝑃_𝐸𝑆𝑇: Estimated X coordinate between two adjacent TPs; 
ABS_diff: Absolute value of the difference between 𝑋𝑇𝑃_𝑇𝑅𝑈𝐸  and 𝑋𝑇𝑃_𝐸𝑆𝑇. 
The two strongest RSSI values (as highlighted in Table 6.6 for each TP were used for the distance 
calculation although more AP connections may be available. In the real shopping mall environments, 
the distance between two adjacent APs tends to be larger than the distance used in this test (i.e., 13.9 
m), therefore, there may be less valid APs available. 
Similar to the customer walking path in real shopping malls, the customers usually move along a 
roughly straight line in the corridor, so the Y coordinate is always a constant and only X coordinates 
of the APs and TPs need to be considered for the distance calculation. The comparison between the X 
coordinate of each true TP and that of the estimated TP is shown in Figure 6.14a, and the absolute 
differences between the true TPs and their estimated results are shown in Figure 6.14b. The mean of 
the absolute differences (i.e., the accuracy) is 1.65 m, which is regarded as the mean accuracy of the 
SLDC algorithm. 
 
(a)       (b) 
Figure 6.14 Test result of the SLDC algorithm 
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The test results had a mean error of 1.65 m compared with the true location of the mobile user. 
The reasons for such accurate results were: 
1. The mean RSSI value from five data records was used for calculating the distance between the 
mobile user and each valid AP, which possibly reduces a portion of errors caused from the 
signal fluctuation. 
2. A differential approach was used for eliminating the errors produced from the path loss model 
and made the correction value very accurate. This is the main reason for achieving such a high 
accuracy. 
It should be noted that the user received 2 or more AP connections at all the TPs. This is because 
the distances between any pair of adjacent APs are much shorter than that in real shopping malls ( >30 
m). 
6.5 Perpendicular-Dual-Connection (PDC) Algorithm 
6.5.1 Methodology 
The perpendicular-dual-connection (PDC) algorithm is based on the NN algorithm and it aims to 
improve the accuracy from the NN algorithm by applying a correction value to the result of NN. The 
correction value reflects the different RSSI values from the observed query dataset and the matched 
dataset in the fingerprinting DB. Some findings from previous tests and the characteristics of the radio 
signal propagation have been used for this development, e.g., a convinced result from the single AP 
location test was that stronger signals presented more stability and consistency. Assumptions were also 
made for the new algorithm, they are: 
 A TP with a greater RSSI value observed from an AP is closer to the AP than other APs 
with less RSSI values observed, and vice versa. 
 The distance errors produced from the path loss model can be considered as the same for 
two points that are close to each other (e.g., often 1 to 2 m in a large shopping mall) and 
in the same environment.  
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Based on these discovery and assumptions, the new algorithm development started from 
identifying a surrounding AP with the strongest RSSI value transmitted to the user as the initial AP 
(named 𝐴𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡  hereafter), which was used for the subsequent calculations in the new algorithm.  
In the case of perpendicular-dual-connection, the system starts a data matching process as the 
initial step of the tracking and positioning with PDC. As discussed in previous chapters, in the training 
phase of the NN algorithm, at each RP (or called TP), five effective observations were collected at a 
1-second sampling rate, each of which includes the RSSI value and MAC address from each of the 
selected surrounding APs, then the mean of the observed RSSI values (𝑆?̅?𝑃) for each RP was calculated. 
An example of 𝑆?̅?𝑃 at the k
th RP can be expressed as:  
𝑆?̅?𝑃𝑘 = (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑅𝑃𝑘
𝐴𝑃1, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑅𝑃𝑘
𝐴𝑃2, …, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑅𝑃𝑘
𝐴𝑃𝑛)                          (6.14) 
where 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑅𝑃𝑘
𝐴𝑃𝑛 is the mean RSSI value from the nth AP. 
The mean of RSSI observations for each RPs was saved to the fingerprinting DB. It should be 
noted that an 8-second data collection period of time was used for five effective observations in the 
case that some of the RSSI values were out of the RSSI threshold and more data collection time was 
occasionally required.  
During the location detection phase, a RSSI dataset from the smartphone user was observed as Susr 
= (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑢𝑠𝑟
𝐴𝑃1, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑢𝑠𝑟
𝐴𝑃2, …, 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑢𝑠𝑟
𝐴𝑃𝑛), then Susr was compared with the 𝑆?̅?𝑃 values stored in the DB 
using the following equation: 
𝛿𝑘 = √∑ (𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑢𝑠𝑟
𝐴𝑃𝑖 − 𝑅𝑆𝑆𝐼̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ 𝑅𝑃𝑘
𝐴𝑃𝑖 )2𝑛𝑖=1   ,              (6.15) 
where δk is the difference between Susr and S̅RPk. The location of RP with the minimum δ 
value, which is also called the best matched RP, was taken as the user’s initial estimate (Pinit) 
(e.g., the blue-colour RP8 in Figure 6.15). The AP which had the strongest RSSI value 
observed at Pinit was identified as APinit (i.e., AP2 in Figure 6.15).  AP5 is the roughly 
perpendicular AP (let it be: 𝐴𝑃𝑝) that satisfies the following conditions:  
1) The distance between 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 and 𝐴𝑃𝑝 < 40 m;  
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2) 750 ≤  ∠𝐴𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝐴𝑃𝑝 ≤ 105
0 or 2550 ≤  ∠𝐴𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝐴𝑃𝑝 ≤ 285
0, and  
3) the RSSI value received at 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 from 𝐴𝑃𝑝 ≥ −82 dB, which is the threshold of the valid 
signals.  
If more than one such AP candidates are available, the AP that has the stronger RSSI value and 
perpendicular to another AP is selected. After the APp is determined, a virtual perpendicular AP (𝐴𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑟) 
is defined by the following geometry configuration process:  
∠𝐴𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝐴𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 90
0 or ∠𝐴𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝐴𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 270
0; and    
the distance of 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑡𝑜_𝐴𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑟 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡_𝑡𝑜_𝑃𝑝.       
The next step is to calculate the difference (Δd1) between the distance (?̅?1) of 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑇𝑜𝐴𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡 and 
the distance (𝑑1) of P_𝑡𝑜_𝐴𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡, and also the difference (Δd2) between the distance (?̅?2) of Pinit-to-
APper and the distance (𝑑2) of P-to-APper using Equations (4.13), (6.16) and (6.17).  
∆𝑑1 = 𝑑1 − ?̅?1      (6.16) 
∆𝑑2 = 𝑑2 − ?̅?2      (6.17) 
where P(x, y) is the user’s position (see Figure 6.15). Δd1 and Δd2 are called distance correction 
value (DCV) along the two typical directions as defined above. 
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Figure 6.15 Diagram for the correction in the PDC algorithm 
In the last step, the two corresponding known true distances of Pinit-to-APinit (D1) and Pinit-to-APper 
(D2) were corrected by adding the DCV values to obtain the radial parameters 𝑟1and 𝑟2 using Equations 
(6.18) and (6.19) respectively (see Figure 6.15, 𝑟1 is the distance of P1-to-APinit and 𝑟2 is the distance 
of P2-to-APper). Then the two circles with radii r1 and r2 expressed by Equations (6.20) and (6.21) were 
used to solve for P(x, y) and the intersection point closer to Pinit was regarded as the final estimate of 
P(x, y).  
𝑟1 = 𝐷1 + ∆𝑑1      (6.18) 
𝑟2 = 𝐷2 + ∆𝑑2      (6.19) 
𝑟1 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡)2       (6.20) 
𝑟2 = √(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑟)2 + (𝑦 − 𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑟)2        (6.21) 
where (xinit, yinit) and (xper, yper) are the coordinates of APinit and APper respectively.  
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The final estimation for the method is an error correction process to Pinit. The core part of the 
method is to fully consider the difference of the RSSI values and use the observation derived RSSI 
values for the calculation of ?̅?1 and ?̅?2, although the true distances D1 and D2 are known. In this case, 
the distance errors from the path loss model are eliminated for these two points which are close to each 
other (e.g., Pinit and P in Figure 6.15), and therefore the DCV can be considered as the true difference 
based on the difference of the RSSI values observed.  
The process is similar with the standard fingerprinting method except the PDC algorithm is 
employed. The flowchart diagram for the case of PDC is shown in Figure 6.16, which describes the 
overall procedure of the new method. In practice, the system conducts end-user scans with a one-
second sampling rate and identifies which case the user belongs to accordingly. Once the current case 
is identified, which is one of the same-line-dual-connection, perpendicular-dual-connection, and others, 
then the corresponding solution is selected for the user’s tracking and positioning. 
 
Figure 6.16 The procedure of the PDC algorithm 
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6.5.2 Simulation test 
The same test environment as for Ekahau RTLSTM test was used for this test. The test mainly 
included two main stages: 
1. Fingerprinting DB generation and initial position estimation 
At each RP, the observation values from the surrounding 5 APs were collected. Suppose that the 
behavior of the test client should be as close as possible to that of the real clients to be tracked. The 
mean of the 5 effective RSSI observations for each RP were saved to the fingerprinting DB. 
During the user detection phase, a smartphone was placed at a TP (the true position of which was 
known), and the RSSI values from all the 5 APs were received as S (-47, -52, -67, -40, -39). Then S 
was compared with those 𝑆?̅?𝑃 values stored in the DB using Equation (6.5), and RP3, AP5 and AP4 were 
determined as Pinit, APinit and APp respectively (see Table 6.7). Finally APper was defined accordingly. 
Table 6.7 is an example of these data, RP3 was selected as the initial point because it had the 
minimum δ value (highlighted in Table 6.7). The first two APs, which have the two strongest 
RSSI values, were also matched each other between the two datasets as highlighted in Table 
6.7 (i.e., AP4 and AP5, AP5 was also the APp in this case).   
TABLE 6.7 PART OF THE DATA USED FOR COMPARISON AND PINIT DETERMINATION 
 
2. Correction to the initial estimate 
After the initial estimated position was identified, the next step was a correction process of the 
initial estimate using the difference between the two RSSI values received from a particular AP. Table 
6.8 shows the calculation and results including intermediate values for the correction to Pinit. 
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TABLE 6.8 POSITIONING DETERMINATION RESULTS 
 
 
 
The statistical RMS accuracy (𝛿𝑅𝑀𝑆) of all the TPs was 3.3 m, which was calculated 
using: 
𝛿𝑅𝑀𝑆 = √
1
𝑚
∑ [(𝑥𝑘 − 𝑥𝑒𝑘)2 + (𝑦𝑘 − 𝑦𝑒𝑘)2]
𝑚
𝑘=1     (6.22) 
where m is the total number of TPs tested, (𝑥𝑘, 𝑦𝑘) and (𝑥𝑒𝑘, 𝑦𝑒𝑘) are the true and estimated 
coordinates at 𝑇𝑃𝑘 respectively. 
In the case that the user location does not match the case of SLDC and PDC, other corresponding 
solutions have to be developed or appointed. For example, if there is only one valid AP available, then 
the CoO method will be applied. If there are 3 or more valid AP connections available but not satisfying 
the SLDC and PDC cases, then the trilateration or fingerprinting method can be applied for the tracking. 
The implementation of the trilateration or fingerprinting methods have been introduced in Chapter 5.  
6.5.3 Results evaluation 
The test result was compared with the results from the commercial Ekahau RTLS system and the 
NN algorithm. They were all tested in the same testing environment. Figure 6.17 shows the comparison 
of their test results in terms of positioning accuracy of the same 24 TPs. The RMS accuracy for the 
three scenarios (i.e., the Ekahau, NN and PDC algorithms) were 3.9 m, 3.8 m and 3.3 m respectively,  
the positioning accuracy was improved to 3.3 m from 3.8 m of the NN algorithm after the PDC 
algorithm applied. 
 
True distance 
D  (m)
Estimated distance              
(m)
Estimated distance 
d   (m)
   Δd = d -     
        (m)
r = D + Δd Final P(x, y )
D 1  = 3.15  = 1.50 d1  = 1.25 Δd1  = -0.25 r 1  = 2.90
D 2  = 5.68  = 1.64 d2  = 1.37 Δd2  = -0.28 r 2  = 5.40
The nearer intersection point 
of the circles (r1 & r2)
𝑑1
?̅?
𝑑2
?̅?
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Figure 6.17 Comparison of accuracy results from PDC, Ekahau RTLS and NN algorithm 
The accuracy of 3.9 m of the Ekahau RTLS result is within the range of 3 — 5 m as claimed in its 
product manual. In this case the accuracy of 3.8 m of NN is slightly better than that of the Ekahau 
RTLS. The PDC algorithm showed a noticeable and consistent improvement compared to the Ekahau 
RTLS and NN algorithms.  
6.6 Summary 
This chapter presents three new algorithms for indoor positioning based on Wi-Fi and smartphone 
technologies. They are the CHOPD algorithm for effective determination of the boundary of cells, the 
SLDC algorithm for user tracking and positioning in a long corridor where all APs are mounted along 
a roughly straight line, and the PDC algorithm for improving the positioning accuracy from the NN 
algorithm when dealing with the case of two available Wi-Fi signals from perpendicular directions. 
The test results have shown that the CHOPD algorithm is excellent for the cell boundary 
determination with a mean error of only 0.09 m and a mean accuracy of 1.65 m was achieved by the 
SLDC algorithm. Test results of the PDC algorithm were also effective and have demonstrated a 
consistent improvement on positioning accuracy at a level of half a metre compared with the NN 
algorithm.  
Although the SLDC and PDC algorithms have not become part of the solution for the newly 
developed system (i.e., the SCTLS) due to the limitation of one-AP-connection recorded currently by 
our industry partner, they are ready to be implemented once more AP connections become available in 
the near future. The newly developed SCTLS system will be presented in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 7 DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW SYSTEM BASED ON A SINGLE 
WI-FI CONNECTION 
7.1 Introduction 
Wi-Fi has been widely used for communications and entertainments for more than ten years and 
has facilitated the growth of modern social media services. As discussed in early chapters, many 
organisations provide free use of Wi-Fi access in order to attract customers. This research project aims 
to track their customers in a passive way and collect their location and shopping behavior information 
through the user’s smartphone. The system aims to provide efficient managements and personalised 
services for customers through a shopping mall based Wi-Fi network and other facilities, offer a 
potential to increase customer satisfaction and consequently generate more revenues. 
The focus in this chapter is on developing a new Wi-Fi based positioning system called single AP-
connection location tracking system (SCLTS) system for the case that only one AP connection is 
available at a time for a user. This specific case is for our industrial partner’s real senario.  
Like most other shopping malls or infrastructure deployments, the Wi-Fi system used for this 
project was designed predominantly for wireless communications and entertainments rather than for 
tracking and location determination. A critical limitation of the system is that only one AP (the 
strongest one) connection is recorded to a log file. This makes most of the traditional tracking and 
positioning methods impractical and also makes the user tracking and positioning much more difficult. 
However, the industrial partner still tries to make best use of the log data to find their customers’ 
shopping behavious. 
Their specific requirements are summarised as: 
1) The main requirement is obtaining users (i.e., customers, shop operators and other staff 
etc.) location at a room/shop level accuracy using the existing Wi-Fi network and 
smartphones and/or other mobile devices carried by each user. 
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2) Further functions may be required such as determining users shopping behaviors using the 
location information obtained, context information from the users 
The new system is presented in the following sections. 
7.2 Data Presentation and Pre-analysis 
There are usually 200 to 500 shops for a medium-to-large shopping mall. For example, there are 
360 shops in the WF Shopping Mall (FG) and the sizes of the shops vary considerably. Larger shops 
such as the Coles and Woolworths supermarkets occupy a few thousand square metres, and smaller 
shops such as ice cream stalls only occupies 10 to 20 square metres. A CISCOTM Wi-Fi system was 
installed in one of the WF shopping malls located in Melbourne and a vast amount of log data recorded 
from the free Wi-Fi service (more than 1, 200, 000 records for a 6-month period) was provided. Each 
line of the log data includes 53 attribute values as shown in Table 7.1, whereas not all attributes are 
relevant to the tracking. The selected attributes for the tracking are the RSSI value, smartphone ID of 
the user, the AP ID associated to the user’s smartphone with the strongest RSSI value received, the 
duration of the phone connection to the AP and sequential connection and disconnection time stamp. 
Further statistical analysis of the data showed that about half of the durations of AP connection are 
equal to or less than 5 minutes and 80.9% of the durations are less than 29 minutes as shown in Figure 
7.1. 
 
Figure 7.1 Statistic of the duration of user Wi-Fi connections 
Considering the selected attributes in Table 7.1, all known factors required for the distance 
calculation by the path loss model can be easily obtained except the antenna gain on user side, because 
the user mobile devices vary from one maker to another and each device’s antenna may also be 
X: 1740 
Y: 80.9 
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different from others. In practice, smartphones or other mobile devices such as IPADs and other tablets 
are all used by users. It is difficult to obtain all types of antenna gain information. In this research, top 
ten mobile device manufacturers are considered for the tracking and positioning process and the 
devices from them covere 93.1% of the total end-user devices (see Figure 7.2, from the 6 month log 
data in 2012). For research purpose, only the top three manufacturers (Apple, Sumsung and HTC) are 
selected for the system development and they account for 88.3% of the total end-user devices. While 
the characteristics of the users were well represented whereas the total number of the utilised device 
models was reduced significantly.  
 
TABLE 7.1 ATTRIBUTES INCLUDED IN EACH LINE OF THE LOG DATA FROM THE WF SHOPPING MALL  
 
 
 
Figure 7.2 Proportion of the top ten mobile devices in the WF Shopping Mall 
A signal correction table is used to solve the antenna variation problem. The table mainly has two 
columns, the left column is for storing device and its model information and the right one is for storing 
a RSSI correction value for the corresponding device.  
id client_ip client_mac client_username association_time vendor
ap_name device_name map_location centre_name anchor_controller session_duration_sec
ssid vlan_id protocol profile policy_type avg_session_throughput
host_name ap_radio bytes_sent packets_sent packets_received packets_total
ccx bytes_total auth_algorithm bytes_received web_security ap_mac_address
ap_ip port floor association_id disassociation_time encryption_cipher
rssi snr_dbm status rts_retries mobility_status association_time_str
reason e2e eap_type client_type global_unique disassociation_time_str
speed link_local device_ip data_retries local_unique
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Due to the fact of only single Wi-Fi connections are available, the only estimation method that can 
be used for this tracking is CoO. An AP covered cell, which is usually a polygon, is formed using the 
rule that the signal strength from this AP is stronger than those from other surrounding APs. Figure 
7.3a demonstrates how the cells are formed for AP5 and AP6 in a free space. According to the design 
requirements of the CISCOTM Wi-Fi system, there is a 10-20% overlap between the coverage areas of 
two adjacent APs as shown in Figure 7.3b. 
 
(a) 
 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 7.3 Cell coverage area associated with each AP and overlap between two adjacent cells 
Other features of the Wi-Fi system in relation to location tracking are listed below (Cisco System 
2008): 
 The default value for RSSI cutoff is -75 dBm. 
 The default relative RSSI discard time is 3 minutes, which denotes the relative boundary 
of RSSI sample times used in location calculations. 
 The default absolute RSSI discard time is 60 minutes, which means that RSSI samples 
older than 60 minutes are not considered in location tracking, regardless of relative RSSI 
discard time. 
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In general, the greater the RSSI value received, the better the signal quality was. Table 7.2 shows 
the signal quality for various RSSI ranges. However, it should be noted that the RSSI values always 
vary between different phones, even phones of the same model and in the same environment. A simple 
test indicated this variation, in which three smartphones at the same distance to the same AP were used 
to collect RSSI values. 
TABLE 7.2 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RSSI RANGE AND SIGNAL QUALITY  
 
7.3 Methodology Development 
7.3.1 Evaluation of current location estimation methods 
As previously mentioned, the only method suitable for this project is CoO, and CoO has the easiest 
and simplest mechanism among all the location determination methods. It does not require the 
implementation of complicated algorithms and thus its tracking speed is fast. On the server side, the 
system tracks a mobile device connected to an AP and the location of the device can be considered 
within the cell associated with the AP. Almost all the WLANs and other cellular-based RF systems 
can be easily and cost-effectively adapted to provide the CoO location estimation capability.  
However, CoO has the drawback of coarse granularity for this research. For various reasons, 
mobile devices can be associated to cells that are not in a close geometrical proximity. This coarse 
granularity can be especially challenging when attempting to resolve the actual location of a mobile 
device in a multi-story structure where there is considerable floor-to-floor cell overlap.  
To identify the location granularity when using the CoO method, the highest signal strength 
technique can be applied when detecting cells provide RSSI values from mobile devices. In this 
approach, the localisation of the mobile device is based on the cell that detects the mobile device with 
the highest signal strength, which is also the only RSSI value recorded for each session of the Wi-Fi 
connection. The dual-phase idea of the fingerprinting method and the CHOPD algorithm are also used 
as part of this approach in order to improve the accuracy of the cell boundaries. The combination of 弹
RSSI range Signal quality
Better than -40 dB Exceptional
-40 dB to -55 dB Very Good
-55 dB to -70 dB Good
-70 dB to -80 dB Marginal
-80 dB and beyond Intermittent to No Operation
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the CoO and fingerprinting methods formed the theoretical basis of the SCLTS methodology as 
discussed below.  
7.3.2 Cell Determination 
1. Generation of initial floor partition 
The core of the CoO method is the determination of the cells. The first step of the determination is 
dividing the area of interest into many small cells/polygons and making them optimal. Other 
researchers have studied various locational optimisation problems where an optimal location of 
people and/or facilities is found in a continuum on a plane that can be solved by dividing the plane 
into a number of regions through the Voronoi diagram (Okabe and Suzuki 1997). 
Conceptually, the generalisation of the ordinary Voronoi diagram is straightforward. Let S be a 
space (e.g. the Euclidean space, denoted by ℝ2, as in the ordinary Voronoi diagram); si ⊆ S, i = 1, 2, …, 
n, satisfying si ∩ sj = 0, i≠ 𝑗, called a generator (e.g., a point, a line, an area etc.); p be an arbitrary 
point in S; and d(p, si) be the distance between p and si (e.g., the Euclidean distance, the Manhattan 
distance), then, a set Vi of points is defined by 
𝑉𝑖 = {𝑝 | 𝑑(𝑝, 𝑠𝑖) ≤ 𝑑(𝑝, 𝑠𝑗);  𝑝 ∈ 𝑆\⋃ 𝑠𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 , 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1,… , 𝑛}              (7.1) 
If the resulting set 𝕍 = {𝑉1, … , 𝑉𝑛} is a tessellation of 𝑆\⋃ 𝑠𝑖
𝑛
𝑖=1 , then 𝕍 is called the generalized 
Voronoi diagram. 
Many application software packages such as Easy ContourTM and QGISTM provide a function for 
automatically generating Voronoi diagrams. In this research, ArcMapTM was used to generate a 
Voronoi diagram based on the AP distribution for each level of the shopping mall involved in this 
research. Each cell (or polygon) of the diagram contains a unique AP. These cells are called the initial 
cells. At this stage, the environmental effect is not considered for the cell formation, the diagram will 
be adjusted later according to the real indoor environment. Figure 7.4 shows an example Voronoi 
diagram for one level of the shopping mall. 
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Figure 7.4 A Voronoi diagram example for one level of the WF shopping mall 
 
2. Cell boundary adjustment 
The initial cells may be more suitable for free space environments but can hardly be used for a 
complex indoor environment. A manual adjustment and an on-site calibration process are designed to 
determine the proximity of the cell boundaries. Several main factors need to be taken into account 
during the manual adjustment, including but not limited to: 
 The physical floor layout of the shopping mall, e.g., the architectural structure, location 
of goods and furniture.  
 The real distribution of the APs. 
 The dynamic environment such as day-to-day mobility and relocation of goods and 
facilities, varying crowd densities at different times, etc. 
 Building materials and appliances that may cause signal attenuation. Some of the materials 
are listed in Table 7.3 (Cumberland 2012, Wilson and Crawford 2002). 
 The HOP obtained from the CHOPD algorithm. 
 
(roughly 220*380 m2 and 52 APs shown by the red spots) 
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TABLE 7.3 BUILDING MATERIALS CAUSING ANTENUATION WHEN SIGNALS ARE PROPAGATED THROUGH 
 
Among these affecting factors, the physical layout and associated use of RF patterns are two 
important factors that needs to be considered, e.g., it is unlikely to detect a user at some places/spaces 
where people are impossible to access. These “dead-spots” should be re-excluded from the locations 
of interest. The walls, floors and other facilities affect Wi-Fi signal propagation characteristics with 
transmission not conforming to an ideal isotropic sphere. A real Wi-Fi signal map captured from the 
commercial Ekahau Site SurveyTM system demonstrates this characteristic as shown in Figure 7.5. 
 
 
Figure 7.5 Map of Wi-Fi signal propagation based on a test conducted in the RMITIPL 
Attenuation properties of common building 
materials and appliances
2.4 GHz attenuation 
(dB) penetration loss
Solid Wood Door 1.75" 6
Hollow Wood Door 1.75" 4
Interior Office Door w/Window 1.75"/0.5" 4
Steel Fire/Exit Door 1.75" 13
Steel Fire/Exit Door 2.5" 19
Steel Rollup Door 1.5" 11
Brick 3.5" 6
Concrete Wall 18" 18
Cubical Wall (Fabric) 2.25" 18
Glass Divider 0.5" 12
Interior Hollow Wall 4" 5
Interior Hollow Wall 6" 9
Interior Solid Wall 5" 14
Common Floor 15
Marble 2" 6
Bullet-Proof Glass 1" 10
Exterior Double Pane Coated Glass 1" 13
Exterior Single Pane Window 0.5" 7
Interior Office Window 1" 3
Safety Glass-Wire 0.25" 3
Safety Glass-Wire 1.0" 13
Thick Glass Window 0.5" 8
Refrigerator 19
Different 
levels of 
RSSI 
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Cell boundary adjustment is a necessary task for the development of the SCLTS system and the 
following three aspects are mainly considered during the adjustment process: 
1. The areas the mobile users may possibly access to. An area where no people can access to is 
defined as a non area of interest (AoI) and it is blocked out to the tracking cells. For example, the toilets 
in the shopping mall are defined as a non AoIs. This rule can narrow down the user tracking areas and 
can consequently improve the positioning accuracy. 
2. The cells can be adjusted using the CHOPD algorithm introduced in Chapter 6. 
3. The boundaries of a cell can also be adjusted manually according to the physical layout of the 
shopping mall floor. This adjustment needs to take the whole surrounding environment into account 
using knowledge such as the information in Table 7.2 and also experiences from the shopping mall 
operation etc. 
Figure 7.6 shows a new group of cells obtained after the manual adjustments. However, an on-site 
calibration process is still needed to make all the cells perfectly match the tracking requirement. 
 
Figure 7.6 The tracking cells after manually adjusted based on the CHOPD algorithm and the surrounding 
environment 
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7.3.3 Further development of the methodology 
While the development of the SCLTS system went smoothly, a bottle neck arose from on-site 
testing. The WF shopping mall was running at a 7-24-based operation so it was inconvenient for the 
shops to conduct a test on the real floors. To evaluate the approach developed in this research and avoid 
potential disturbances to the daily business operation, a shopping-mall-like simulation testbed was set 
up in the RMITIPL in the Design Hub building of RMIT University for further testing and 
implementation of the new system, which is shown in Figure 7.7.  
 
 
Figure 7.7 Testbed for the new system including 11 APs (red spots) and 30 TPs (green spots) 
Similarly, the testbed floor map was initially partitioned using a Voronoi diagram, then the cells 
were also manually adjusted. The next step is an on-site calibration process for further improving the 
proximity of the cell boundaries.  
The on-site calibration process is critical and a large amount of work is required. The real site 
environment is fully considered and the boundaries of the cell can be further adjusted. Probabilistic 
decision making was used in the determination of the cell boundaries, i.e., if less than 70% of the 
signals are received in a boundary-close area of a cell from an AP (from a 10-minute test at a 5-second 
sampling rate), the boundary will be re-determined and the area will be defined as part of the cell 
associated to the AP. For example, in Figure 7.8a, the thick glass door is within the cell-AP1007, the 
connection probability from AP1008 and AP1007 are 72% and 28%  respectively as tested within the 
cell of AP1007 in the area close to the door, so the cell was adjusted from Figure 7.8a to 7.8b.  Once 
the AP-cell pair is confirmed, the matching relationship between the AP and its associated shops can 
be easily defined. Finally, an AP-shop matching table is generated and stored in a database for the use 
of real-time customer tracking. 
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                          (a)                 (b)  
Figure 7.8 An example of cell adjustment based on on-site calibration 
Once the final tracking and positioning cells are determined, the real-time tracking process is 
straightforward. The AP associated with a smartphone user is detected by the system and the user is 
then considered to be located somewhere in the shops within the AP-associated cell.  
A DB was developed for the test and implementation, and a few main tables in the DB such as 
User, UserGroup, AP, Shop and ShopGroup are shown in Table 7.4. More detailed DB design is 
presented in Chapter 8. 
TABLE 7.4 PART OF THE TABLES AND ATTRIBUTES IN THE DB 
 
 
Furthermore, a back-tracing method was adopted in order to improve the tracking performance. 
Three attributes — AP_NEIGHBOURHOOD, CELL_CONN_HIST and CELL_PROBABILITY 
were specifically designed for this method as explained below: 
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 AP_NEIGHBOURHOOD: maximum 3 levels of weighted neighbor APs are stored in this 
attributes (e.g., 1AP1010-1AP1008-2AP1011-2AP1007 for AP1009, the first digit 
represents the floor number of the AP). 
 CELL_CONN_HIST: a cluster of records of a user’s location history (e.g., AP1011-
AP1010-AP1009). 
 CELL_PROBABILITY: probability of 4-29% of the neighbor AP detections within this 
cell (e.g., 28%AP1007-11%AP1009 for AP1008). Detections of less than 4% are omitted 
and if the detections are more than 29% then the boundary is required to be reformed.  
An example describing the principle of the back-tracing method is shown in Figure 7.9, assuming 
the target user moves from position A approaching to B, the user may receive the strongest signal either 
from AP1003 or AP1009 due to fluctuations of the Wi-Fi signals. In this case, the system can check 
the CELL_CONN_HIST to see if the last cell associated to the user is AP1010 or AP1002. Once the 
system finds that the user is from AP1010 and also with the assistance of the AP_NEIGHBOURHOOD 
of AP1010, the cell then associated with AP1009 is regarded as the user’s current location. 
 
 
Figure 7.9 Example of the back-tracing method 
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7.4 Evaluations of the SCLTS System 
The experimental test was conducted in a large shopping-mall-like space (i.e., the testbed in the 
RMITIPL) as described early. The testbed was covering a floor area of 1000 m2 and containing 8 
simulated rooms/shops, 11 APs (red spots) and 30 test points (green spots). The initial Voronoi diagram 
(see Figure 7.10a) was created first by the ArcMAPTM software and was then manually adjusted based 
on the CHOPD algorithm and the real condition of the floor layout (see Figure 7.10b). After an on-site 
calibration test was conducted, a final unique AP-cell pair was identified for each AP as is shown in 
Figure 7.10c. The strongest RSSI value and its associated cell was collected for further usage of user 
tracking and positioning.  
However, not all of the AP-cell pairs are unique so far. For example, AP1002 and AP1006 in 
Figure 7.11b are linked to two shops, and this can lead to an uncertain tracking result. Additional 
techniques may be required to solve this problem.  
According to the number of rooms in each cell, an AP-room/shop matching table (see Figure 7.11b) 
was defined. The matching table and other information such as the coordinates of APs and cells were 
then stored in the database for use in the location tracking phase. E.g., if a user is detected by AP1007, 
then the user can be considered in ShopS00005. 
.  
(a) Initial Voronoi diagram 
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(b) Voronoi diagram after the manual adjustment 
 
(c) Final AP-cell pair obtained after the on-site calibration and adjustment 
Figure 7.10 Determination of AP-cell pairs 
 
                   
   (a)                                                        (b) 
Figure 7.11 Update of the relationships between the APs and their associated shops after the on-site calibration 
test 
AP
Number
Shop
Number
AP1001 S00001
AP1002 S00001, S00002
AP1003 S00002
AP1004 S00003
AP1005 S00004
AP1006 S00004,S00005
AP1007 S00005, S00006
AP1008 S00006
AP1009 S00007
AP1010 S00008
AP1011 S00008
AP
Number
Shop
Number
AP1001 S00001
AP1002 S00001, S00002
AP1003 S00002
AP1004 S00003
AP1005 S00004
AP1006 S00004, S00005
AP1007 S00005
AP1008 S00006
AP1009 S00007
AP1010 S00008
AP1011 S00008
(the linked shops with AP1007 are changed) 
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During the real-time tests, the relative RSSI discard time was reset to 10 seconds, which meant 
that a connection duration would be omitted if it was less than 10 seconds. The AP-room/shop matching 
table makes the location tracking simple and straightforward. As shown in Figure 7.11b, a user’s 
location (i.e., room or shop) can be determined by the AP that transmits the strongest RSSI value to 
the user’s smartphone. The new SCLTS system was finally tested through the 30 TPs, and 100 samples 
at each TP were collected. The matched and mismatched user detections are displayed in Table 7.5. 
 
TABLE 7.5 PART OF THE TEST RESULTS FROM THE SCLTS SYSTEM 
 
Part of the test results from the 8 shops is displayed in Table 7.5 and Figure 7.12 respectively. 
There are 100 samples collected from each shop, the  correct detecting rate is 96% and the other 4% 
erroneous detections all occurred when the user was near the boundaries of the cells/rooms (e.g., 
somewhere around TP23 and TP 30). 
 
Figure 7.12 Testing results of the SCLTS system 
Room1/
Shop1
Room2/
Shop2
Room3/
Shop3
Room4/
Shop4
Room5/
Shop5
L_Rm1/
Shop6
L_Rm2/
Shop7
L_Rm3/
Shop8
AP1001 AP1002 AP1004 AP1005 AP1007 AP1008 AP1009 AP1010
AP1001 AP1002 AP1004 AP1005 AP1007 AP1008 AP1009 AP1010
AP1001 AP1002 AP1004 AP1005 AP1007 AP1008 AP1009 AP1010
… … … … … … … …
AP1001 AP1002 AP1004 AP1006 AP1007 AP1008 AP1009 AP1011
AP1002 AP1002 AP1004 AP1006 AP1007 AP1008 AP1009 AP1011
AP1002 AP1002 AP1004 AP1006 AP1007 AP1008 AP1009 AP1011
AP1002 AP1002 AP1004 AP1006 AP1007 AP1008 AP1009 AP1011
AP1002 AP1002 AP1004 AP1006 AP1007 AP1008 AP1009 AP1011
AP1002 AP1002 AP1004 AP1006 AP1007 AP1008 AP1009 AP1011
4% 2% 9% 6% 0% 3% 7% 0%
96% 98% 91% 94% 100% 97% 93% 100%
The matched detections are 96% and the errornous  detections are 4%
Test 
point 
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7.5 System Refinement 
7.5.1 Integration with other techniques 
As discussed in last section, the SCLTS system is not good enough as some AP-cell pairs are not 
matched one-to-one and contains the cases of one AP linked with multiple cells or one cell linked with 
multiple APs. In order to achieve the one-to-one match for AP-cell pairs, additional techniques are 
required to be integrated with this system. Considering the real tracking condition that the main user 
group is the customers and it is not feasible to ask a customer to carry an additional device. Therefore, 
the techniques that can be possibly used for this purpose are Bluetooth and passive RFID. Bluetooth is 
a good choice as it is a default feature for almost all smartphones. However, most of the customers turn 
their Bluetooth off for security and/or other reasons. Bluetooth networks require additional server and 
beacons installed in the tracking environment and also have other problems such as the pairing problem 
(Stokes 2014). Thus the passive RFID was selected and integrated with the SCLTS system. A passive 
RFID tag can be very thin and small just like a piece of paper stripe, and even printable on the shell of 
a smartphone or other mobile devices. Many research institutions and business organisations are 
working on the integration between passive RFID and smartphones (AppleInc. 2014, Timo 2009). 
7.5.2 Evaluations of passive RFID for customer tracking 
A test was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness and performance improvement after the SCLTS 
system combined with RFID, where a passive RFID tag was bound together with a smartphone as the 
end-user device.  A ThingMagic M6 passive RFID system was selected as the additional equipment 
for this purpose and the test was also conducted in the RMITIPL. The antennae with a medium level 
reading range was used for the test. The testbed was described in the diagram in Figure 7.14 and the 
antennae were hung up at a height of about 3.5 m shown in the diagram.  
During the test, one or more users who carried a smartphone with a passive RFID tag affixed 
walked along a loop (the shadow blue mark on the floor as shown in Figure 7.14), the mobile user was 
assumed as a customer coming in and going out of the shop under two hung up RFID antennae. A Java 
program was developed for collecting the data received from the RFID reader. An example of the tag 
information received from the RFID reader is shown in Table 7.6. As can be seen in terms of the 
“AntNo” and “ReadTime” columns, the actual walking path was recorded and it satisfied the customer 
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tracking requirements perfectly. In other words, this test obtained a 100% correct result for customer 
tracking. 
 
TABLE 7.6 EXAMPLE RFID TAG DATA RECEIVED FROM THE RFID READER 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.14 Evaluation test of customer tracking using a combination of Wi-Fi, smartphone and RFID 
technologies 
TagID AntNo RSSI ReadTime Freqency
797 1 -66 114690 925250
797 2 -72 118390 923250
797 2 -69 126270 920250
797 1 -69 127910 921250
797 1 -67 138160 922250
797 2 -64 155990 923250
797 2 -66 162870 925750
797 1 -70 164490 920750
797 1 -70 178310 922750
797 2 -67 180030 920250
Mobile user 
walking route 
RFID antennae 
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Figure 7.15 Customer tracking test using the ThingMagic M6 passive RFID system  
Passive RFID 
tags 
Smartphones 
for this test 
RFID antennae 
The testing area 
Testing at each 
RP (each 
mobile user 
carrying a 
smartphone and 
a RFID tag) 
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7.16 Summary 
This chapter provides a solution based on a combination of Wi-Fi and passive RFID positioning 
techniques for indoor customer tracking at a large shopping mall. A new system named SCLTS system 
was developed and tested using a simulated shopping-mall-like indoor testbed. The new system utilised 
a combination of the traditional CoO and fingerprinting methods to address the limitations from each 
of them. Two major adjustment processes (i.e., the manual adjustment according to the CHOPD 
algorithm and physical floor layout, and the on-site calibration test and adjustment) were performed as 
major part of this technique in order to comprehensively account for many affecting factors that limit 
the cell determination. A back-tracing method was also used to improve the tracking performance. The 
preliminary test results obtained at 30 RPs with known locations are at the level of 96% correct 
detection rate.  After the SCLTS system was reinforced by combining a passive RFID system into it, 
a 100% correct detection rate was achieved. 
Further development of the SCLTS system including the conceptual, technical structure and DB 
design will be presented in the Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 8 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SCLTS SYSTEM 
8.1 Introduction 
The main focus of this chapter is the implementation of the SCTLS system based on the concept 
and methodologies developed in Chapter 7. Architecture design is the main objective of this chapter, 
which is the core part of the system implementation. All the main ideas of the system, business 
strategies, technologies and methodologies involved for the system as well as the principles of the 
business and relationships between all the business components are represented in the architecture.  
The following four tasks are the main focus of this chapter: 
1. Environmental data retrieval, which is a real issue for a large shopping mall with 7-24 based 
operation.  
2. Conceptual design and planning of the SCTLS system.  
3. Architecture design of the SCLTS system, which is the critical and core part of the system 
implementation. 
4. Database design, which is very important for the system implementation. The business 
strategy, logical relationship among the business entities, and methodologies used for 
developing the SCLTS system are all reflected in the DB design. 
8.2 Environmental Data Retrieval 
It is critical for developers to obtain accurate coordinate information at each RP in the surrounding 
environment of the shopping mall. A 3D laser scanning is an effective way for precisely scanning and 
recording the position information from the surrounding environment. It is relatively simple in 
operation with little disturbance to the daily business operation and can obtain the coordinate 
information that people feel impossible to get in the normal ways. A laser scanning survey was 
conducted in the RMITIPL using a Trimble® CX laser scanner (see Figure 8.1). The scanner has the 
following key features: 
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 A high performance device for laser measurement in any surrounding environment. 
 WAVEPULSE™ technology that maintains operating ranges with a high accuracy over 
clean and low-noise data. 
 Data capture: 54,000 points per second, large 360° x 300° field of view. 
The same environment as is shown in Figure 6.15 was used for the scanning and other accessories 
such as a tripod, a Trimble professional tablet and a laptop computer were also used.  
 
   
Figure 8.1 A Trimble® CX laser scanner and other devices used for the laser scanning in the RMITIPL 
 
After the scanning, a 3D colour image model of the surrounding environment was constructed, all 
points including their X, Y and Z coordinates in the surrounding environment can be measured through 
from the 3D image. The accuracy of each point in the image is in centimeter level for a medium 
granularity scan. So any point from the image is accurate enough to be used as a RP for the requirement 
of this research. The 3D image model constructed is shown in Figure 8.2. 
Once the 3D environment is scanned, all the coordinates such as the positions of each AP, POIs 
for each shop and other information can be retrieved from the image without on-site test and 
disturbance to the business operation process again. 
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(a) Front view of the laser scanned image model of the RMITIPL 
 
 
 
(b) Upper-right view of the laser scanned image model of the RMITIPL 
Figure 8.2 The 3D scanned image model of the RMITIPL (from different view orientations)  
 
8.3 Conceptual Design and Planning 
The initial step of the conceptual design is analysing the affecting factors for the system 
development and performance. A great deal of the work has been done initially and six groups of such 
factors were analysed and summarised using the fishbone diagram as shown in Figure 8.6. These 
affecting factors were fully considered throughout the SCLTS system development.   
Based on the analysis of the log data and affecting factors and the project requirements, a function 
model of the system was developed as shown in Figure 8.4. The model contains two stages of 
development where the first stage was to set up the preliminary functions in the “Basic Model” so that 
further development tasks can be achieved in the “Further Improvement” stage. Four groups of 
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functions were designed and they are “Area of Interest”, “User Group”, “Individual Track” and 
“Function Demonstration”. Tasks in each group were assigned to different models. After the function 
model was designed the following step was determining the development procedures. 
 
Figure 8.3 Affecting factors for the development of the SCLTS system 
 
 
Figure 8.4 Function model of the SCLTS system 
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After the functions of the system were determined, the development procedures of the SCLTS 
system were also designed. The overall development procedures were divided into four stages (see 
Figure 7.3): 
1. Conceptual and functional design, mainly including problems identification, analyses of the 
raw data functional design. 
2. Preliminary prototype development, mainly including the analyses of the environments, 
formation of the cells and prototype development. 
3. System enhancement and a simulation testbed setup, mainly including the simulation tests and 
improvement of the system (e.g., the combination of RFID and the Wi-Fi network). 
4. Integration of multiple methodologies and design of system architecture. This procedure was 
the most complicated part of the development, which involved a number of testing and detailed 
decision making. The coding work can be started once the architecture design is complete. 
Other work such as coding and on-site implementation are most likely the engineering work rather 
than research and therefore no much detailed information on that is included in this thesis.  
 
 
Figure 8.5 Planning of the the SCLTS system development 
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8.4 Technical Structure Design 
The structure of the system is the core of the architecture design. The fundamental ideas for 
structure design are: 
1. A web-based presentation scheme is selected for the system, and the benefit of this is no 
application software package required to be installed on any user device.  
2. The SOA and UCD methodologies are included in the architecture design. SOA facilitates the 
scalability, availability and performance of the services while UCD helps to meet the needs 
and desires of users. 
3. Java programming language is selected for the system development. The Java and web 
browser based application makes the system platform free for implementation and operation. 
4.  Both online browser-based and mobile application interfaces are used for end-user operations 
and communications in order to meet the frontier technologies for web development. 
Meanwhile, the bright future of mobile device applications has been considered 
comprehensively. 
5. The system should have adequate expansibility and portability for future development and 
improvement of the system. 
An effective web-based system needs to be user-friendly and easy to navigate in order to keep 
current customers and attract potential customers. Users are always the king and can easily move 
elsewhere if presented with ambiguities or confusing options on the front pages. Based on this 
consideration, the overall structure of the system was developed as a multi-layer structure and each 
layer has its distinguished functionalities. These characteristics are displayed in Figure 8.6 and the 
presentation, middleware application and data storage layers are separated from each other due to the 
system maintenance and security reasons.  
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Figure 8.6 Fundamental structure of the SCLTS system 
SOA is an architectural approach to creating systems built from autonomous services. With SOA, 
integration becomes forethought rather than afterthought - the end solution is likely to be composed of 
services developed in different programming languages, hosted on disparate platforms with a variety 
of security models and business processes. A service is a self-contained unit of functionality, such as 
retrieving an online bank statement. SOA makes it easier for software components on computers 
connected over a network to cooperate. Each service is built in a way that ensures that the service can 
exchange information with any other service in the network without human interaction and without the 
need to make changes to the underlying program itself (Linthicum 2011). 
 UCD is the process of designing a system from the perspective of how it will be understood and 
used by a human user. Rather than requiring users to adapt their attitudes and behaviours in order to 
learn and use a system, a system can be designed to support its intended users’ existing beliefs, attitudes, 
and behaviours as they relate to the tasks that the system is being designed to support. The result of 
employing UCD to a system design offers a more efficient, satisfying and user-friendly experience for 
the user, which is likely to increase sales and customer loyalty. 
The end-users in this system are categorised into three different groups according to the needs of 
the users. The first group users are the shopping mall owners and investors, and their primary concerns 
include the return on their investment, the status of the usages, maintenance of the facilities and future 
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planning of the shopping mall. The second group users are those business owners and their primary 
concerns are the profit of the business, marketing as well as the staff recruitment etc. The last group 
users are the individual users including the regular buyers/customers, occasional visitors and the staff 
working in the shopping mall, the requirement for them are various according to the different individual 
needs. 
Figure 8.7 presents a conceptual model of the UCD. The five planes — strategy, scope, structure, 
skeleton, and surface (i.e., the 5-S planes theory) — provide a conceptual framework for dealing with 
user experience, problems and the tools utilised to solve relevant problem. The model should be built 
from bottom to top. On each plane, the issues we must be dealt with become less abstract and more 
concrete. On the lowest plane, the final shape of the site is not of a concern at all — only how the site 
well fit into the business strategy (e.g., well meet the needs of the customers). On the highest plane, 
only the most concrete details of the appearance of the site need to be concerned. Plane by plane, the 
decisions we have to make become a little more specific and involve finer levels of detail (Garrett 
2002). 
 
Figure 8.7 User-centred design process model 
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The five planes represent a whole set of decisions. These decisions build upon each other and can 
inform and influence all aspects of user experience significantly: 
On the surface plane, a series of webpages, made up of images and texts can be seen. Some of 
these images are things a user can click on to perform some sort of functions such as taking the user to 
a shopping cart. Some of these images are just illustrations, such as a photograph of a book cover or 
the logo of the site itself. 
The skeleton plane is beneath the surface plane: the placement of buttons, tabs, photos, and blocks 
of texts. The skeleton is designed to optimise the arrangement of these elements for maximum effect 
and efficiency — so that a user can remember the logo and find that shopping cart button when it is 
needed. 
The structure plane defines how users get to a page and where they could go when they are finished 
there.  The structure defines a way in which various features and functions of the system fit together. 
The scope plane is constitute by the above features and functions of the system. A typical question 
of the scope is: whether a feature is included in the system. The scope is fundamentally determined by 
the strategy of the system. 
The strategy plane incorporates what the users want to get out of the system. Some strategic 
objectives, such as a user wants to buy a book and another user wants to sell shoes, are obvious and 
easy to be defined. Other objectives might not be so easy to articulate, e.g., a user might want to find 
a good restaurant where he can order his favourite dishes. 
User management is important for the system. All users are categorised into four groups by four 
levels of system access rights (see Figure 8.8) and different users have been assigned different access 
rights. Users are separated from each other by assigning a specific access permission code. Even in the 
same level different users may have different privileges. The individual access permissions and the 
portal technique allow the contents for each user to be presented individually and intelligently. 
The structure model of the SCLTS system was developed based on the above design as shown in 
Figure 8.9. It should be noted that both web-based interface and mobile interface were developed for 
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the end-users, and also the portal technique was selected for presenting a user’s contents in an 
intelligent way. The data storage allows to share with and link to other DBs via the Internet. 
 
 
Figure 8.8 Design of different levels of system access permissions assigned to different users 
 
 
 
Figure 8.9 Technical structure of the SCLTS system 
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8.5 Database Design 
Another important task of building the SCLTS application is DB design.  DB design is part of the 
fundamental infrastructure of the system, and all the techniques and methodologies, business analyses, 
data types discussed in previous chapters are related to the attributes, tables and their relationships 
designed. As the relational database was selected for this project, a relational database model then 
becomes the most important part for this section. The logic relationship between the entities and its 
attributes are emphasised during the DB design rather than other parts such as the details on business 
requirement analyse and the data type definition. 
Figure 8.10 shows the entity relationship diagram (ERD) that demonstrates how relationships 
between the entities can be presented. The ERD diagram was developed during the SCLTS system 
analysis phase. Each block in the ERD represents an entity in which a number of attributes need to be 
defined according to what data the system requires us to collect. Each block has an entity name on top 
and a list of the data parameters (or called attributes) included for us to store data related to the entity. 
When it comes to the implementation phase the entities are implemented as DB tables and the 
parameters occupy the columns of these tables. 
 
 
Figure 8.10 Entity relationship diagram of the DB for the SCLTS system 
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8.6 Summary 
This chapter presents an architecture design for the implementation of the SCLTS system. The 
first part presented in this chapter is an introduction of a laser scanning method for retrieving precise 
coordination information from a 3D image scanned from the surrounding tracking environment, 
followed by a design of the conceptual model and development procedure. Then a system structural 
model is developed using the latest techniques such as the SOA and UCD methodologies. Different 
levels of user access permissions are also discussed. Finally a relational database model for the SCLTS 
system was developed. Further implementation work (e.g., program coding) is ready to commence.  
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CHAPTER 9 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS  
9.1 Summary of the Research Outcome 
A new system — the SCLTS system for large shopping malls with room/shop level positioning 
accuracy has been developed based on the requirement from our industry partner and the fact of a 
single AP connection recorded for each user at a time in the log data. The SCLTS system uses Wi-Fi, 
passive RFID and with the integration of CoO and fingerprinting estimation methods, meanwhile, a 
new algorithm called CHOPD was developed for facilitating the determination the boundaries of the 
cells. 
Two other new algorithms, named as the SLDC and PDC algorithms, were also developed for 
people’s tracking and positioning in long corridors where only two dominant AP connections are 
available with special AP distribution conditions. Other methodologies such as back-tracing method, 
RSS-based trilateration and fingerprinting, least squares were also evaluated through a number of tests. 
The optimised trilateration and fingerprinting methods were specially developed and implemented on 
a real industrial project, and highly accurate results have been achieved. 
9.2 Technical Achievements 
The major technical achievements during this research are summarized below: 
1. Wi-Fi, RFID, smartphone technologies and their fusion were well investigated and other 
positioning technologies such as UWB, Bluetooth, ZigBee, Infrared and Ultrasonic were 
also reviewed. 
2. Both typical measurement models for positioning such as ToA, TDoA, AoA, RSSI-based 
models and estimation methods such as RSS-based trilateration, fingerprinting, CoO were 
studied.  
3. Positioning algorithms such as Voronoi diagram, LS, NLS, KF, EKF and back-tracing 
were studied and/or implemented although some of them were not applicable for this 
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research project due to the limitation of only one-AP-connection. A combination of 
multiple positioning techniques and methods (i.e., CoO via fingerprinting; Wi-Fi via 
RFID) was proposed and integrated as part of the new system. 
4. Techniques and algorithms that have close relationship to this project such as Wi-Fi, 
smartphone, passive RFID, positioning using trilateration and least squares algorithm and 
NN/KNN/WKNN, were simulated through a number of experimental tests. The two 
typical positioning methods —trilateration and fingerprinting were implemented on a real 
industrial product in an optimised way, and promising results have been obtained.  
5. A new customer location and mobility tracking system (i.e., the SCLTS) combining two 
location techniques (i.e., CoO and fingerprinting) was developed extending the benefits 
of ease of implementation and comprehensive consideration of the surrounding 
environment. The methodology of the SCLTS system has been tested and its architecture 
including the conceptual model, technical structures and the ER-model of the DB has also 
been developed. The preliminary results of the SCLTS showed that 96% of the correct 
customer detecting rate was achieved, and then 100% of the correct customer tracking rate 
was achieved after a passive RFID system was integrated into the system. 
6. Three other new algorithms were also developed in order to solve different problems for 
indoor people and mobility tracking. The CHOPD algorithm was able to determine the 
cell boundaries with an accuracy of 0.09 m in the RMITIPL, and promising results were 
presented from a simulation test using the real data from the WF shopping mall; the SLDC 
algorithm could track the mobile users in a long narrow space (e.g. the long corridors) 
where all the APs mounted along a roughly straight line and overlap with the walking 
track of the users. A positioning accuracy of 1.65 m was obtained from the evaluation 
tests; the PDC algorithm was developed for improving positioning accuracy of NN-based 
fingerprinting method. Results showed that the accuracy could be improved using the 
PDC algorithm constantly and a 0.5 m of average accuracy improvement has been 
achieved. 
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7. A 3D image model was constructed in the RMITIPL through a laser scanning survey. The 
3D image model provides a good option for coordination information retrieval from the 
surrounding environment as this is obviously difficult for a 7-24 operation based large 
shopping mall. 
8. Finally, the architecture of the SCLTS system was also developed, including the 
conceptual design, design of the technical structure and the UCD-based E-R model of the 
DB. 
9.3 Recommendations  
In this research project, the main limitation for the tracking and positioning is the single AP 
connection recorded by the network controller. It is difficult and very costly for the industry partner 
company to update their network infrastructure in order to record multiple AP connection information, 
as the WF shopping mall company is running many shopping malls both in Australia and overseas. 
Once multiple AP connections available in the future, the SLDC and PDC algorithms will be possibly 
integrated into the system. Furthermore, the estimation methods such as the optimised trilateration and 
fingerprinting methods can also be adopted as part of the system. The system will therefore be more 
capable and versatile for people’s location and mobility tracking in various environments. 
On the other hand, the usage of the passive RFID as an integrated part of the system for improving 
the tracking ability and achieving 100% correct detection rate has been successful, but it really depends 
on the application status of the RFID technology (e.g., how popular it is as an embedded technology 
for smartphones, not all smartphones have had it as a default technology currently). There may be 
better solutions from other technologies in terms of accuracy and convenience available in the future. 
For example, another location technology — Bluetooth could also be combined based on their 
development status and market acceptance. In addition, more work will be required for extending the 
model-RSSI correction table and covering more types of the mobile devices. Emerging positioning 
technologies such as LED, wearable techniques, virtual reality (VR), crowdsourcing (for fingerprint 
collection) and cloud computing should also be taken into account in further development of the system.  
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Finally, more techniques or algorithms may be needed in the future when dealing with the location 
and mobility tracking in a multi-floor building environment.  
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APPENDICES 
Appendix I. Implementation of the EKF Algorithm 
A simulation EKF test was conducted in the RMIT Indoor Positioning Lab. There are 4 APs fixed 
on the ceiling which are all 3 m above the smartphone carried by the user, and the coordinates of the 4 
APs are shown in the following diagram. 
 
The observation equations given as: 
𝑦𝑘 =
[
 
 
 
 
 √(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥1)
2 + (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦1)2 + (𝑧𝑟 − 𝑧1)2
√(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦2)2 + (𝑧𝑟 − 𝑧2)2
√(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥3)2 + (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦3)2 + (𝑧𝑟 − 𝑧3)2
√(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥4)2 + (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦4)2 + (𝑧𝑟 − 𝑧4)2]
 
 
 
 
 
+ ℨ𝑘         (AI-1) 
Since the smartphone users are standing or walking on the floors, it is reasonable to assume the 
distance between smartphones and the floor is fixed (i.e., 1.2 m in this test). Then the above equations 
can be rewritten as: 
𝑦𝑘 =
[
 
 
 
 
 √(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥1)
2 + (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦1)2
√(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥2)2 + (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦2)2
√(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥3)2 + (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦3)2
√(𝑥𝑟 − 𝑥4)2 + (𝑦𝑟 − 𝑦4)2]
 
 
 
 
 
+ ℰ𝑘      (AI-2) 
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The Taylor series to the first-order about the point (x0, y0) was used to linearise the above equations 
(see Equation (4.27)) and then a simplified measurement model was obtained. Under the assumption 
that the user walks through 𝑥𝑟 and 𝑦𝑟 directions in constant speeds (𝑣𝑥 and 𝑣𝑦), the dynamic system 
model is: 
[
𝑥𝑟
𝑦𝑟
𝑣𝑥
𝑣𝑦
]
𝑘
= [
1 0 ∆𝑡 0
0 1 0 ∆𝑡
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
] [
𝑥𝑟
𝑦𝑟
𝑣𝑥
𝑣𝑦
]
𝑘−1
+ [
𝑤𝑥
𝑤𝑦
0
0
]    (AI-3) 
where: 𝑤𝑥 and 𝑤𝑦 are the process noises; ∆𝑡 is the time interval between two adjacent states (i.e., 1 
second in this test). The Kalman gain and the posteriori state estimate were obtained respectively by 
applying the above dynamic system model and  the measurement model to the equations from EKF as 
introduced in Section 4.3. Finally the user was tracked dynamically. 
A MatLAB program was adopted for this implementation and both 2D and 3D results are plotted 
and shown below: 
                    
(a) 2D result         (b)   3D result 
 
The main part of the MATLAB codes are also shown below: 
function [A]=WifiPositioning_2(file_path) 
 
clear all; 
% filePath 
filePath = 'C:\Users\My Documents\thesis related\KF\testData1.txt'; 
  
cc=load(filePath); 
COL = 4; 
N=size(cc,1)/4; 
z(2,:)=cc((cc(:,1)==2),COL)'; 
z(3,:)=cc((cc(:,1)==3),COL)'; 
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z(4,:)=cc((cc(:,1)==4),COL)'; 
 
%WIFI Coordinates 
WFXYZ=[1,1;9,1;1,9;9,9]; 
StdR=1; % proccess noise  
StdO=1; % observation noise of range 
StdP=100; %initial point coordinate 
  
%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% State variable initializations 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Number of iterations   
% N = 1000; 
  
x = zeros(2,N); % True State 
  
% Apriori state estimates 
x_apriori = zeros(2,N); 
  
x_aposteriori = zeros(2,N); % Aposteriori state estimates 
  
P_apriori = zeros(2,2,N); % Apriori error covariance estimates 
  
P_aposteriori = zeros(2,2,N); % Aposteriori error covariance estimates 
  
z = zeros(4,N); % Measurements 
  
K = zeros(2,4,N); % Kalman Gain 
 
% True initial state 
% Initial aposteriori state estimate 
x_aposteriori(:,1) = [ 0 ; 
                       0 ]; 
 
Q = diag([StdR,StdR]);  
% Process noise covariance 
  
R = diag([StdO,StdO,StdO,StdO]); % Measurement noise covariance 
  
% Initial aposteriori error covariance estimate 
P_aposteriori(:,:,1) = diag([StdP,StdP]); 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Update state Jacobian 
A = [1   0; 
     0   1]; 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Perform extend Kalman filtering 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
for i = 2:N 
    % Update true state: x(:,i) = [4;4] + sqrt(Q)*[randn;randn]; 
 
    % Update apriori estimate 
    x_apriori(:,i) = A*x_aposteriori(:,i-1); 
  
    % Update aprioiri error covariance estimate 
    P_apriori(:,:,i) = A*P_aposteriori(:,:,i-1)*A' + Qi; 
 
    % Assume knowledge of Q and R (Use system I.D. techniques in practice) 
    Qi = Q; 
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    Ri = R; 
     
    H=-[(WFXYZ(1,:)-x_apriori(:,i)')/norm(WFXYZ(1,:)-x_apriori(:,i)'); % 
Observation coefficient matrix 
       (WFXYZ(2,:)-x_apriori(:,i)')/norm(WFXYZ(2,:)-x_apriori(:,i)'); 
       (WFXYZ(3,:)-x_apriori(:,i)')/norm(WFXYZ(3,:)-x_apriori(:,i)'); 
       (WFXYZ(4,:)-x_apriori(:,i)')/norm(WFXYZ(4,:)-x_apriori(:,i)')]; 
   % cond(H'*H) 
      
    % Update Kalman gain 
    K(:,:,i) = P_apriori(:,:,i)*H' / (H*P_apriori(:,:,i)*H'+Ri); 
  
    range=[norm(WFXYZ(1,:)-x_apriori(:,i)');norm(WFXYZ(2,:)-
x_apriori(:,i)');norm(WFXYZ(3,:)-x_apriori(:,i)');norm(WFXYZ(4,:)-
x_apriori(:,i)')]; 
    % Update aposteriori state estimate 
    x_aposteriori(:,i) = x_apriori(:,i) + K(:,:,i) * (z(:,i) - range); 
  
    % Update aposteriori error covariance estimate 
    P_aposteriori(:,:,i) = (eye(2) - K(:,:,i)*H) * P_apriori(:,:,i); 
end 
 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
% Plot Results 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
figure 
xlabel('X'); 
ylabel('Y'); 
axis([0 10 0 10]) 
set(gca,'XTick',[0:1:10]);    
set(gca,'YTick',[0:1:10]); 
text(1.1,1.3,'R1','FontSize',12); 
text(9.1,1.3,'R2','FontSize',12); 
text(1.1,9.3,'R3','FontSize',12); 
text(9.1,9.3,'R4','FontSize',12); 
hold on; 
plot(1,1,'x','MarkerSize',12) 
hold on; 
plot(1,9,'x','MarkerSize',12) 
hold on; 
plot(9,1,'x','MarkerSize',12) 
hold on; 
plot(9,9,'x','MarkerSize',12) 
grid on; 
  
figure 
% Actual state position 
% b = plot(2:N,x(1,2:N),'b'); 
% hold on 
% State position estimates 
ZZ=zeros(1,N-1); 
ZZ=ZZ+1.3; 
r = plot3(x_aposteriori(1,2:N),x_aposteriori(2,2:N),ZZ,'*'); 
% % State measurements 
% g = plot(2:N,z(1,2:N),'g+'); 
axis([0 10 0 10 0 3]) 
set(gca,'XTick',[0:1:10]);    
set(gca,'YTick',[0:1:10]); 
set(gca,'ZTick',[0:1:3]); 
title('3D'); 
xlabel('X'); 
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ylabel('Y'); 
zlabel('Z'); 
grid on; 
box on; 
  
figure 
signal = cc(:,2); 
hist(signal); 
xlabel('X'); 
ylabel('Y'); 
axis([-80 -30 0 50]) 
set(gca,'XTick',[-80:4:-30]); 
set(gca,'YTick',[0:5:50]);    
%plot((signal),'*'); 
  
grid on; 
%------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Appendix II. Structure of the Java Program for Data Recording from the 
ThingsMagic RFID Reader  
(Only typical methods and the class structure are displayed) 
import com.thingmagic.*; 
import com.thingmagic.Reader.GpioPin; 
import java.util.EnumSet; 
import java.util.Vector; 
import java.util.Date; 
import java.text.SimpleDateFormat; 
import java.io.FileWriter; 
import java.io.IOException; 
import java.io.PrintWriter; 
public class connectionTest 
{ 
static  Gen2.Select select; 
  static void usage() 
  { 
    System.out.printf("Usage: demo reader-uri <command> [args]\n" + 
                      "  (URI: 'tmr:///COM1' or 'tmr://astra-2100d3/' " + 
                      "or 'tmr:///dev/ttyS0')\n\n" + 
                      "Available commands:\n"); 
    for (String s : commandTable.keySet()) 
    { 
      System.out.printf("  %s\n", s); 
    } 
    System.exit(1); 
  } 
 
  interface CommandFunc 
  { 
    void function(Reader r, String args[]) throws ReaderException; 
  } 
 
  static class Command 
  { 
    final CommandFunc f; 
    final int minArgs; 
    final String doc, usage; 
 
    Command(String doc, String usage, int n, CommandFunc f) 
    { 
      this.f = f; 
      this.minArgs = n; 
      this.doc = doc; 
      this.usage = usage; 
    } 
 
    Command(CommandFunc f, int argc, String shortDoc, String... docLines) 
    { 
      StringBuilder sb; 
      this.f = f; 
      this.minArgs = argc; 
      this.doc = shortDoc; 
       
      sb = new StringBuilder(); 
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      for (String s : docLines) 
      { 
        sb.append(s); 
        sb.append("\n"); 
      } 
      this.usage = sb.toString(); 
    } 
 
  } 
 
  static TreeMap<String, Command> commandTable; 
 
  static 
  { 
    Command c; 
 
    commandTable = new TreeMap<String, Command>(); 
 
    c = new Command(new CommandFunc() 
                    { 
                      public void function(Reader r, String args[]) 
                        throws ReaderException 
                      { 
                        syncRead(r, args); 
                      } 
    }, 
      0, 
      "Search for tags", 
      "read [timeout]", 
      "timeout -- Number of milliseconds to search.  Defaults to a reasonable    
   average number.", 
      "", 
      "read", 
      "read 3000"); 
    commandTable.put("read", c); 
    commandTable.put("read-sync", c); 
 
    c = new Command("Demonstrate asynchronous search", 
                    "<time in ms>", 0, 
                    new CommandFunc() 
                    { 
                      public void function(Reader r, String args[]) 
                        throws ReaderException 
                      { 
                        asyncRead(r, args); 
                      } 
                    }); 
    commandTable.put("read-async", c); 
 
    c = new Command(new CommandFunc() 
                    { 
                      public void function(Reader r, String args[]) 
                        throws ReaderException 
                      { 
                        memReadBytes(r, args); 
                      } 
    },  
     …… // code omitted …… 
    commandTable.put("readmembytes", c); 
…… 
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    commandTable.put("readmemis", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("writemembytes", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("writememwords", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("writeepc", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("setaccpw", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("setkillpw", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("kill", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("lock", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("set", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("singulation", c); 
       …… 
    commandTable.put("get", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("params", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("loadfw", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("set-gpio", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("get-gpio", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("cmdGetTxRxPorts", c); 
…… 
commandTable.put("GetProtocol", c); 
 …… 
    commandTable.put("cmdGetReaderStatistics", c); 
     
    // Internal demo program functions 
    commandTable.put("help", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("echo", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("print", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("trace", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("testsaveconfig", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("testblockwrite", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("testblockpermalock", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("testembeddedwrite", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("testpowersave", c); 
     …… 
    commandTable.put("testmultiprotocolsearch", c); 
      …… 
    commandTable.put("testwritemode", c); 
…… 
    commandTable.put("testregion", c); 
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    …… 
    commandTable.put("testbaud", c); 
     …… 
commandTable.put("exit", c); 
 …… 
    commandTable.put("testmultiprotocolreadplan", c); 
     
  } 
public static void main(String argv[]) throws ReaderException { 
    Reader r = null; 
    TagReadData[] tag = null; 
    PrintWriter out = null; 
    String s[] = {""}; 
    if (argv.length == 0) argv = s; 
    int nextarg = 0; 
    boolean trace = false; 
    if (argv.length < 1) usage(); 
    if (argv[nextarg].equals("-v")) { 
      trace = true; 
      nextarg++; 
    } 
    if (argv.length == (nextarg + 1)  
     || argv[nextarg].equals("shell")  
     || argv[nextarg].equals("script")) { 
      BufferedReader cmdIn; 
      boolean echo; 
 
      if (argv.length > nextarg && argv[nextarg].equals("script")) { 
        FileInputStream f; 
 
        echo = false; 
        try  { 
          f = new FileInputStream(argv[nextarg + 1]); 
          cmdIn = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(f)); 
        } 
        catch (java.io.FileNotFoundException fnfe)  { 
          System.err.printf("Could not find file %s\n ", argv[nextarg + 1]); 
          return; 
        } 
        nextarg+=2; 
      } else { 
        cmdIn = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(System.in)); 
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        echo = true;  
      } 
 
      try { 
        r = Reader.create("tmr://169.254.121.228"); 
        if (trace)   { 
          setTrace(r, new String[]{"on"}); 
        } 
        r.connect(); 
         
        if (Reader.Region.UNSPEC ==  
  (Reader.Region)r.paramGet("/reader/region/id"))  { 
         Reader.Region[] supportedRegions =  
  (Reader.Region[])r.paramGet(TMConstants.TMR_PARAM_REGION 
_SUPPORTEDREGIONS); 
            if (supportedRegions.length < 1)    { 
               System.out.println("********* supportedRegions.length < 1");  
               throw new Exception("Reader doesn't support any regions"); 
            } else  { 
              System.out.println("********** supportedRegions.length >= 1"); 
                  r.paramSet("/reader/region/id", supportedRegions[0]);  
            } 
        } 
 
        while (true) { 
          String line = "";  
          String args[] = {""}; 
          if (echo)  
         line = cmdIn.readLine(); 
          if (line == null)  { 
            if (echo) 
              System.out.printf("\n"); 
            break; 
          } 
          // split on # removes comments 
          if (line.length() == 0) 
            continue; 
          args = line.split("#"); // Permit comments 
          if (args.length == 0) 
            continue; 
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          args = args[0].split("\\s+"); 
          if(args.length == 0 || args[0].length() == 0) 
            continue; 
 
          try  { 
            runCommand(r, args); 
          } catch (UnsupportedOperationException uoe) {               
                System.err.printf("Unsupported Operation Exception "); 
          } catch (Exception e)  { 
 
              System.err.printf("Exception: %s\n", e.getMessage()); 
              e.printStackTrace(); 
          }  
        }  
         
      } catch (java.io.IOException ie) { 
        System.err.printf("%s\n", ie); 
      } catch (Exception e) { 
         System.err.printf("Exception: %s\n", e.getMessage()); 
      } 
    } else { 
      String args[] = new String[argv.length-nextarg-1]; 
      r = Reader.create(argv[nextarg]); 
      if (trace) { 
        setTrace(r, new String[] {"on"}); 
      } 
      r.connect(); 
      if (Reader.Region.UNSPEC == (Reader.Region)r.paramGet("/reader/region/id")) 
{ 
          r.paramSet("/reader/region/id", Reader.Region.AU); 
      } 
      System.arraycopy(argv, nextarg+1, args, 0, argv.length - nextarg - 1); 
      runCommand(r, args); 
    } 
 
    r = Reader.create("tmr://192.168.100.21"); 
    r.connect(); 
     
    String fileName = "src/result_20141003_20.xls"; 
    int i = 0; 
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    while (i < 20) { 
     tag = r.read(7010); // total time spent for the reading       
     try { 
      out = new PrintWriter(new FileWriter(fileName, true)); 
      if (i == 0) { 
       out.println("TagID" + "," + "AntNo" + "," + "RSSI"  
+ "," + "ReadTime" + "," + "Freqency\n"); 
      } 
      int j = 0; 
      while (j < tag.length){ 
       out.println( 
        tag[j].getTag().epcString() + "," //Tag ID 
        + tag[j].getAntenna() + "," //Antenna ID 
        + tag[j].getRssi() + "," // RSSI value detected 
        + tag[j].getTime() + "," // Time stamp in millisecond 
        + tag[j].getFrequency() + "\n"); // Frequency of the  
   signal 
       j++; 
      } 
     } catch (IOException e) { 
      e.printStackTrace(); 
    }  
  out.close(); 
  r.stopReading(); 
  i++; 
    } 
    r.destroy(); 
} 
  static void runCommand (Reader r, String argv[]) throws ReaderException { 
 
      // detailed code omitted below  
  } 
 
  public static void syncRead(Reader r, String args[]) throws ReaderException { 
// detailed code omitted below 
  } 
 
  static class sampleListener 
    implements ReadListener, ReadExceptionListener { 
// detailed code omitted below 
  } 
 
 
  public static void asyncRead(Reader r, String args[]) { …… } 
 
    catch (InterruptedException e) (Mebingm 2014) { …… } 
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  // Produce a TagFilter object or null from a string. 
  // Accepted syntaxes: 
  static TagFilter parseEPC(String arg) { …… } 
   
  public static void memReadBytes(Reader r, String args[]){  
// detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void memReadWords(Reader r, String args[]){ 
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void memWriteBytes(Reader r, String args[]){ 
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void memWriteWords(Reader r, String args[]){ 
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void tagWrite(Reader r, String args[]){ 
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void tagWritePw(Reader r, String args[]){ 
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
public static void tagWriteKillPw(Reader r, String args[]) throws  
ReaderException { 
// detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void tagKill(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
// detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void tagLock(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException { 
// detailed code omitted} 
   
  static String unparseValue(Object o) { 
// detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void getParam(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
// detailed code omitted} 
   
  static byte[] parseHexBytes(String s) { 
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  static Object parseValue(String s) {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void setParam(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException { 
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
   public static  void setSingulation(Reader r, String[] args) {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void getParamList(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
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  public static void loadFw(Reader r, String args[]){  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void help(Reader r, String args[]){  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void printValue(Reader r, String args[]){ 
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void echo(Reader r, String args[]){ 
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  static boolean parseBool(String boolString) {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void setGPO(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
  
  public static void killMultiple(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void lockMultiple(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void writeMultiple(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void readMultiple(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void savedConfiguration(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void testBlockPermalock(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void testMultiProtocolReadPlan(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void testPowerSave(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void testWriteMode(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException { 
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  public static void testRegion(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
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  /** 
   * Checking for Reader instance type 
   * @param r 
   * @return 
   * @throws ReaderException 
   */ 
  public static boolean isSerialReader(Reader r) throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
  /** 
   * get the reader model 
   * @param r 
   * @return 
   * @throws ReaderException 
   */ 
  public static String getModel(Reader r) throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
   
 
  public static void testBaud(Reader r, String args[]) 
throws ReaderException {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  public static void setTrace(Reader r, String args[]){  
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  static class SerialPrinter implements TransportListener {  
 // detailed code omitted} 
 
  static class StringPrinter implements TransportListener 
  { 
public void message(boolean tx, byte[] data, int timeout) { 
 // detailed code omitted} 
  
  } 
 
  static SerialPrinter serialPrinter; 
  static StringPrinter stringPrinter; 
  static TransportListener currentListener; 
 
} 
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Appendix III. C# Program Code for Implementing the Trilateration Algorithm 
The optimised trilateration algorithm was implemented on an industrial product. The main part of 
the codes written in C# are shown below: 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
namespace Trilateration.WifiLocationCalculator 
{ 
    public class TrilaterationAlgorithm : ILocationAlgorithm 
    { 
        public WifiLocation GetWirelessLocation(WifiDevice device, 
List<WifiSignalStrength> rssi) 
        { 
            if (rssi.Count < 4) return null; 
            List<WifiSignalStrength> top4 = rssi 
                .OrderBy(r => r.SignalStrength) 
                .Take(4) 
                .ToList(); 
            var first = top4[0]; 
            var second = top4[1]; 
            return new WifiLocation(); 
        } 
// Calculating the distance between a user device and an AP 
public double GetDistance(int rxPower, int txPower, int lossTx, int lossRx, int 
gainTx, int gainRx, float pl1M, float plN, float shadow) 
        { 
            double d = Math.Pow(10, (txPower - rxPower - lossTx - lossRx + gainTx 
+ gainRx - pl1M - shadow)/(10 * plN)); 
 
            // Temporally used for testing 
            d = GetHrizontalDistance(d, 18.5); 
            return d; 
        } 
 
         //Calculating the horizontal distance 
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 public double GetHrizontalDistance(double d, double height) 
        { 
            // Horizontal distance between an AP and an end-user device 
            double dH = Math.Sqrt(Math.Pow(d, 2) - Math.Pow(height, 2)); 
            return dH; 
        } 
        public Point2d GetInitialLocation( 
            double dH1, 
            double dH2, 
            double dH3, 
            Point2d a1, 
            Point2d a2, 
            Point2d a3) 
        { 
            // Initial position of an end-user/device                         
            var m1 = new Matrix2d(2,2); 
            m1[0, 0] = 2.0 * (a3.X - a1.X); 
            m1[0, 1] = 2.0 * (a3.Y - a1.Y); 
            m1[1, 0] = 2.0 * (a3.X - a2.X); 
            m1[1, 1] = 2.0 * (a3.Y - a2.Y); 
            var m2 = new Matrix2d(2, 1); 
            m2[0, 0] = Math.Pow(dH1, 2) - Math.Pow(dH3, 2) + Math.Pow(a3.X, 2) - 
Math.Pow(a1.X, 2) + Math.Pow(a3.Y, 2) - Math.Pow(a1.Y, 2); 
            m2[1, 0] = Math.Pow(dH2, 2) - Math.Pow(dH3, 2) + Math.Pow(a3.X, 2) - 
Math.Pow(a2.X, 2) + Math.Pow(a3.Y, 2) - Math.Pow(a2.Y, 2); 
            var pointMatrix = m1 * m2; 
            var point = new Point2d(pointMatrix[0, 0], pointMatrix[1, 0]); 
            return point; 
        } 
    } 
}  
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